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SUMMARY 
Forty-three speoies of mammals are known at present from the 
MoKittrick tar seeps, in addition to a larger number of bird speaies 
and a smaller number of plant types. In the McKittrick fossil assem-
blage Recent or still living forms are more abundant than extinct 
types. Sinoe at Rancho La Brea the reverse is generally true, it ap-
pears that McKittrick is a somewhat later accumulation. The interval 
does not appear to be greater, however, than that separating a glacial 
and interglacial epoch. Many lines of evidence indicate that Rancho 
La Brea dates from the late rather than early Pleistocene, and there 
seems to be good reason for believing that this deposit is of Sangamon 
age. The McKittrick assemblage thus appears to be referable to the 
Wisconsin, or last glaeial epoch. 
Of the 49 mammalian species known at Rancho La Brea only 21 are 
found also at McKittrick. In view of the rather marked specific diff-
erences still existing between the faurias of the Los .Angeles Basin and 
San Joaquin Valley, it seems reasonable. to assume that a large part of 
the difference between the two faunas is due to ecology rather than 
to a time factor •. In addition, environmental conditions surrounding 
the tar seeps at the two loclli ties do not seem to have been exactly 
alike and some of the faunal differences may be due to this cause. 
Judging from evidence of the rodents and plants, the late 
Pleistocene climate of the San Joaquin Valley was not greatly differ-
ent from conditions still prevailing in the area. A :possible explana-
tion is that the Coast Ranges then as now prevented free passage of 
moisture-laden winds over the area. 
I. 
-INTRODUCTION 
Because of their many unusual features the tar pit vertebrate 
fossil occurrences of California have aroused much interest. Rancho 
La Brea is perhaps the most widely known fossil locality in the world, 
while the work of Chaney and Mason (1933), L. H. Miller and .A. H. 
Miller (1931, 1932), and Wilson (1933) has established for Carpinteria 
a well deserved place in the literature of palaeobotany and palaeon-
tolo_gy. Although numerous short papers dealing with various aspects 
of the fauna of McKittrick have appeared in times past, the ma.mm.a.lian 
assemblage as a whole has not been described, and this is the primary 
purpose of the present report. While major emphasis is placed upon 
the mammals, opportunity is taken to supplement the record of' this 
group with a brief review of the avian and floral assemblages. The· 
combined evidence is discussed in relation to that of' Rancho La Brea 
and Carpinteria, and an effort is made to determine the time sequence 
of' these three asphalt deposits. 
In a region so topographica~ly and climatically varied as Cali-
fornia, distribution of fossil forms in both time and space must be 
known before satisfactory correlations can be made. Rancho La Brea 
furnishes an unparalleled record of late Pleistocene life of' the Los 
.Angeles Basin, while Carpinteria is no\;eworthy for its record of' the 
plants of this period. The caves in the mountainous northern and mid-
dle parts of the state have furnished large and varied faunas, but 
their time relations to the tar pit assemblages are difficult to deter-
mine. 
1. 
Due to its geographic position, the McKittrick fauna is of consider-
able iin:portance; and for the first time an adequate record of late Pleis-
tocene life of the San Joaquin' Valley is available. The information now 
at hand seems to indicate that no very significant time difference exists 
between the three asphalt faunas, but a correlation of these assemblages 
with those of the California caves still remains as an important problem 
requiring solution. Of greater importance is the correlation with faun-
as from other parts of North America and v~ith those of the Old. World. 
When such studies are completed, the tar pit ,assemblages will be found 
to possess ·fUndamental significance. 
So unlike the existing fauna of California are the tar pit assem-
blages that it is not difficult to understand why early workers were in-
clined to regard the latter as dating from the early Pleistocene. While 
abundance of extinct forms doubtlessly indicates considerable antiquity 
measured in terms of years, it now appears that this criterion alone 
doef! not necessarily,point to an age more remote than the latter part of 
the Glacial Period. Gradually is it becoming evident that the changes 
which have brought about so great an impoverishment in mammalian life 
are of relatively re~ent date in the geological sense. Hardly less true 
for vertebrate palaeontology than for geology are Gilbert's words: "When 
the work of the geologist is finished and his final comprehensive report 
\ 
written, the longest and most important chapter will be upon the latest 
and shortest of the geologic periods.tt 
2. 
.AOKNOWLEOOMENTS 
The writer has been fortunate to carry out this work under the 
supervision of Dr. Chester Stock, who not only aided in every possible 
way, but by his unfailing interest furnished a constant source of en-
couragement. R. w. Wilson gave generously of his time and knowledge in 
the determination of the rodents and lagomorphs in the McKittrick col-
lection. E. L. Furlong, to whom has fallen the task of preparing much 
ot the material, furnished many valuable suggestions which are deeply 
appreciated. · ·Those portions of the present report dealing with the avi-
fauna have been read by Dr. Hildegarde Howard, and whatever merit they 
may possess is largely due to Dr. Howard's careful and critical nota-
tions. 
The Los .Angeles Museum kindly permitted access to the Rancho 
La Brea collection; while the staff in charge of the Dickey collection 
of Recent mammals loaned important comparative material. The staff of 
the Museum of Palaeontology, University of California, placed the 
McKittrick collection of th~t institution at the writer's disposal, and 
thus made possible a complete study of the fauna. I am particularly 
indebted for many courtesies to R. A. Stirton, v. L. Vander Hoof and 
o. ;r. Hesse. Dr. J"oseph Grinnell of the .Museum of Vertebrate Zoology, 
University of California, permitted access to the collections of Recent 
mammals. Dr. w. s. w. Kew of the Standard Oil Company of California 
made available a geological map of the McKittrick area, while v. L. 
Vander Hoof furnished a detailed topographic and geologic map of the 
same area. Dr. Vander Hoof also loaned many maps and photographs of 
3 . 
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the brea deposits, and furnished detailed information based upon his 
own studies of the McKittrick tar seeps. 
J"ohn L. Ridgway prepared the illustrations and retouched the 
photographs. Further acknowledgments of assistance are made in the text. 
4. 
HISTORIC.AL REWIEVv 
A summary of the results of previous workers is necessary in 
~rder to place the present study in proper perspective. 
The first mention of vertebrate remains from the McKittrick re-
gion seems to have been made by joseph Leidy (1865, P• 94}, who des-
cribed two horse teeth from the vicinity of Buena Vista Lake and referred 
them to Equua oacidentalis. Additional horse material from this local-
ity was described and figured by Leidy in 1873 (pp. 242-244, pl. 33, 
fig. 1). Whitney (1880, p. 256} stated that Leidy's specimens were 
obtained from Santa Maria Oil Springs, a locality approximately two miles 
to the southwest of McKittrick. 
· Although Watts {1894, PP• 46-50) treated the asphaltum from an 
economic point of view, for a period of nearly twenty-five years, no 
further interest seems to have been manifested in the palaeontology of 
the locality. 
In 1903 j. c. Merriam (pp. 288-289, pl. 30, fig. 2}, then at 
the University of California,, described a fragmentary lower jaw of·• 
Canis indianensis from a locality given as Oil Springs in 'l'ulare County. 
Doubt was expressed as to the occurrence of this find in Tulare County, 
for the Asphalto area, a short distance north of McKittrick, was at 
that time known as Oil Canon. In the S8llle paper Hyaenognathus J;?achtodon 
was described by Merriam. The type of this genus came from Asphalto 
and from beds of either late Pliooene or early Quaternary age. 
Two years later the same author (Merriam, 1905} desaribed from 
5. 
the Aspha],.to beds a feline form now known as Isohyrosmilus iscl1yrus. 
The Asphalto fauna served to revive interest in the locality, but the 
assemblage is not closely .related to that of McKittrick. 
In 1908 F. M. Anderson (PP• 32-35) described a series of upraised 
Pleistocene terraces in the McKittrick area. Mention was also made of 
extensive beds of as:phalt in which were found remains of elephants, 
horses, and an extinct species of wolf. The fauna was thought to belong 
to the latter part of the Pleistocene period. 
Approximate].y seven years later Merriam invited Neil Oornwall, a 
student at the University of California, to reinvestigate the Asphalto 
and McKittrick areas. Although a part of the summer was spent in this 
work, the information obtained at that time was never published. 
In 1921 construction.of the Taft-McKittrick paved highway brought 
i 
to light a fossiliferous bed of' asphalt on the southern outskirts of 
McKittrick. The occurrence was reported by Merriam. and Stock (1921), 
and eleven mammalian forms were listed: Aenocyon dirus, Canis near 
ochropus, Felie atrox, Felis near daggetti, Arctotherium near simum, 
MYlodon sp., Equus occidental.is, Antilocapra? ap., Bison sp., a slender- .. 
limbed camel, and Mastodon sp. The birds were studied by L. H. Miller, 
who found ten species in all, six of which are aquatic or semi-aquatic 
in habit. Shore-birds, which are rare at Rancho La Brea, appeared to 
be very abundant at McKittrick. At this time Merriam and Stock were 
inclined to attribute the dissimilarities between the Rancho La Brea 
and McKittrick assemblages to environmental factors, although. an age 
difference between the two deposits was considered a possible contin-
gency. 
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In·the following year Miller {1922) published a preliminary re-
port on the McKittrick birds. At that time the collection numbered 
approximately three hundred and twenty•five specimens. Two years later 
the same author (Miller, 1924) noted the absence of gulls at McKittrick 
and their rarity at Rancho La Brea. It was concluded that these birds 
were late-comers on \;he California coast. 
Charles H. Sternberg began collecting at McKittrick in 1926 and 
continued his excavations until 1927. During this time most of the ma-
terial now in the collections of the California Institute of Technology 
was obtained. An interesting account of his work is to be found in the 
book "Hunting Dinosaurs" (Sternberg, 1932, PP• 242-262). 
In 1926 L. H. Miller (pp. 307-326) published another important 
paper on the McKittrick b.irds. This report was based on a study of ap-
proximately one thousand specimens, representing thirty-four species. 
Of these eighteen were assigned to living species, while four were re-
ferred tentatively to forms still extant. Seven types were not speoi-
fically determined. Three spe~ies were.thought to be extinct, while 
two were found to live no longer in the region. Remains of water birds 
were stated to outnumber those of land forms approximately two to ~ne. 
Ducks and shore birds predominated. Migratory species were thought to 
form a larger percentage of the fauna than at Rancho La Brea. No evi-
dance was found of gulls, divers, steganopods, night herons, condors, 
and.am.all vultures. The golden eagle appeared to be the most abundant 
species. As a whole the bird assemblage was regarded as indicative of 
7. 
a marshy country with water only in small and shallow bodies, but not in 
true lakes. Miller suggested that the avitauna might indicate a somewhat 
later age than the Rancho La Brea and Fossil Lake assemblages. 
During the sam~ year Stock (1925, PP• 202-203) published a mono-
graph on the gravigrade edentates. In this work the 1921 mammalian 
faunal list was expanded by addition of Taxidea sp. The proboscidean 
formerly described as Mastodon sp. was listed as Mammut near americanum. 
Considerable emphasis was placed upon the then existing absence of 
Smilodon from the McKittrick locality, and absence .of the slender-limbed 
camel at Rancho La Brea. The camel was thought to be generically dis-
tinct, and closely related to~· It was concluded from evidence fur-
nished by the birds and mammals that the conditions of life during the 
Pleistocene were different at Rancho/La Brea and McKittrick. Possibility 
of an age difference between the two faunas, however, was not considered 
as out of the question. 
In a paper by Merriam and Stock (1925), the faunal list was en-
larged by the. addition of Camelops sp. In the same publication (Merriam 
and Stock, 1925A) the slender-limbed camel was described as ~ atevensi. 
Two years later Stock and Furlong (1927) announced the discovery 
in the McKittrick tar seeps of a musk-ox-like animal, which they ten~a­
tively referred to Preptoceras sinclairi. At this time these authors 
were inclined to believe that faunal differences between Rancho La Brea 
and McKittrick could not wholly be accounted for by geographic separa-
tion. Consequently, the two asphalt occurrences could hardly be contem-
poraneous. 
During the same year Hay's (1927, pp. 197-199) comprehensive work 
8. 
on the Pleistocene vertebrates appeared. The 1925 mammalian and avian 
faunal lists were reprinted, and the combined evidence summarized. Hay 
concluded that any differences bet~een Rancho La Brea and McKittrick 
must be due to environmental factors, for in the opinion of that author, 
both are of A:t'tonian age. 
In 1928 Stock (pp. 25-27) described some fragmentary peccary re-
mains from the McKittrick asphalt, and referred them to Platygonus near 
oomRressus. In the same publication (Stock, 1928A) Lama stevensi was 
designated the type of a new genus, Tanupolama. 'Cam.E!l'!ls amerioanus 
from the Pleistocene of Hay Springs, Nebraska, was found to be referable 
to the new genus. 
The faunal list was still further extended in 1930, when Furlong 
I 
(pp. 49-53) described Ca;promeryx minor from McKittrick. 
Two years later Merriam and Stock {1932, PP• 225-226} made im-
portant additions to the McKittrick Felidae. Smilodon californicus was 
recorded from the locality for the first time; while mention was made of 
a wildcat, but without specific designation. The I~cKittrick puma was 
compared with Falis bituminosa and Felis daggetti, and the conclusion 
reached that it is more closely related to the latter. It was observed, 
moreover, that the larger cats in the McKittrick collections do not 
dominate in numbers the puma and wildcat to the extent seen at Rancho 
La. Brea~ The suggestion was made that in the McKittrick fauna, Falis 
atrox may have outnumbered Smilodon. 
In 19!34 v. L. Vander Hoof (p. 332) published a brief account of 
the geology of the McKittrick fossil occurrence. It was pointed out 
that the tar seeps have their origin in fissures which cut the under-
lying oil sands; Alternate banding of tar and alluvium was interpreted 
as due to seasonal changes in temperature. It was thought that in summer 
the tar becomes fluid enough to spread over relatively large areas; while 
the winter rains were considered sufficient to wash in large quantities 
of alluvium. A sequence of one hundred and eighty bands was counted and 
plotted. A correlation with the tree ring and varve chronologies has 
been attempted, but this part of the study has not as yet been published. 
One year later another paper by L. H. Miller appeared (1935) • 
In this important contribution to the McKittrick avifauna a collection of 
three thousand specimens was described. This assemblage was obtained 
10. 
from a.locality on the south side of the Taf;t-McKittrick highway, and ap-
proximately.one hundred feet from the original excavations on the opposite 
side of the road. The avifauna from the new locality was found to pres-
ent some marked contrasts with assemblages described in earlier papers. 
In the assemblage from the south side of the highway~ aquatic and semi-
aquatic flesh-eating birds were found to predominate. In Miller's opin-
ion the difference between the two McKittrick avifaunas is not to be 
attributed to a time factor, but to difference in environment. The lo-
cality on the north side of the road was thought to mark the shore of a 
large lake; while the occurrence one hundred feet to the south was 
conjectured to have been mainly dry land. The striking similarity of 
the avifauna from the south side of the highway to that of Rancho La. 
Brea was noted. 
During the same year Ross (1935) proposed the name, .Anabernicula, 
ll. 
for a new genus of pigmy goose from the McKittrick asphalt. One of the 
two •tpigmy geese" f;rom Rancho La Brea cited as Branta? sp., and two 
specimens from McKittrick formerly referred to~ hYJ?erborea were 
assigned to the new genus. Branta minuscula from the late Pliocene or 
early Pleistocene or Arizona was found to be very close to Anabernicula. 
Howard (1936, pp. 34-35) has since demonstrated that Ross's 
species and Branta minuscula are the same. However, this author is 
also of the opinion that the Arizona material represents a new genus. 
Anabernicula gracilente Ross thus becomes a synonym of .!• minuscula 
(Wetmore). 
By 1935 seventeen species of mammals from the McKittrick asphalt 
had either been listed or described, in add;\. ti on to a larger number or 
birds. The general similarity or the fauna to that of Rancho La Brea 
was recognized, and outstanding dissimilarities were attributed to 
either environmental factors, or to a time difference between the two 
assemblages. 
The present study deals mainly vvi th the rna.mma.ls. Every effort 
has been made to complete the study of this group in so far as it is 
represented in collections now available at the California Institute 
of Technology and the University of California, but the rodents in the 
latter collection have not been carefully examined. This part of the 
fauna is being studied by J. 'W. Paxton, who plans to publish a report 
in the near future. Continued collecting in future may bring new forms 
to light, so that no claim to finality is made in this report on the 
fossil mammals. .A considerable number of bird bones still awaits study, 
as doe$ also· a small assemblage of inseots. Some fragmentary plant 
material is likewise available. The present paper is in many respects 
a synthesis, but in addition to the new species that is described many 
forms are listed from the area for the first time. 
12. 
GEOGRAPHIC SITUATION AND EXISTING PHYSICAL OONDI'rIONS 
IN THE McKITTRICK .AREA CONTRASTED WITH THOSE AT 
, RANCHO LA. BREA 
As is shown in plate l, McKittrick is located approximately 
one hundred and twenty miles north and slightly west of Los Angeles. 
The fossil deposit is situated in the foothills of the southern Cali-
fornia Coast Ranges near the southwestern border of the Ran Joaquin 
Valley, an almost featureless plain which, occupies the entire central 
portion of the state. To the south the Tehachapi and San Gabriel Moun-
tains effectively isolate the region from the Los Angeles Basin and 
the Rancho La Brea area; while to the east the Sierra raise a formidable 
barrier between the San Joaquin Valley end Great Basin. 
Rancho La Brea is located in the northwestern part of Los .Angeles, 
and nearly three miles from the steep southern front of the Santa Monica 
Range. The Los Angeles Plain, in which this deposit is situated, is an 
area almost as featureless as the San Joaquin Valley. Since during the 
period of fossil accumulation configuration of major relief features was 
! 
probably similar to that of the present day, it seems reasoflable to 
infer that at that time climatic and life zones were also similarly 
demarcated. 
The Temblor Range which rises just to the west of McKittrick, is 
a broad belt of rugged upland country very similar in general appearance 
to the Santa Monica Mountains in the vicinity of Rancho La Brea. In 
swnmer these heights are somewhat cooler than the surrounding lowlands, 
while in winter the summits are often snow-covered. It is worthy of 
13. 
note, however, that snow is more frequent and somewhat more abundant 
on the Temblor than on the Santa Monica Range. 
By virtue of its' geographic position, the Rancho La Brea area 
enjoys an aJJ.nost mediterranean climate. The rainfall is light, and is 
almost completely confined to the winter months. Fog is common on the 
slopes of the Santa Monicas, and in the Los Angeles Basin. 
The climate of the McKittrick area, on the other hand, is 
somewhat more of a continental type, for while this area is likewise semi-
arid, the swmners are hotter and the winters colder than is usual in the 
Los Angeles district. It is difficult to estimate the effect a period 
of glaciation might have upon the climatiiis of the two areas, and while 
fuller discussion must be left to a later page, it seems reasonable to 
assume that the.McKittrick area was more noticeably affected by such a 
change than the Los .Angeles region. Could this inference be proved, it 
might be possible to state with greater definiteness than is now possible, 
! 
the time relations of the three asphalt faunas. 
14. 
.EXISTING LIFE OF THE McKITTRICK .AND RANCHO LA BREA .ARE.AS 
In uncultivated areas both the San Joaquin Valley and Los Angeles 
Basin support a sparse growth of vegetation of a semi-arid type. The 
Santa Monica Mountains, however, are covered by a substantial growth of 
brushy plants. On the crest.and southern slopes chaparral is so dense 
as to be almost impenetrable. Some areas are covered with grass, sage, 
black walnut, and oak. The bottoms of the deeper canons are heavily 
wooded with oak and a variety of shrub-like undergrowth. Occasional 
sycamores are P,resent. The Temblor Range, on the other hand, supports 
only a sparse vegetation of brush and occasional stunted trees. This 
observation is of interest in that, as will be seen in later pages, 
there is evidence that during the period of fossil accumulation the 
'remblor Range was covered by a somewhat heavier growth of vegetation. 
The Atrip&ex belt of the San Joaquin Valley does not at present 
extend into the region of McKittrick. This plant, however, is found 
at slightly lower altitudes and within a few miles of the fossil deposit. 
Since distribution~f Atriplex seems to exercise an :important influence 
upon distribution of passerine birds and rodents, this fact is of con-
siderable significance. 
Although Man's occupancy of both areas has disturbed considerably 
the native animal life, information is not lacking as to at least some 
of the original faunal features of these regions. The Wildcat still 
lingers in less frequented spots of the Santa Monica Mountains, while 
the Mexican jaguar has been reported by Indians as having been seen in 
the Temblor Range. The fauna of the San Joaquin Valley is aesentially 
15 • 
that of a semi-arid plain and is characterized by an abundance of 
kangaroo rats of the genus Dipodomys. Despite the relative dryness of 
the region, the marshes of" Buena Vista Lake are still a favorite retreat 
for ducks and other water birds. As will be seen in later pages, similar 
conditions may have existed in the McKittrick area during late Pleisto-
cene time. 
16. 
TiiBLE 1- Recent mammalian fauna of the McKittrick area 
Temblor Range San Joaquin Valley 
T.AIJ?ID.AE 
Scapanus latimus occultus Grinnell : 
& Swarth (Southern Calif. Mole) 
Scapanus latimus occultus Grinnell & 
SWarth 
. 
•. 
SORICI.Dil 
Sore:x: ornatua ornatus c. H. Merr-
iam (Adorned Shrew) 
Sore:x: ornatus ornatus C. H. Merriam 
·~· Sore:x: ornatus relictus Grinnell 
(Buena Vista Lake Shrew) 
VESPERTILIONIDA:E 
Myotis yum.anensis sociabilisH. w. 
Grinnell (irejon Yuma Bat) 
Myotis subulatua melanorhinus (c. H. Merriam) (Black-nosed Bat) 
. 
1-iyotis subulatus melanorhinus 
(C. H. Merriam) 
Eptesicus luscus (Peale & Beauvois): Eptesicus luscus {Peale & Beauvois) 
·{Large Brown Bat} ~ 
. 
. 
Nycteris borealia teliotis (H. Allen) 
{Western Red Bat) 
Nycteris cinerea (Peale & Beauvois): Nycteris oinerea (Peale & Beauvois) 
(Hoary Bat) 
Corynorhinus rafinesquii intermed-
ius H. w. Grinnell (Intermediate 
I.ump-nosed Bat) 
Antrozous pallidus pa.,cificus 
c. H. Merriam (Pacific Pallid Bat) 
Corynorhinus rafines~uii intermedius 
H. w. Grinnell 
Antrozous pallidus pacificus c. H. 
Merriam 
MOLOSSIDAE 
Tadarida mexicana (Saussure) 
(Mexican Free-tailed Bat) 
Tadarida mexicana (Saussure) 
Eum.ops perotis californicus (C. H. 
Merriam) (Calif. Mastiff Bat) 
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TABLE l- Continued 
Ursua tularen.sis c. H. Merriam 
(Tejon Grizzly) 
UBS I DAE 
?Ursus co luaus C. H. Merriam 
(Sacramento Grizzly) 
PROOYONIDAE 
Procyon lotar psora Gray (Calif. 
coon) 
Procyon lotar psora Gray 
MUSTELIDAE 
· : M.ustela xan.thogenya xanthogenye 
Gray (Calif. Weasel) 
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Lutra canadensis brevipilosua 
Grinnell (Calif. River Otter) 
Lutra canadensis brevipilosus Grinnell 
S~ilogale gracilis phenax c. H. 
Merriam (Calif. Spotted Skunk) 
Mephitis mephitis holzneri Mearns 
(Southern Calif. Striped Skunk) 
Taxidea taxua neglecta Mearns 
(California Badger) 
Urocyon cinereoargenteus califor-
nicus Mearns (Calif. Gray Fox) 
. 
.. 
Spilogale gracilis phenax c. H. Mer-
riam 
Mephitis mephitis holzneri Mearns 
'.fa:x:idea taxus neglecta Mearns 
OANIDAE 
Vulpes me.crotis mutica o. H. Merriam · 
(San Joaquin Valley Kit Fox) 
: Urocyon cinereoargenteus ca1ifornicus 
Mearns 
Can.is latrans ochropus Eschacholtz ~ Canis latrans ochropue Eschscholtz 
(California Valley Coyote) 
Falis concolor californica May 
(Calif. Mountain Lion) 
?Felis onca hernandesii (Gray) 
(Mexican Jaguar) 
Iqnx rufus californicus Mearns 
(California Wildcat) 
FELIDAE 
TABLE l- Continued 
SCIORIDAE 
Oitellus beecheyi beechayi (Rich-
ardson) (Beeohey Ground Squirrel) 
Citellua beecheyi beecheyi (Richard-
son} 
Oi tellus beecheyi fisheri · ( C. H. 
Merriam) (lt~isher Ground Squirrel} 
..&nrnospermophilis nelsoni nelsoni ( c. H. Merriam) (Nelson .An:telope 
Ground Squirrel} 
: Citellus beecheyi fisheri {O. H. 
.. 
. 
Merriam) 
Amm.ospermophilis nelsoni nelsoni 
: (O. H. Merriam} 
. .. 
Eutamias merriami merriami (.Allen} : Eutarnias merriami merriarni (Allen) 
(Merriam Chipmunk) ,~ 
GEOMYIDAE 
Thomomys bottae pasoalis c. H. 
Merriam (Fresno Pocket Gopher) 
Thomomys bottae pascalis C:. H. Merriam 
Thomomys bottae diabolf Grinnell 
{Diablo :Pocket Gopher} 
: 
. 
. • 
Thomomys bottae ingens Grinnell 
(Buena Vista Lake Pocket Gopher·) 
HETEROMYID.AE 
Perognathus longim.embris longi-
membris (Ooues) (Tejon Pocket 
Mouse) 
?Perognathus inornatus neglectus 
Taylor (McKittrick Pocket Mouse) 
Perognathus inornatus inornatus 
a. H. Merriam (San J"oaquin Pocket 
Mouse) 
Perogna.thus californicus ochrus 
Osgood (Kern Calif. Pocke't Mouse) 
. 
•, 
. 
. 
. 
. 
?Perognathus longimembris longimembris 
(Coues) 
Perognathus inornatus neglectus Taylor 
{ . 
Perognatht;1.s inornatus inornatus a. H. 
Merriam 
Perognathus californicus ochru.s 
Osgood 
Dipodomys hee:rmanni swarthi (Grin-: Dipodomys hee:rmanni swarthi (Grinnell) 
nel) (Carrizo Plain Kangaroo Rat) 
Dipodomys hee:rmanni tularensis (c. H. Merriam) (Tulare Kangaroo 
Rat) 
Dipodomys ingens {C. H. Merriam) 
(Giant Kangaroo Rat} 
:, Dipodomys heermanni tularensis 
( C. H. Merriam) 
Dipodomys ingens (C. H. Merriam} 
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TABLE l- Continued 
Dipodomys nitratoides nitratoides 
c. H. Merriam (Tipton Kangaroo Rat) 
Dipodomys nitratoides brevinasus 
Grinnell (Short-nosed Kangaroo Rat) 
Cil.STORIDAE 
Castor ,canadensis subauratus Taylor 
(Golden Beaver) 
CRICETID.AE 
Onyohomys torridus tularensis c. 
H. Merriam (Tulare Grasshopper. 
Mouse) 
Reithrodontomys megalotis longi-
oaudus (Baird) (Long-tailed Har-
vest Mouse) 
Peromyscus californicus califor-
nicus (Gambel) (Parasitic White..; 
footed Mouse} 
\ Peromyscus maniculatus gambelii 
(Baird) (Gambel White-footed 
Mouse) 
Onychomys torridus tularensis c. H. 
Merriam 
Reithrodontomys megalotis longicaudus 
(Baird) 
Peromyscus californicus californicus 
(Gambel)· 
Peromyscus maniculatus gambelii 
(Baird) 
Peromyscus b~yleii rowleyi (.Allen): Peromyscus boyleii rowleyi {Allen) 
(Rowley White-footed Mouse) 
Neotoma lepida gilva Rhoades 
(Banning Wood Rat) 
Neotoma fuscipes simplex True 
(Tejon Wood Rat) 
Neotoma lepida gilva Rhoades 
v 
Neotoma fuscipes simplex True 
Microtus californicus aestuarinus 
R. Kellogg (Tule Meadow Mouse) 
Microtus californicus kernensis R.: Microtus californicus kernensis 
Kellogg (Kern River Meadow Mouse) : R. Kellogg 
LEPO RI DAE 
Lepus calif ornicus californicus 
Gray (Calif. jack Rabbit) 
Lepus californious richardsoni 
Bachman (San joaquin jack Rabbit) 
~pus californicus californicus Gray 
Lepus oalifornicus riohardsoni 
Bachman 
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TABLE 1- Continued 
Sylvilagus a~duboni vallicola 
Nelson (San joaquin'Oottontail) 
Sylvil0.€:,>US auduboni vallicola 
Nelson 
Sylvilagus bachmani bachrllani Sylvilagus bachmani bachmani 
(Waterhouse) (Calif. Brush Rabbit}: (Waterhouse) 
CERVIDAE 
Oervus nannodes a. H~ I\il,!'rriam 
( DWar:r Elk) 
Odocoileus hemionus calii'orni~us 
(Caton) (Calif. Mule Deer) 
Antilocapra americana americana 
(Ord). (Prong-horn Antelope) 
Cervus nannodes a. H. Merriam 
Odocoileus hemionus californicus 
(Caton) 
Antilocapra americana americana (Ord) 
BOVIDA.E 
Ovis canadensis nelsoni c. R •. 
Merriam (Desert Bighorn) 
Fawial list from Grinnell (1933). 
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GEOLOGIC RELA.1.I1IONS OF THE McKITTRICK BREA DEPOSITS 
The geology of the McKittrick area has been discussed by .Arnold 
and Johnson (1910, PP• ll0-U4, pl. l), Pack (1920, pp. 20•61), and at 
a later time by Cunn].ngha.m and Kleinpell {1934, p. 799; fig. 4). As is 
generally true for the·sout!lern California Coast Ranges, both the strati-
graphy and structure are comple~. Indeed·, the structure of the McKi tt-
rick-sunset oilfield is so involved that it is difficult to find two 
geologists familiar with tb,e area who are agreed as to details. In not 
a few instances ~ven points of major importance are still under debate. 
In the present discussion only the broader features of the geology are 
treated for the purpose of determining the principal physical events of 
late Cenozoic and ~arl.y Qµaterriary time • 
.. 
The McKittrick formation since its description by .Arnold and 
Johnson has been subdivided into the Etchegoin and Tulare formations 
(Pack, 1920, PP• 44-62). The upper Etchegoin may be early Pleistocene 
· in age, but the consensus of opinion seems to be that these beds belong 
in the late Pliocene (Merriam, L9l5A,pp. 40-53). The lower part of the 
Tulare is likewise regarded as late Pliocene by many geologists, but the 
upper part of this formation is usually considered as early Q;U.aternary. 
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Figure l -- Generalized st-ruoture section of the McKittrick-Sunset 
oilfield in the vicinity of the fossil occurrence. Horizontal scale 
approximately 2 inches = l mile.· · ~e fossil vertebrates were found in 
the alluvium indicated near A' • .After Geeter • 
.. . 
Folding movements have affected the Tulare, and this diastro-
phism would thus appear to be an early to middle Pleistocene event. 
The flat-lying thrust ~hown in figure l has often been disputed by 
geologists, but all seem to be agreed that an important line of dislooa-
tion crosses the area. Many have postulated an almost vertical thrust. 
In eny event, this fracture is still active as is evidenced by freq-
uently recurring offsets of the Taft-McKittrick highway where it cross-
as this zone. 
Anderson (1908, pp. 32-35) described a series of upraised Pleis-
tocene terraces in the McKittrick region. These benches extend along 
much of the southwestern border of the San Joa~uin Valley. Their ele-
vation varies from twelve hundred to fifteen hundred feet above sea-
level, or a~proximately eight hundred to one thousand feet above the 
floor of the valley. Their age is difficult to determine precisely, 
but since at least one of them outs the Tula.re, the period of base-
leveling must have extended into the early or middle Pleistocene. 
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Some of the terraces may be older, however. 
The fossiliferous brea rests upon one of these terraces with a 
pronounced unconformity between it and the ·older beds. The history thus 
recorded seems to imply an early to middle Quaternary period of folding 
followed by erosion that resulted in formation of terraces. This was 
followed by outpouring of tar and renewed uplift. Which of these events 
occurred first is difficult to determine, and it is possible that they 
were concomitant. During this period the McKittrick Pleistocene verte-
brates were entombed. Consequently, from the geology of the region 
it would appear that the fauna cannot be older than middle Pleistocene, 
and it is probable that it is somewhat younger. 
OCCURRENCE OF THE McKIT'rRit:,'.K FAUNA 
Oil seeps in·various stages of oxidation are not uncommon in the 
petroleum-producing belt .of the southern San ~oaquin Valley, and are men-
tioned or illustrated in nearly all reports on the area. Although verte-
brate remains have been reported from the McKittrick area since the time 
of the Civil War, there is no reliable evidence that any of the earlier 
finds came from the same horizon as the fauna which forms the basis of 
this paper. 
The seeps in question. occupy a narrow zone of some five miles in 
length just southwest of the village of McKittrick. As is shown by 
figure 2 , the brea belt actually consists of a more or less continuous 
zone of local seeps, which in their general northwest trend are parallel 
to the axis of a major anticline, and it seems quite certain that the oil 
has found access to the surface along tension cracks in the axis of this 
fold. This conclusion is substantiated by exposures in certain of the 
gullies cut through the surface layer of hardened petroleum. In these 
excavations dikes of asphalt, ,which f-0rm the feeders of the surface flows, 
are exposed. 
Most geologists who have studied the area are of the opinion that 
the or~ginal source of the oil is the diatomaceous Maricopa (Monterey) 
shale, and that at a later time the hydrocarbons migrated into the porous 
overlying sandstones of the Etchegoin and Tulare formations. In the 
McKittrick producing district it is generally agreed that the Upper Etche-
goin is the principal reservoir rock. Since the anticline which forms 
the structural trap. seems to be in the main post-Tulare in age, the histol,'y 
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of the flows may qe outlined as follows. 
Either cont~poraneously or slightly later than the folding which 
arched the Tertiary and early Q,Uaternary sediments, oil migrated from 
the underlying shale into the porous overlying sediments. Contemporan-
eously with the tolding tension cracks formed along the crest of the 
anticline, ahd it was along these fissures that the oil reached the sur-
face. From the existing distribution of the seeps, it seems probable 
that none of the fissures are very ext~nsive laterally, and that the al-
most continuous belt of brea is actually due to coalescence of numerous 
individual seeps of slightly different ages rather than to one large flow. 
v. L. Vander Hoof has informed the writer that during his many visits to 
the area, he has observed that old seeps often become active after an 
unknown period of quiescence. It seems reasonable to assume that such 
was also the case from the earliest inception of the fissures, so that 
the brea belt rather than constituting one definite horizon actually may 
represent a complicated sequence or events extending from middl~ to 
late Pleistocene time down into' the present. 
During late Pleistocene time sedimentation was active in the 
area, and as the oil reached the surface and spread out in sheets of a 
fraction of an inch or so in thickness it became intercalated with clay, 
sand, gravel, and wind-blown material. The resulting product is a rudely 
stratified material consisting of fine and coarse sediments more or less 
uniformly saturated with petroleum •. The upper layers which contain a 
Recent vertebrate fauna seem to be somewhat better stratified than the 
lower levels which contain the Pleistocene vertebrates. Vander Hoof 
(19:34, P• 332 ) has interpreted stratification of the brea deposit 
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a~ a form of varves. .As is mentioned on page 10 of' this paper, this 
author contends 'th~t it was mainly during the summer months that the 
oil became fluid enough to spread over large areas; while the winter 
rains carried in most of the elastic material. This conclusion may well 
be correct, although correlation with.other areas, o~ even between iso-
lated exposures within the same area, seems to be a difficult matter. 
From the above it will be seen that while McKittrick is often 
spoken of as a tar pit fauna, conditions of' accumulation must have 
been quite different from those at Rancho La Brea. At the Los Angeles 
locality deep pools of liquid oil seem to have existed at the surface 
(Stoner, 1913, P• 392), and t~ese were not only responsible for preser-
vation of fossil remains, but for entrapment of the creatures as well. 
At the McKittrick loca11 ty it seems improbable that the seeps could 
have had Ill:uch effectiveness as traps; the principal function of the 
oil seems to have been as a preservative. 1ls will be seen on a later 
page, this inferenc.e is fully substantiated by the constituency of the 
fossil faun.a. 
Vertebrate remains are found at several localities in the McKit-
trick oil seeps, although all but one, which is located on either side 
of the Taft-McKittrick highway, seem to be Recent or sub-Recent accumu-
lations. 1rhe Pleistocene deposit is situated in the N .E. 1/4, N.E. l/4 
of section 29, '11 • 30 s., R. 22 E. measured from the Mount Diablo base 
line and meridian. The locality on the northeast side of the road is 
known as the University of California locality 4096; while that to the 
southwest is University.of California locality 7139. Locality 138 or 
the California Institute of Technology comprises essentially the same 
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·area as U. c. locality 7139. 
At this locality the seeps range upward of ten feet in thickness 
and rest upon the Santa Margarita and McKittrick formations. Approxim.a-
tely one mile to the northwest an extension of the same flows overlie 
the alluvium of' McKittrick valley. As is shown by plate 2 the upper 
surface is quite irregular, but there seems to be very little evidence 
of erosion of the petroliferous material since it was laid down. The 
lower surface is likewise quite irre~-ular, and numerous shallow pipes 
or depressions which are filled with br~a were found to extend down 
into the underlying sediments. One of the larger of these pipes is 
shown by plate 2 , and in all cases as this illustration demonstrates, 
the pockets narrow toward the bottom. The diameter varies from a few 
inches to several feet. Sternberg (1932, pp. 244-245) records a depth 
of seventeen feet for one of these peculiar features. In these pockets 
numerous rodent remains were .found, and occasion,ally larger animals as 
.well. The origin of these pockets is a matter of doubt, but it seems 
reasonable that some of the smaller pipes may be tar-filled rodent bur-
rows; while the larger/openings may represent ancient pot holes subse-
quently filled with asphalt. This conjecture is substantiated by other 
features of the occurrence, for from the greater than average thickness 
of the tar bands at this locality and the unoonunon thickness of the 
brea itself, it appears that the fossil locality may have been the site 
of a rather broad and shallow stream valley. At any e.vent, the pipes 
seen in the McKittrick brea bear only a superficial resemblance to the 
pi ts of Rancho La Brea. In case of the former the pockets definitely 
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terminate in a cfay layer, while in the latter instance, the bottom 
has never been reached by quarrying operations. At McKittrick the oil 
seems to have seeped µown into the pockets, while at Rancho La Brea the 
pipes represent the fissures along which the petroleum seems to have 
risen to the surface. 
On the upper surface of the brea, dense accumulations of Recent 
animals formed a layer a few inches to.a few feet in thickness. Below 
this layer the Pleistocene fauna was found in considerable abundance. 
Carnivores and herbivores were mixed indiscriminately throughout the 
mass, and while most of the skeletons were- dismembered, articulated re-
mains and a few almost complete skeletons were found. This is in con-
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trast with Rancho La Brea, where 9-ifferential motion of the matrix dis-
jointed much of the skeletal material. 
The brea does, not:p:tiotograph well, and plate 2 . gives only a 
vague impression of the enclosing material. From the generalized sketch, 
however, (figure 3) it is possible to ~ol'I!l some idea of its inner com• 
plexity. It is d;tfficult to interpret such intricate sedimentary struc-
tures as those shown in this illustration, but only two explanations 
seem plausible. As mentioned above, the locality may mark the site of 
an old stream valley, in which case interfingering of clay, coarse clas-
tics and asphalt is due to cut and fill of the stream, which may have 
operated in conjunction with intermittent outpouring of petroleum. On 
the other hand, the fossil avian fauna indicates that the locality was 
also near the shore of a body of standing water. Repeated advance and 
recession of the shore line might also produae the effects observed. 
A combinat.ion 0£ both is not inconceivable. 
Figure 3 -- Generalized sketch of southwest wall of excavation. 
Nodules indicated are chert. Blac,k and white areas rudely stratified 
asphalt and elastics. Mammal and bird remains were found in all 
types of sediment, but were particularly abundant in the area on 
the upper left. From a sketch by Chester Stock. 
During excavation care was taken to separate the obviously Recent 
material found in the upper layers from the underlying fossil material. 
It might also have been possible to zone the fossils according to strati-
graphic level. This, however, was not attempted, and it cann9t be said 
with assurance that all of the Recent and sub-Recent material was sepa-
rated from the Pleistocene accumulation. This is especially true for 
the smaller mammals, However, there seems to be no good reason for 
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assuming that the collections now at hand represent more than a fraction 
of Pleistocene time, although it is probable that the time span represen-
ted by them is somewhat longer than a single glacial or interglacial 
epoch. 
At present the fossil locality is approximately one thousand feet 
above sea-level, or nearly seven hundred feet above the level of Buena 
Vista Lake. Furthermore, if the existing topography corresponds even 
roughly to that of the late Pleistocene, it would not be possible for 
heavier rainfall alone to have brought into existence a lake at this 
elevation. Such a body of water would flood most. of the San Joaquin 
Valley, and there is no evidence of a lake of these dimensions. Accord-
ing to Blake (1856, p, 195 "the greater part of Tulare Valley 
was formerly-submerged by a broad lake." This water body could hardly 
have extended into the McKittrick area, and there is no reason for assum-
ing that it was a renmant. of a Pleistocene lake. Consequently, it seems 
necessary to conclude that the ancient lake at McKittrick had some 
physiographic or structural cause. Since it is known that the region 
is still tectonically active, it does not seem unreasonable to infer 
that uplift and erosion subsequent to fossil accumulation brought about 
extinction of the lake. This inference has an important bearing upon 
interpretation of the fossil assemblage, and will be developed more 
fully on a later page. 
In review then, the :McKittrick brea forms a definitely stratified 
layer which rests with unconformity upon folded Tertiary and early Pleis-
tocene sediments. No continuously-baited traps such as those which ex-
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isted at Rancho La Brea seem to have been present at McKittrick, and 
this appears ta have been an important factor in bringing about some of 
the faunal features in which the latter occurrence contrasts with the 
former. 
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PRESERVATION OF FOSSIL REMAINS 
As in the case of Rancho La Brea, the McKittrick fossils are thor-. 
oughly saturated with bitumen, which has penetrated into sinuses of skulls 
and the marrow cavities of.the long bones. Aside from the dark-brown to 
black color imparted by the bitumen, the osseous material has remained 
unchanged. All skull openings are filled with sand and tar, which has 
carrj.ed into these cavities the remains of rodents and other small mammals. 
Surface markings which show the courses of nerves and blood vessels, al-
though occasionally preserved, are not so common as in the Rancho La Brea 
material. Pit wear (Stock, 1930, p. 27) and tooth marks of rodents (Stock, 
1929) so often seen on bones from Rancho La Brea, are rarely encountered 
on specimens from McKittric~. Absence of pit wear is perhaps explained 
by the surf'icial nature of the McKittrick tar seeps, which may have pre-
vented differential motion of the matrix; while presence of large bodies 
of standing wa~er may have prevente~ incursion of rodents • 
.An interesting difference in.state of preservation of the McKittrick 
and Rancho La Brea bones has been brought to the writer's attention by 
V. L. Vander Hoof. In bones from Rancho La Brea nearly all lacunae are 
completely filled with tar; while in osseous material from McKittrick these 
ca.pals often are either entirely free from hydrocarbons or only partially 
saturated by this substance. Whether less thorough saturation of the 
McKittrick bones is to be attributed to their more recent burial, or to 
some unknown difference in character of the oils, remains an open ~uestion. 
Two types of staining are observed: one of an intensely black color 
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and aJmost vitreous lustre, the other of a light to dark-brown shade 
and wax-like appearance. Nearly all rodents and lagon1orphs from McKit-
trick show the first type of preservation; while the second type is 
usually er..hibited by remains of larger mammals. Since the rodents and 
lagomorphs were in the main collected from somewhat higher levels than 
the larger forms, it suggests that the first type of preservation indi-
cates a re la ti vely recent age for the small mammals. J.ts indicated on 
pages 30-31 , there are other reasons for believing that a part of 
the McKittrick rodent and lagomorph assemblages is Rec.ent or sub-Recent 
in age. 
Oom:pared with Rancho La Brea nearly all mammalian material from 
McKittrick is poorly preserved. Perfect skulls are rare, and arti-
culated elements are seldom found. This is to be attributed perhaps 
to the character of the McKittrick seeps. .Apparently only in rare 
instances were anirnalS actually engu:lfed by the tar. In a majority of 
cases preservation may have depended ·upon chance contact of petroleum 
with osseous material. Consequently, considerable decay may have oc-
curred prior to their saturation by the hydrocarbons. 
The relatively poor state of :preservation of mammalian remains 
is in marked contrast with the very perfect preservation of the avi-
fauna. .According to Miller (1925, p. 308) the McKittrick birds are 
better preserved than those of Rancho La Brea. To quote from this 
author:-
itThe matrix and immediate entombment are not seen to differ in 
any degree from these same factors at Rancho La Brea. ..... Further-
more, the factor of weathering was largely eliminated, so that specimens 
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not broken by differential motion in the matrix have the most minute 
characters of the bone beautifUlly preserved. For some reason not 
clearly evident, the ·specimens are more fragile than those from Rancho 
La Brea •.. A difference in composition, of the oil is presumed to be the 
factor responsible, since the matrix appears more friable and of 
lighter brown color than the darker, more tenacious asphalt of Rancho 
La Brea. a 
Why bird remains from McYi..i ttrick should be better preserved 
than those of the mammals is not clearly evident. Perhaps relatively 
small forms as birds were completely covered by the limited amount of 
asphalt available at any one time, w):iile with larger forms this was 
scarcely possible. 
The percentage of old, young, and diseased animals in the 
McKittrick fauna does not appear to be higher than normal. This is in 
marked contrast with Rancho La Brea; where an exceptionally high pro-
portion of such tYJ>'es ~s found (Merriam, 1911, pp. 209-210). Here a-
gain the supposition that the McKittrick seeps did not fUnction as 
traps to so great an extent as, those of Rancho La Brea seems to be 
borne out. 
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MAMMAIJAN AND A.VIAN FOSSIL FAUNAS OF McKITTRICK AND RANCHO LA. BREA 
Table 2 lists the mammals now known from McKittrick and Rancho La 
Brea, while table 5 lists the birds. No tabulation of the faunas from 
the Carpinteria and Palos Verdes beds is made, but of ,the twenty-seven 
species of' mammals known from the former locality nea.rJ.1. all of the· genera 
and many of' the species occur also at Rancho La Brea. The fifteen mammal-
ian forms found in the Upper San.Pedro, or Palos Verdes beds, are all 
found at Rancho La Brea, and as Stock (1925, PP• ll8-ll9) has indicated 
furnish some basis for correlation ot the two deposits. 
TABLE 2-.Fossil mammalian taun$.a ot McKittrick and.Rancho La Bree. 
. MoKi ttriok 
Sm11odon cal1f'orn1cus Bovard 
Felis atrox Leidy 
Felis daggetti Merriam. 
. . . Rancho La Brea 
Smilodon calitomicus Bovard 
: Smilodon oalifornicus brevipes 
: Merriam and Stock 
. 
. 
: 
Felts** atrox Leidy* 
Felis bi tuminoaa Merriam. and Stock 
Felis concolor Linnaeus 
Felis daggetti Merriam 
lQJlX ruf'a et. fischeri Merriam. : I.qnx* ruta tisoheri Merriam· 
Oanis latrans oroutti Merriam 
. 
• 
: 
Canis* latrens orcutti Merriam 
Canis andersoni Merriam. 
: Canis occidentalis f\U"longi Merriam 
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TABLE 2- Continued 
Aenocyon dirus (Leidy) 
Aenocyon near milleri (Merriam) 
Vulpes macrotis et. mutica 
c. H. Merriam 
: A.enocyon** dirus (Leidy}* 
: Aenocyon milleri (Merriam) 
: 
: Uroctqn* californieus (Mearns) 
. 
• 
MUstela trenata nigriauris Rall : Mustela trenata latirostra Hall* 
Mephitis mephitis hol.zneri 
Mearns 
Spilogale phenax phenax O. H. 
Merriam 
Taxidea tams ct. neglecta 
Mearns 
.. 
. ' 
. : Mephitis mephitis holzneri 
: Mee.ma* 
. 
• 
: Spilogale phenax microrhinaHall* 
• • 
: Taxidea tams ct• neglecta Mearns* 
URSIDAE 
Tremarctotherium simlun (Oopfi) 
Ursua optimus New Species 
: Tre~ctotheriUJQ. simum (Oope) 
. 
• 
: Ursua optimuet New Specie• 
MEG.A.T.BERIIDAE 
Megalonyx? sp. : Megalonyx** jeffereoni califor-
.: Dicus Stock 
MYLODONTIDAE 
Paramylodon harlani (OWen) : Paramylodon harlani (OWen) 
. 
• 
: Par~lodon harlani tenuioepa 
: (S1;ook) 
: 
: Nothrotherium shaatense Sinclair 
O.AMELIDAE 
Oamelops hesternus (Leidy) 
Tanupolama atevensi (Merriam and 
Stock) . . 
Camelops hesternus (Leidy)* ** 
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TABLE 2- Continued 
Equus occidentalis Leidy 
Preptoceras? cf. sinclairi 
Furlong 
Bison antiquus Leidy 
Cervus s:p. 
Gdocoileus sp. 
EQUIDAE 
: Equus occidentalis Leidy 
BOVIDAE 
Bis.on*· ** antiquus Leidy 
·CEIW!DAE 
· : Odocoileus sp. indet. * ** 
ANTILOCJJJ?RIDAE 
Capromeryx minor Taylor Capromeryx minor Taylor** 
.Antilocapra americana (Ord) .Antilocapra americana (Ord) 
ELEPHANT I DAE 
Parelephas columbi (Falconer) Parelephas columbi (Falconer) 
.A:rchid~skodon imperator (Leidy)* 
MASTODON'l1IDAE 
Mastodon ra.ki Frick : Mastodon americanus (Kerr) 
T.AYASSUIDAE 
Platygonus near compressus : Platygonus sp. 
Le Conte · 
UPIRIDAE 
: Tap irus '? sp • 
SCIDRIDAE 
Otospermophilis cf. g-rrunrnurus . 
c. II. Merriam 
: Otospermophilis gramrnurus c. H. 
: Merriam 
.Ammospermophilis ct. nelsorii 
( C. H. Merriam) 
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TABLE 2- Con·t;inued 
GEWYIDAE 
Thoma.mys bottae bottae {Eydoux 
and Gervais) 
Thomomys bottae* ** occipitalis 
Diae 
· HETEROMYIDAE 
., 
Dipodomys near ingens (C. H. 
Merriam) 
Perognathus ct. inornatus 
a. H. Merriam 
: Dipodomys* agilis Gambel 
. 
. 
: Perognathus* oalifornicus 
: .o • H. Merriam 
CRIOETIDAE 
Onychomys? sp • 
Reithrodontomys? sp. 
Peromysous cf. californicus 
(Gambel) 
Neoto.ma lepida gilva Rhoades 
Microtus californicus aestuari-
nus R• Kellogg 
Onycha.mys* torridus ramona Rhoades 
Reithrodontomys megalotis longi-
cauda {Baird) 
: Peromyscus* irnperfeotus Dice 
. 
. 
: Neotoma* ** sp. indet. 
. 
. ··. 
Miorotus californicus neglectus 
L.' Kellogg 
Microtus c~lifor:r;i.icus (Peale)* ** 
LEPORIDAE 
Lepus californicus Gray Lapus* californicus Gray 
Sylvilae:,us bacbraani (Waterhouse) Sylvilagus bachmani cinerascens 
(Allen) 
Sylvilagus auduboni (Baird) Sylvilagus* ** auduboni pix Dice 
SORICIDAE 
Sorex cf. ornatus (c. H. Mer-
riam) 
Sorex cf. ornatus (C. H. Merriam)* 
Notiosore:x:·crawfordi Coues 
V'mPERTILIONIDAE 
Antrozous pallidus pacifious 
c. H. Merriam 
* indicates that the form is found at Car-_pinteria 
** indicates that the form is found in the Upper San Pedro {Palos 
Verdes beds) 
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TABLE 3- Fossii avian faunas of McKittrick and 
Rancho La. Brea 
McKittrick Rancho La Brea 
OGLYMBIDAE- Grebes 
Podily.mbus podiceps (Linnaeus) 
Coly.mbus sp. indet. (Grebe) 
Podily.mbus podiceps (Linnaeus} 
(Pied-billed Grebe) 
lLRDEIDAE- H~rons and Bitterns 
.Ardea herodias Linnaeus 
Nycticorax nycticorax 
(Linnaeus) 
.. 
. 
.Ardea herodias Linnaeus 
(Great Blue Heron) 
: Casmerodius albus (Gmelin) 
. : , (.American Egret) 
. 
. 
Egretta thula? (Molina} 
(Snowy Egret) 
Florida caerulea? (Linnaeus} 
(Little Blue Heron) 
i 
Butorides virescens (Linnaeus) 
: (Green Heron} 
Nycticorax nycticorax 
(Linnaeus) (Night Heron} 
Botaurus lentiginosus (Montagu) 
(.American Bi"litern) 
CICONIIDAE- Storks and Wood Ibises 
t Ciconia maltha Miller 
Mycteria americana Linnaeus 
(Wood Ibis) 
:tMycteria wetmorei Howard 
: (La Brea Wood Ibis) 
:ctCiconia ma.ltha Miller* 
: (Brea Stork) 
THRJ:!S.KIOR.l"'UTHID.AE- Ibises and spoonbills 
Ajaia ajaja (Linnaeus) 
Plegadis guarauna (Linnaeus} 
(White-faced Glossy Ibis) 
Ajaia ajaja (Linnaeus)? 
(Roseate 5J?oonbill) 
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TABLE 3- Continued 
.ANATIDil- SwantJ, Geese, and Duaks 
Cygnus col1..ID1bianus (Ord) 
· Branta canadensis {Linnae~s) 
i"Branta dickeyi Miller 
(Giant Goose) 
H.Anabernicula minuscula · 
(Wetmore) 
.An.as platyrhynchos Linnaeus 
Chaulelasrnus streperus (Lin-
naeus) ( 
Mareca americana (Gmelin) 
. (Baldpate) 
Dafila acuta? (Linnaeus) 
{Pintail Duck) 
Nettion carolinense (Gmelin) 
QUerquedula oyanoptera 
(Vieillot)** 
(Cinnamon •real) 
Spatula clypeata (Linnaeus) 
Nyrooa affinis? (Eyton) 
(Lesser Soaup Duck) 
Nyroca americana (Eyton) 
(Red-head Duck) 
Cygnus columbianus (Ord) 
: (Whistling swan) 
Branta canadensis (Linnaeus)** 
: (Canada Goose) 
Branta sp. indet. 
Anser albifrons (Scopoli)** 
: . (Vihi te-fronted Goose) 
Ohen hyperborea (Pallas) 
(Lesser Snow Goose) 
Chen rossi? (Cassin) (Rosa's Goose) 
· :ftAnabernicula minusoula 
(Vie tmore) (Pigmy Goose) 
. 
. . 
.An.as platyrhynohos Linnaeus* ** 
(Comm.on Mallard) 
Ohaulelasmus streperus 
(Linµaeus) (Gadwall) 
Nettion carolinense (Qrnelin)** 
(Green-winged Teal) 
Querquedula sp. indet. 
Spatula clypeata? (Linnaeus} 
(Shoveller Duck) 
Nyroca valisineria'? (Wilson) 
(Canvas-back Duok) 
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TABLE 3· continued 
Charitonetta albeola 
·(Linnaeus)· {Buffle-head Duck) 
Erism.atura jamaiaensis 
(Gmelin) (Ruddy DUok) 
. 
. 
. 
• 
OATH.ARTIDAE- American Vultures 
Oathartes aura (Linnaeus) : Cathartes aura (Linnaeus)* ** 
(Turkey Vulture) 
t Ooragypa oocidentalis (Mi lier) : t Coragyps occ identalis (Miller)* 
: (Black Vulture) 
: · Gymnogyps-oalifornianus (Shaw)* 
· i (Califo~ia Condor) 
• ..
: t Vul tur clarki (Miller) 
: (Vulture) 
,: 
:ttCathartornis graoilis Miller 
: {Vulture) ~ 
TERATOBNITHIDJ\E- Teratornithes 
ttTeratornis merriemi Miller :ttTeratornis merriami Miller* 
(Teratornithe) 
· .ADOIPITRIIDAE ... KitE!s 9 Haw~s, and Allies 
Ela.nus leuourus (Vieillot) 
: (Vlhite-tailed Kite) 
Aooipiter cooperi (Bonaparte) 
Buteo borealis (Gm&lin) 
Buteo swainsoni Bonaparte 
. 
• 
Astur atrioapillus (Wilson)* 
(Goshawk) 
Acoipiter velox (Wilson)* 
(Sharp•shi~d Hawk) 
: A.coipiter oooperi (Bonaparte) · 
(Cooper's Hawk) 
. 
• 
Buteo sp. indet.* 
. Buteo borealis (Gmelin) * 
: (Red-tailed Hawk) 
Buteo swainsoni Bonaparte 
(SWainson•s Hawk) 
: Buteo lagopus (Gmelin) 
{Ameriean Rough-legged Hawk) 
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TABLE 3- Continued 
Buteo regalis (Gray) 
i"Urubiting& fragilis (Miller) 
.Aquila chrysaetos (Linnaeus) 
Haliaeetus leucocephalua 
Linnaeus 
"t'1'"Neogyps errans Miller 
~tNeophrontops amerianus Miller 
Circus hudsonius (Linnaeus} 
: Buteo regalia (Gray) 
(Ferruginous Rough-leg) 
: tUrubi tinga i'ragilis (Miller}* 
(Fragile Eagle) 
. 
. 
Aquila chrysaetos (Linnaeus)* 
(Golden Eagle) 
Haliaeetus leucocephalus Linnaeus 
(Bald Eagle} 
: ttNeogyps errans Miller* 
(Errap.t Eagle) 
:ttNeophrontops americanus Miller 
(.American Ne~phron) 
: t llJlorphnus woodwardi Miller 
: · (Woodward Eagle} 
:1tWetn~oregyps daggetti (Miller) 
(Daggett Eagle) 
: t Spizaetus grinnelli (Miller)* 
(Grinnell Eagle) 
Circus hudsonius (Linnaeus)* 
(Marsh Hawk} 
F.AI.DONIDAE- Caracaras and Falcons 
Polyborus cheriway (Jacquin) 
Falco mexicanus Schlegel 
Falco peregrinus Tw1stall 
Falco colurnbarius Linnaeus 
Falco sparverius Linnaeus 
-r Fa.le o swarthi Miller 
(Giant Falcon) 
Falco sp. indet. 
Polyborus cheriway (Jacquin)* 
(Audubon's Caracara) 
Falco mexicanus Schlegel 
(Prairie Falcon) 
: · Falco peregrinus Tunstall 
(Peregrine Falcon) 
. 
. 
Falco columbarius Linnaeus 
(Pigeon Hawk) 
Falco sparverius Linnaeus* 
(Sparrow Hawk) 
Falco sp. indet .• 
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TABLE 3- Con.tinued 
, PEIU)IOID.AE- Partridges an~ QU.ails 
LOphortyx californica (Sha,W) Lophortyx californica? (Shaw)* ** 
(California Quail) 
MELEA.GRIDIDAE- Turkeys 
:ttParapavo californicus Miller* 
(California Turkey) 
GR.UIDAE- Cranes 
Grus canadensis (Linnaeus} : Grus canadensis (Linnaeus) 
(Little Brown Crane) 
. 
. . 
Grus americana? (Linnaeus) 
(Whooping Crane) 
RALLIDAE- Rails , Gallinu.le s, and coots 
Rallus limicola Vieillot 
(Virginia Rail) 
. 
. . 
Fulica americana Gmelin 
~.American Coot) 
CHARADiq:ID.AE- Plovers, Turnstones, and Surf-Birds 
Eupoda montana (Townsend} 
(Mountain Plover) 
Oxyechus vociferous {Linnaeus)' Oxyechus vociferous {Linnaeus} 
(Killdeer) · 
Squatarola squatarola . 
(Linnaeus} (Black-bellied Plover) 
SCOLOPACIDAE- Woodcook, Snipe, and Sandpipers 
NtUUenius americanus Beckstein 
Totanus melanoleucus (Gmelin) 
Capella delicate (Ord) 
(Wilson's Snipe) 
Numenius americanus Beckstein 
(Long-billed Curlew) 
Phaeopus hudsonicus (Latham) 
(Hudsonian Curlew) 
Tetanus melanoleucus (Gmelin) 
(Greater Yellow-legs) 
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TABLE 3- Continued 
Pelidna alpina (Linnaeus) 
(Durilin) 
J..1.mnodromus griseus (Gmelin) Limnodromus griseus {Gmelin) 
{Dowi tcher) 
Limosa fedoa? (Linnaeus) 
(Marbled Godwit) 
RECLJRVIROSTRID.AE- . .Avocets and Stilts 
Recurvirostra.americana Gmelin ,. Recurvirostra americana 
Gmelin (.Avocet) 
LARID.AE- Gulls and Terns 
Larus brachyrhynchus? 
Richardson (Short-billed Gull) 
I 
Rissa tridactyla? (I .. innaeus) 
(Kittiwake) 
COllJMBID.AE- Pigeons and Doves 
Zenaidura niacroura (Linnaeus) 
Columba fasciata Say* 
: , · (Ban,d-tailed Pigeon) 
Zenaidura macroura carolinensis 
(Linnaeus) (Mourning Dove) 
Eotopistes migratorius (Linnaeus) 
{Passenger Pigeon} 
CUCULIDAE- cuckoos , · Roadrunners; and .Anis 
Geococoyx californianus 
(Lesson} 
Geococeyx oalifornianus* 
(Lesson) (Road-runner) 
TYTONID.AE- Barn OW:ls 
Tyto alba (Scopoli)* (Barn owl) 
STRIGID.AE- Typical Owls 
: Otus asia (Linnae·us) * 
(Screech Owl) 
BubQ virgianianus (Gmelin) Bubo virgianianus (Gmelin)* 
(Great Horned OWl) 
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T.ABLE 3- Continued 
S'peotyto cunicularia (Molina) 
Asio wilsonianus (Lesson) 
Glaucidium gnoma Wagler 
(Pigmy OWl) 
Speotyto cunicularia (Molina) 
(Burrowing OWl) 
: t' Strix brea Howard (La Brea OWl) 
.Asio wilsonianus (Lesson}* 
(Long-eared Owl) 
.. : Asio flammeus (Pontoppidian) 
(Short-eared OWl} 
Cryptolglaux acadica (Gmelin} 
: . (Saw-whet OWl) 
PIOIDAE- Woodpeckers 
Oolaptes ca:f'er (Gmelin) Colaptes cafer (Grnalin)* 
(Flicker) 
.A.Syndesnru.s lewis Gray 
(Lewis's Woodpecker) 
TYRANNID.il.E- Tyrant Flycatchers 
Tyrannus sp. (Kingbird} 
ALAUDID.AE- Larks 
: \ Otocoris alpestri.s {Linnae~s) 
(Horned Lark) 
HIRUNDINIDAE- Swallows 
Petrochelidon albifrons 
{Rafinesque) (Clif:f' swallow) 
OORVIDAE- Jays, Magpies, and Crows 
Corvus corax Linnaeus 
Aphelocorna* sp. (~ay) 
Pica nutalli (Audubon)* 
{Yellow-billed Magpie) 
Corvus corax Linnaeus* (Raven) 
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TABLE 3- Continued 
Corvus braohyrhynohos Brehm 
(Crow} 
Corvus caurinus Baird* 
(Northwest Crow) 
PARIDAE• Titmice, Verdins, and Bush-Tits 
: Penthestes sp.* (Chickadee) 
MIMIDAE- Mookingbirds and Thrashers 
Toxostoma cf. redivivum (Gambel) 
(California Thrasher) 
BOMBYCI.LLIDAE- ~fax:wings 
1 
: Bombycilla cedrorum Vieillot* 
.<cedar Waxwing) 
LANIIDAE• Shrikes 
Lanius ludovicianus Linnaeus 
: (Loggerhead Shrike) 
ICTERIDAE- Meadowlarks, Blackbirds, and Troupials 
Sturnella negle~ta? Audubon* ** 
(Western Meadowlark) 
: Xanthocephalus? sp. (Yellow-headed 
(Blackbird} 
Ioterus sp. (Oriole) 
: ;- Euphagus magnirostria A. H. Miller 
(La Brea Blackbird) 
.Agelaius ·phoeniceus oalifornicus 
Nelson (Bicolored Red~wing) 
GRINGILLID.AE- Grosbeaks, 'Finches, Sparrows, and Buntings 
: Pipilo* sp. indet. (Towhee} 
* indicates the form is also present at Carpinteria. 
** indicates the form is also present in the Palos Verdes (Upper San 
Pedro beds} • 
ttindicates the genus is ~xtinot. 
~ indicates the species is extinct. 
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Oom:pariso~_of tables land 2 reveals that many of the forms 
found fossil in'' the McKittrick tar seeps are still living in the area, 
as is especially true in case of the rodents, and that in the fossil 
assemblage plains-dwellers apparently sreatl.y' outnumber mountain-living 
forms. Indeed, the rodent fauna is so s1m11ar to that still living in 
the area as to suggest that it me.y be in part post-Pleistocen• in age. 
In case of extinct forms, the habitat cannot be determined de• 
finitely, but it would appear that at McKittrick mountain-dwellers are 
somewhat more abundant relatively than at Rancho La Brea. Due_- to closer 
proximity of the former locality to uplands, this is perhaps not sur-
prising. It would seem, therefore, that the McKittrick fossil assemblage 
affords a valuabletransitio~ stage between the predominately' plains 
assemblage ot Rancho La Brea and the upland faunas ot th$ northern Cali-
fornia caves. 
l!'orms which occur as fossils at either Rancho La Brea or McKit-
trick, and whioh may have been mountain-dwellers are: ~ ruta fischeri, 
Falis de.ggetti, Mustela :frenata nigriauria, Tremarctotherium simum, Ursua 
OJ>timua, TanUJ>Qlama stevensi, and Praptooera1 sinclairi. 
Among the larger mammals only' tour species, Vull?e• maorotia; 
Antilocapra americana, Odoooileus, and Cervue whioh inhabit the MoKitt-
riok area at-the present time are found in the tar pits. Speoitio iden-
tification of the deer and elk is ve-ry uncertain, but there seems to be 
little difference between the fossil and living forms. Most ot the re-
maining large mammals found in the fossil assemblage are definitely' ex• 
tinot and seem to have left no desoendants in the region, although Ursua 
optimua and Canis latrans oroutti may be ancestral to living forms. 
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Examination of table 2 serves to point out the very striking 
similarity in mammalian faunas ot McKittrick and Rancho La Brea. some 
noteworthy differences are likewise apparent. Of the latter, perhaps 
the most striking is the absence of_PreRtoceras? and Tanupolama at 
Rancho La Brea. In view ot the unusual :number of individuals known 
trom this locality, it seems very probable that these forms did not live 
' 
in the Los Angeles area.at a time when the fossil assemblage was ac~um-
ulating. This problem is discussed more fully below. 
Ot the forty-three species ot mammals occurring at MoKittriek 
twenty are no longer extant, while ot the torty-ni.ne species found at 
Rancho La Brea twenty-nine are extinct. It would appear, furthermore, 
that extinction at ~ancho La Brea has been confined largely to larger 
forms, for only one rodent species, Pe:i;omrscus 1mi>erteotus, and three 
ot the subspecies seem to be extinct. In the McKittrick rodent assem-
blage, apparently, all of the species are still living, although one, 
Thomows bottae bottae, seems to live no longer in the region. While 
the McKittrick rodents may be partly Recent in age, it seems probable 
that members of this order have not been affected by extinction to so 
great an ext•nt as -the larger. mammalian t'o.rms. This interenoe hae con• 
siderable bearing upon accuracy of the percentage method ot correlation. 
Most Pleistocene faunas are relatively' poor in representation of the 
rodents; consequently, indiscr1m1nant methods ot calculation which do 
not take into consideration difte~nces in life spans of the smaller 
and larger mammals can hardly be convincing. 
Ot the ioa species ot fossil birds now known from Rancho La Brea, 
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·sixteen are extinct. Fitty-seven species ot birds are known from McKitt-
•· 
rick• Of these.J>.ineare known to be DO longer living. The percentage 
of extinct forms would thus appear to be approximate}¥ tif'teen and one-
halt in both instanoes. A.a Miller (1925, P• 311) has noted, migratory 
species are relative}¥ &omewhat more abundant at McKittrick, and since 
such forms may be eX,Peoted to have a better chance of' survival, no defi-
nite statement of relative age of the two deposits can be made on the 
basis of' avitaunas alone. The percentage ot extinct mammals at McKittrick 
is approx1mate}¥ torty-stx as com.pared with fitty·n~e at Rancho La Brea. 
on this baiJis it might appear that McK1 t1Jriok is somewhat younger then 
Rancho La Brea. The writer muat co11fesa, however, that whenever doubt 
has EU"iaen as 1;o llhether a given mammalian form is to be referred to au 
extinct or iiv111$ species, he has always tavore4 the latter interpreta-
tion. In view of .the relative}¥ small percentage differences between 
the two faunas, not lllUCh reliance is to be placed upon these figures as 
indicators of relative age. As shown oa pages 73-74 , however, th$re 
are other and better reasons for believing MoKtttriok to be a little 
younger than Rancho La Brea. 
The on}¥ birds found at Carpinteria which do not also ooour at 
McKittrick or Rancho ta Brea EU"e: Buteo lineatus (Gmelin) (Red-bellied 
Hawk), Drlobates ep. (Woodpecker), sqornia sp. (Pl>.oebe-F}¥eatoher), 
!!Rido:nax sp. {Slllall FJ;ycatcher), oranocitta stelleri (Gmelin) (Steller 
Jay), Sitta oanadens1s Lilma,.eus (Red-breasted Nutthatch), Ohamaea tasciata 
(Gambel) (Wren-tit), Turdus migratortua Linnaeus (Robin), !Jlloeichla? sp. 
(Thru&h) , apinus pinus (Wilson) (Pine Siskin) , Loxia curvirostra Linnaeus 
(fled orossbill) , and Pass.erella 1liaoa (Merrem) (Fox Sparrow) • All are 
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still living. :M~ ot the above are woodland forms, and their absence 
at MoKi ttrick and Rancho La Brea is readi]Jr explained by lack of adequate 
:forest cover in the vicinity ot the J.a.tter tar pite. 
Birds found' tn the Palos Verdes beds, but which have not yet been 
encountered in asphalt deposits are: Gavia near immer (Bru.ennioh) (Loon), 
8zy;thliboruwllus autiquus (Gmelin} (Ancient Murrelet), DiOI11edea .near 
nigripes Audubon (Black-footed Albatross.) , Puttinull opisthomalas oouee 
(Black-vented Shearwater), l!'u.bnarus glacialis {Unnaeus} (FU.lmar), Phala• 
I ' . 
oro~orax pen:t.cillatua (Brandt) (Cormorant), and Oidemia perSJ?icillata 
(L~nnaeus) (Suri' Sooter) •. All the~e species are still in existence. In 
this instance it seems reasonable to attribute dissimilarities of the 
avifauna with those of the tar pits to proximity of the ocean and lack 
of woods at the San Pedro local! ty. 
-
Examination of table 5 reveals that twelv• epeoies of birds found 
at MoKi ttrick do not occur at Rancho La Brea. Of these, seven are aquatio 
or se~i·aquati~ in habit. Thus the major differences may be accounted 
tor by absence of. large bodies of standing water at the ID•· Angeles lo• 
oal1ty. Fifty-seven species of birds oaourring at Rancho La Brea are 
not found at McKittrick. Reasons for absence of some ot theae forms 
trom the San Joaquin Valley locality will be discussed on a later page. 
In this connection it should be kept in mind that the McKittrick passer-
i~s have not yet been thorough]Jr studied. 
Since birds are perhaps somewhat longer °lived than mammalian 
species• it is not surprising that insofar as avian faunas are concerned, 
there seems to be little reason tor regarding the McKittrick and Rancho 
La Brea, Carpinteria, and Palos Verdes assemblages as other than alosel.Y' 
related in time. 
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FOSSIL FIOBAS OF McKI'fTRIOIC,- BANOllO U BBIA AND CARPINTERIA 
.• . 
In order to complete the extraordinary picture of late Pleisto-
cene lite a:t'torded by the asphalt assemblages, it seems desirable to 
lisi the floras.· The plant assemblage ot <larpintaria is particularly 
) 
I 
well known. In case of McK1 ttrick and Ranoho La Brea it seems reasonably 
certain that in ~he 1.mmediat~ vicinity ot the tar seeps no woods were 
present, but it is probable ~hat during the period of fossil accumula-
tion both the Temblor and Santa Monica Ranges were forest-covered. 
TABLE 4'- Fossil' floras of ~Kittrick, Rancho La Brea and Oe.rpinteria 
Ja:cIU ttrick 
Pinus monophylla 
• 
• 
• 
• 
Ca111nter1a. 
. 
• 
• 
• Rancho La Bi-ea 
: OUpreasus govenim:aa 
: (Mountain Cypress) 
: OUpressus maoroca.rpa 
: (Monterey Oyp:reae) 
: J'uniperus calit'ornica 
: (Juniper) · 
: J'uniperua calitornica* 
: 
: : 
: Pinue muricata (Pine) : P1nue murioata** 
• • 
• 
• 
: Pinua radiata (Monterey : 
: Pirie) 
: Pinus remorata (Santa 
: Cruz Pine) 
. 
• 
. 
• 
• 
• 
: 
. . 
• • 
: PiZlUs sabinialla (Digger : 
: Pine) . 
: Pseudotauga taxitolia 
: (Douglas nr) 
: Quercua agr1t'ol1a (Live 
Oak) -
: S&qµoia sempervireua 
. 
. 
• • 
• 
• 
. 
. 
: (Redwood) : 
Qu.ercus agrifol1a 
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. TABLE 4 .. Continued 
t , : Umbellularia cali:f'e>rnioa : 
(Spice' Wood} 
: 
Aretostaphylos glauoa : A.rctostaphylos glauca : 
: (Big-berried Manzanita) 
Prunus ilioitolia : Arctoataphylos sp. 
(California Wild ,PlUm) 
A.triplex sp. 
(Salty Sage) 
'\ 
. 
• 
: Eriodictyon oalifornicum : 
: (Yerba Santa) 
• .
: Oeanothua tb.yrsitlorua 
.: (Blue Blossom Lilac) 
.. 
. . 
: Garrya elliptica 
: (Q.uinine Bush} 
: Pyrua hottme.nili (Extinct 
: Pear) 
: 
: 
: 
. 
• 
. 
• 
. 
• 
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: Rhus diversiloba (Poison : Celtis miasiseippiensis 
: Oak) · reticulata 
: (Western Hackberry} 
: Sambucus glauc.a (Blue 
: Elder~rry) 
: Sambucus glauoa 
. 
. 
. 
• 
Arceutb.obium oampylopodum. : 
: (Mistleto•) : 
: Chorizanthe pungena 
(Turkish Rugging) 
. 
• 
: OorethrogJne sp • 
• • 
. 
. 
: Undetermined Oompositae? 
. 
• 
• 
• 
Oymopterus littoralis : 
: Pteris aquiline (Oo11111on, 
: Brake) 
: Xanthium oalvum 
: (Cockle bur) 
• 
• 
: 
. 
• 
. 
• 
: 
. 
• 
• ..
* :r.o. breaensia ot Frost ** ~· tuberculata ot Frost 
--
The. Carpinteria floral list haa been compiled from Ohaney and 
... . 
Mason (l933t .p~ '52). Aocor<U.·ng to ·these authors, onl.y one species 
found at this looali ty,. ;rzrua hotfmamli, i• new. The :remainder belo~ 
to the living flora of.Oal11'ornia, and 1n a majority ot cases are alao 
known trom other Pleistocene deposits in the state. The ecologic rela-
tiona are those of the Monterey pine forest, which at present occurs 
typically on the Monterey Peninsula, although scattered groves are found 
as far south aa Morro Rook in San Luis Obispo aount1. aonsequentlJ, e. 
northward retreat of the_foreet seems to have been the onl.y important 
change in the plant world since the deposit was laid down. Chaney e.nd 
Maeon (1933, PP• 7o-76) are ot th- opinion thai-the southw~ extension 
ot the pine forest was brought about by glaciation. · 
Frost (1927, PP• 85-67) who is the authority tor the Rancho La 
Brea floral list points out that all ot the species tound at this locality 
with the eaeption ot Oeltia miesieaipien•is retioulata, live today in 
I 
Monterey County. All are elements of the mesop:tiytic forest except · 
Sambuou$ slauc.a, which is qgropliytic. Present distribution of g,. !!• 
reticulat! is largely confined to mountain ranges borderins deserts, and 
.Frost cQnsiders ooaurrenoe of this plant at Rancho La Brea as inconsis-
tent with character of the remainder of the flora. He suggeets that the 
eeeds ot this plant, Which constitute its entire record at Rancho La 5rea, 
may well have been carried into the area bY,. birds. The conclusion reached 
by Frost is that a COlll.Parison of the existing climates of the Monterey 
and LOs .Angeles areas should •erve as an indicator of the cl~t~o change 
which has occurred since Rancho La Brea time. According to this view, 
there would. eppear to be a marked similarity between the floras o:r 
Rancho La Brea and O~interia. 
At a later time Mason (Compton, 1937, p • S8f otterod a quite 
ditterent interpretation ot the Rancho La Brea flora. This author 
points out that the taxonomic aspect of the pine is in doubt; while 
the cypress could as well be similar to CUpr.essus nevacl.ensia as to _q. 
' goveniana or to .Q.• m,acrocga. When re~sonable allowance tor these 
doubtful elements 111 made, 1 t is eeen that the Rancho La Brea flora 
suggests arid interior conditions similar to those now existing well 
up on the south slopes of the Tehachapi mountains. 
For the floral list ot McKittrick I am indebted to Dr. Mason, 
who atat&a ill. conversation ~hat this assemblage is likewise of a dry 
·1nterior aspect. JuniRerus utah!~sia and 4tr1plex are ~what out of 
their present range, although the latter oooUl"a abund,antlJ' on the low-
lands a i"ew miles trom the fossil deposit. It 1$ hoped that Mason's 
report on the MoKittrick flora will appeu befo:r;'e publication ot this 
paper. 
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. 
1 CENSUS. OF THE M:oKITTRIOK FOSSIL :MAMMALS 
The method eJoployed in estimating ~lative abundance is essentially 
the same as that used by Stock (1929A, P• 282) :t'or a census ot th$ Rancho 
L8. Brea mamma:ls. 'However, Stock considered only adult animals, while in 
CANIDAE 
ELE PHAN"TIDAE. 
MEGATHERllDAE 
.Figure 4 -- Diagram showing relative number of individuals in tlle 
.mammalian families (except rodents, lagomorphs, insectivores and bats) 
occurring in the McKittrick Pleistocene fauna. 
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ELEPHANTIDAE 
MASTOOONTIDAE 
MEGATHERllDAE 
CERVIDAE 
CANIDA~ 
FE L IDAE 
Figure 5 -- Diagram showing relative number of individuals in the 
mammalian families (except rodents, lagomorpha, insectivores and bats) 
occurring in the Rancho La Brea Pleistocene fauna. After Merriam and 
Stock (1932). 
this case individuals in all stages of growth are considered. In both 
oases, however, the count seems to represent some basis for comparison 
of the two mammalian faunas. 
Figures 4 and 5 illustrate relative abundance of individuals of 
various mammalian orders at MeKi ttriek and Rancho La Brea, while figure 5 
contrasts the relative abundance of individuals of various species at the 
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Figure 6 -- Diagram showing number of individuals ~ecorded 
for genera and species of mammals in the Pleistocene faunas o:r 
McKittrick (white bar) and Rancho La Brea (black bar). Rancho 
La Brea census after Stock (l929A). 
two localities. In all oases rodents, insectivores and bats have been 
omitted.· . 
.Although the McKittrick collection comprises only' 355 individuals 
as compared with 4264 in the Rancho La Brea collection of the Los Angeles 
Museum, there seems to be a fair basis for comparison of the two taunas. 
, , 
Perhaps the most important difference in constituency is the comparatively 
meagre representation ot carnivores at McKi ttriok. As is shown by 
figure 6, the carnivora ot McKittrick are predominantly modernized forms 
such as the coyote, while at Rancho La Brea types like Aenocyon and 
Smilodon comprise the greater part of the carnivore population. 
Since statistical studies of' the smaller mammals of Rancho La Brea 
have not been made, there seems to be no necessity of illustrating their 
relative abundanc.e at McKittrick. With regard to the lagomorphs, the 
cotton-tail, Sylvilagus auduboni, seems to be the most abundant at McKitt-
rick and is represented bf no less than fifty-tour individuals. The jack-
rabbit, Lepus calitornicus, is next in order of abundance with forty-one 
individuals, while the brush-rabbit, Sylvilagu.s baohmani, numbers approxi-
mately twentr-eight. Following llilson's determinations (1953, PP• 63-65), 
it would appear that representation ot the. lagomorphs is approximatel.y 
similar to that at Rancho La Brea, but at Oarptnteria Sylvilagus bacbmani 
is relativel.y common while Lepus is rare. 
At McKittrick representation of' the rodents is as follows: 
DipodOll!fS, two hundred and fitty-tive; Perom,yscus, one hundred, Miorotus, 
thirty•tive; Thomomys, sixteen; Ammospermophilis, nine; Perognathua, eight; 
and ~tOsJ>ermophiUs and O&chomys with one individual each. According to 
Wilson, at Rancho La Brea Thomosv:s is the most abundant rodent; while at 
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· Oar,pinteria1 Pergmraous is the most abundant form. As this author points 
' ' 
out,· these f'aO-ts'may have no special signitioance insofar as environ-
mental conditions are concerned, but the great abundance ot DiiOd'?ll!Ys in 
the McKittriok ta~a suggests an arid to semi-arid climate, for the 
kangaroo•rat_s characteristically inhabit regions ot low ra1nta11. The 
,. 
evidence ot the rodent fauna is apparentl.1 in disagreement with the evi-
. ' ' 
denoe of the birds, and perhaps also with that of the larger mammals, 
which seem to indicate more humid coll.di tions. In this connection 1 t 
should be noted how very similar :tfr the fossil rodent fauna to that 
still inhabiting the area, tor only one vuiety, ThOJ!!O!ltil bottae bottae, 
seems to live no longer in the region. 
Insectivores .and bats are not at all abundant at MCKittriok, 
. and are represented by not more than one or two individuals each. 
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A. cmNSUS OF THE McKITTBIOX: FOSSIL AVIFAUN.4. 
Prese:n.t knowledge ot the McKittrick birds is due almost entirely 
to the work. ot L. H. Miller. The collections now reported consist ot 
' approximately 4000 specimen11. Thie number although large in comparison 
to that fro• other fossil localities, is insignificant when compared 
to the 86,242 bird bones in the Rancho La Brea collections ot the Los 
.Angeles Museum. The passerines ot McKittrick have not yet been reported 
upon in a formal statement, and it is hoped that A· H• Miller•s paper on 
this division ot the l\IICKit'tsiok avitauna will precede in pr:\nt th• pres-
ent report. Most of the .reports on the McKittrick birds list the total 
uwnbar ot re.mains ot each species as a basis for estimating relative 
abundance; while Howard (1930, p. 81) has estimated the con1ti~el'l07 ot 
the Rancho La Brea avitaw:ii by a method essentially comparable to t.hat 
employed by stock in his census of the mammalian aesemblage. Furthermore, 
studies of the Rancho La Brea and McKittrick avitaunae are still being 
carried on so actively that it is tutile' to attempt at this time more 
than a $eneral statement as to the constituencies of the two assemblages. 
As has been noted already, the McKittrick avitauna is not an 
ecologic unit. Fauna number l, which consists ot nearly 1000 specimens 
comprises thirty-three percent anserinas; twenty perce:nt llmiooline•; 
fourteen perc•:a.t herons, storks. and crianes; the golden eagle twenty~eight 
percent; and all other land birds five percent. .As Miller (1925, P• 510) 
has noted, this assemblage suggests a widespread marslJ.y area similar to 
conditions interred at Fossil Lake. It should be noted that McKittrick 
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· avitauna· num'ber l comprises relativel.y more water birds than does 
. . 
Rancho La Brea .. (Miller, 1925, P• 310). 
) 1· 
McKittrick avitauna number 2, on the other hand, is predominantly 
a land assemblage, and is quite similar to that of Rancho La Brea. 
Both the Rancho La Brea assemblage and the s·eeond McKittrick avitauna 
are characterized by relatively large representation ot vultures and 
other raptoral types. In this connection it is interesting to note that 
the bird as1emblage from the southern California Academy ot SCiell<les pit 
at Rancho La Brea (Howard 1936, PP• 32-34) resembles McKittrick avi-
fauna number 1, in that this excavation contains a relatively large 
percentage ot water-dwelling types. 
·Combination ot McKittrick avitaunas l and 2 shows that tar less 
ditterence exists between the McKittrick e.nd Rancho La Brea assemblages 
than when either McKittrick assemblage is considered alone. It is true, 
however, that aquatic types are slightly more abundant, relatively, at 
McKittrick, but this does not seem to have any age significance. 
Galliformes and owls are somewhat leu abUDdant at MCKi ttriok, but this 
discrepanqy is probably due to the less forested condition which pre-
vailed in vicinity ot the McKittrick tar seeps. Since McKittrick avi- · 
tauna localities l and 2 are separated by only one hundred :f'eet, Miller's 
explanation that accumulation occurred near the shore of a lake and that 
avitauna number 2 is predominan~]J' a land assemblage, is entirely 
acceptable to the writer. 
Perhaps the most important difference in the avif'aunas ot McKitt-
rick and Rancho La Brea lies in the relative abundance of the black vulture 
' 
(Coragy;psf and the American turkey vulture (Oathartes). At McKittrick 
Oatharte11 9utnUmbers Cora.gyps in a ratio ot slightly' more than five to 
one (Miller, 1935, P• '76); while at Rancho La Brea the e:x:~inct black 
vulture outnumbers oathartes in a ratio ot twenty to one (Howard, 1930, 
P• 84). As will be mentioned on a following page, the relative propor-
tions ot these raptors may have considerable age significance. 
(),) 
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FAOTORS GOVERNING GROUP BEPRF.SENT.ATION 
:The taetors governing the presentation ot animals in brea deposits 
are classifiable into three majo1' categories, the first ot whiQh ia 
capable ot subdivision. They are: (l) enviromnent, (2) time, and (3) 
chance and probability. 
Since it is difficult, when dealing with tar pit a•semblages, to 
separate environment and ecology, and still more ditticult to distinguiah 
between regional environment and the conditions which prevailed in the 
(}) 
' 1mmediate vicinit1 of the pits, these taotors are discussed to best a~-
vantage with climatic ev1dence 1n 1'ollow1.ng sections. 
The i'aotor 01' time is so intimatelY associated with the problem 
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ot COrJ"elation, which in turn is related to environment and ecology, that 
a separate section has 'been •et aside tor its discussion. For the present 
it ia sufficient to note that time seems to be ot relatively little im• 
portance insofar as group representation is concerned• With regard to 
relative abundance ot varioue. groups, however, time seems to be the de-
ciding factor, and on this basis it would appear that since modernized 
forms show greater abundance relative to extinct typea at McKittrick, 
this occur~ence is somewhat younger than Rancho La Brea. 
With regard to the third factor, it ia scarcely necessary to 
point out that since the Rancho La Brea mammalian assemblage in the 
collections of the Los Angeles Museum contains approximately twelve 
times as many individuals as that ot McKittrick, absence of a specific 
type from the Los Angeles locality probably means that it did not in-
habit the area during the period ot fossil accumulation. However, in 
·case ·ot absence of a form trom McKittrick, known to occur at Ranoh.o La 
Brea, it .. Js tar :less certain that it was absent trom the area at a time· 
when the.tar seeps were active. 
In view of rather scanty.3Pepresentation of the Felidae at MoKitt-
rick, it is not surprising that certain forms such as Smilodon calitorni ... 
.!!.!. bre~ipes, Felis bituminoaa, anQ. Felis concolor seem to be ab8ent 
trom the fauna, for ~ese, types are rare even at Rancho La ~rea. Since 
the latter form still lives in the McKittrick area, it seems almo•t o•r-
ta.1n that chance alone is responsible.tor its ab&flnoe in the fossil 
assemblage. 
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The McKittrick Clanidae, on the other hand, are a relatively abWldant 
group. Why certain ot the Rancho La Brea forms, aania andersoni, and 
· Oania oocidentalis f'urlopgi, should be absent trom the former locality is 
difficult to explain. Both of these 1'orJJUJ are r.ire at Rancho La B:J;.'efl and 
never seem to have been present in the Oal1torn1a area in great numbers. 
Oonsequently, their absence in the McKittric~ t~ pi~s may be due to 
chance. . On th$ other hand, iaolatei and trag1DentQ'Y' specimens ot both 
the above t'orma are not ~adil.y determinable, but it is certain that no 
skull material ia available. Since foxes are not abundant at eithe:r;-
Rancho La Brea or McKittrick, absence of Urooyon at the latter locality 
may well be due to chance. AB Stock (l929A, p. 269) has indicated, it 
. ' 
may be that absence of VUlpes at the Los .Angeles locality is to be attr1-
bute4 to more humid conditions than those now prevailing in the area. 
While the habits ot Nothrothe.rium aw not autticiently well lQ:lown 
to permit a reasonable inference as to the environmental conditions per-
' 
mitting it~ presence, the sparse representation ot ground sloths at 
McKittrickindioates. that absence ot this fom trom the San Joaquin 
valley locality is likewise the result ot chance. 
'?he .Elephantidae are not well represented at ~ittrick, and ab-
sence ot Arch1diskodon imperator from the collectionis seems reasonabl.3' 
attributed to the same1'fac1'r presumed to be responsible. tor the non-
occurrell.Ce ot Nothrotherium. 
In view ot their sc&l'City at Rancho La Brea, absence ot represen• 
tatives ot the Tapiridae at MoKittriok seems reaeo:Q&bl,y at~ibuted to 
accident. 
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While it is probabJ.y true that a 1arge proportion ot the MoKittriok 
rodents are Recent in age, time alone does not seem autticieat reason tor 
their relative scarcity at Rancho La Brea. Po•eibly asutticient care was 
not taken in collecting these types at Rancho La Brea. In view of the 
great numbers ot very small bones ot passer~ birds obtai~d at this lo• 
oali ty, however, this e:xplanatioD is not verr plausible. some un.kno'lf!l 
factor in local environment seems to be the only possible explanation ot 
the rarity of rodent• at llancho La Brea. 
As at Rancho La Breat a conspicuous absence of all members ot the 
Procyonidae is noted in the McKittrick :tauna. As S~ock (l929A, PP• 268-
289) has suggested, the e?ttreme warinesa ot these animals may ~ respoa-
aible for their absence in the ta;- pits. 
Factors governing representation ot the birds have already been 
touched upon in pages 50-51 • There remain, however, some outstanding 
exceptions which ~eserve mention. 
Miller (1935, PP• 74-75) noted the absence ot Pa?Pavo at McKittrick, 
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and concluded that there was too little cover in the area for so large 
and conspicuous a galliform as the wild turkey. The same author {1935, 
' ' . 
P• 75) suggested that the factor of latitude may account for the apparent 
. limitation of Mor;phnus woodwardi to the deposits of Rancho La Brea. The 
1same factor was suggested by Miller (1935, p. 76) as an explanation for 
1J"-' 
the apparent rarity of Corams·at McKittrick. However, as this author 
pointed out, its near relative, Ooragyps shastensis, is found in the Pleis-
tocene caves several hundeed miles to the north. No explanation was 
offered by Miller for rarity of Cathartes ~at Rancho La Brea. 
Howard and Miller (1933, P• 17) demonstrated that at Conkling 
cave, New Mexico, Ooragyps predominates over Cathartes, while at Shelter 
cave in the same state Coragy-ps is absent and Cathartes is abundant. 
These authors suggested that since in most Pleistocene deposits Coragyps. 
predomi~ates over Cathartes, Shelter Cave may be younger than Conkling 
cave. We:tmore (1931, P• · 25) also noted the abundance of Coragll?s in the 
J Pleistocene of Florida. As is stated on page 62, at McKittrick Cathartes 
is much more abundant than OoraS1.J2s; while at Rancho La Brea (Howard, 
1930, p. 84) the reverse is true. Following Howard and Miller's suggestion, 
it would appear that on this basis McKittrick is younger than Rancho La Breao 
Miller (1935, 'P• 76) held the entire absence of the California. . 
Condor, Gymnogy;ps californicus, from the McKittrick tar seeps to be in-
explicable. This species was found in great numbers at Rancho La Brea, 
and still lives within sight of the McKittrick localityo 
With regard to other raptors, Miller (1935, P• 77) pointed out 
that in McKittrick avifauna number 2, of the three genera Aquila com-
prised sixty-five percent, Urubitinga twenty-nine percent, and Neogyps 
' 
t:lve pe:l'Oent. .At O~rpinteria ~eoms outn'\.llllbered Aquila b1 two to one, 
while Urub1t1n,sa was more abundant in one exposure Gd less in the other. 
Miller stated that MoKi tt;vi~ thus comos to resembi. Rancho La Brea, ~d 
is in sharp contrast to Carpinteria. The explanation ottered by this 
) 
author is that at the time ot fossil accumulation Carpinteria was a 
wooded area. 
A· H. Miller has informed the writer that the northwest crow, 
Cprvua caw;-inua, is detiniteJ.¥ ab&H)nt at McKittrick. ~Miller's c:>pi~on 
this f:orm was then a11 now a coast-living bird. consequen:U,y, absence of 
this form has no elima.tie signiticanee. 
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' 
JXlOLOGIOAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL FAOTORS AT Mo.KITTBIOK .AND 
RANCHO LA. BREA 
\ 
In preceding seotions all s1:temingl,y pertinent data relating to 
the MoKi ttriok fossil assemblage have been presented with a mini.mum o:t 
I 
intorpretation. It is now necessary to re-examine the evidence with a 
view to sorting out the following factors: regional environment and ecol-
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ogy as contrasted with local ecology and environment; climate as dist;lnguisb-
4!ld f'rom environment; and_ ohronology. Since the second profts to be the 
most highly interenti~, it has been left to the last. In this section 
only the tirst factor will be considered. 
The combined eVidence of' the mammals, biJ:'fls, and plants indioates 
that during the period of' tossil accumulation the regional environment at 
aancho La Brea and McKittrick wa.• auoh the same as that of tod~. In both 
instances the physical environment consisted of' broad, and perhaps rather 
arid plains, which bordered di.nctlY upon rugged mountain ranges. Since 
the McKittrick to•sil deposit is located nearer to the uplands, it is pos-
sible that absence ot certain mammals at Rancho La Brea is to be attri• 
buted to gl'eater distance of this iocality from the Santa Monica Range. 
Tanupol&DUl and Prep'tooeraa? are cases in point. ln 8llY event, it seem.a 
reasonably certain that neither ot these forms ranged into the IDs Angeles 
area during the period o:t fossil acc~lat1on• Contrasted with these dis-
similarities are those which may be due to t\Uldamental differences ~n mode 
ot accumulation at McICittriek and Rancho La Brea. 'fhe factors involved in 
the·latter Jll8f be designated as J.®al environment aa distinguished tram 
regional environmental conditions. 
Nothing is more apparent than that the Rancho La Brea aaaemblage 
is an abnormal and'eoologioally impossible one. This is shown by the 
extraordinarily high percentage ot carnivores: over ninety percent in 
case of the mammals, and approximately sixty-seven percent in case of the 
birds. It is almost equally apparent that the MOKittrick assemblage is 
a more normal one from an ecological standpoint, for only fifty-nine 
percent of the mammals and a· slightly higher percentage ot the birds are 
carnivorous. Reasons for this discrepancy are to be sought perhaps in 
differences in the two types ot traps involved. The seeps at Rancho La 
Br$a seem to have been very efficient traps, in which a considerable num-
ber of animals were more or less continuous]¥ snared. The surface flows 
at McKittrick may have congealed periodieally, and thus were not so otten 
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an active death-dealing agent in entrapping creatures. In addition, pres-
ence of large bodies ot water may have served to conceal Victims ot the 
tar from flesh-eaters. Under these conditions it is conceivable that car-
nivorous types were not attracted to the MeKittriok seeps in nwnbers 
comparable to those that must have haunted the borders ot the Rancho La 
Brea tar pools. .Although some time difference m8y exist between the two 
asphalt assemblages, it would appear that this taetor plays only a subor-
dinate part insotu as relative abundance ot carnivorous and non-carnivorous 
types in areas not immediate!y adjacent to the tar seeps is concerned. 
There likewise appears to be no ecologic reason why raptoral forms should 
have been overly abundant in the region ot Rancho La Brea, and i't seem.a na-
oesaary to conclude that environmental oondi tiona in the vicinity ot the 
tar seeps are responsible to~ the poorer representation ot f lesh-eatera 
at McKittrick. Since the relative abundance ot carnivores at the latter 
' 
locality is considerably higher than normal, it would appear that 
trapped herbivores ottered some bait for such types. 
Two closely related problems are the relative abtuidanoe ot saber 
tooth and true cats, and the proportion of dire wolves to other represen-
tatives of the dog family. 4t Rancho La Brea Aenoozon far· outnumbers all 
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. other canids; while Smilodon outnumbers Felis atrox in a ratio ot approxi-
mately thirty to one. It should be noted, however, that in some ot the 
pita: numbers 67, 61, 60, 13, and 4 of the Los Angeles occurrence 
Felis atrox actually outnumbers Smilodon. !his may be due to nothing 
more than chance, but it may indicate an age difference between these an.d 
other pits. As Merriam (1912, PP• 255-256) has shown, the dire wolves 
appear to have been persistent predators ot the tar seeps; while the co• 
yotes, which depend upon smaller animals and birds for their prey, do not 
appear to have frequented the traps to so great an extent as their larger 
relatives. A similar relation seems to have existed in case ot th• 
saber tooth and true cats. As has been indicated by ~lerriam and Stook 
(1932, p. 21), Falis atrox apparently did not visit the tar pools as often 
as did Bmilodon. The conclusi.on seems justified that even at Rancho La 
Brea, Falis atrox and the smaller dogs may have actually outnumbered 
Bmilodon and Aenoeyon i~ areas away from the tar pits. It this is true, 
the greater normality ot the McKittrick assemblage is again emphasized. 
Since there appear to be few•r large herbivores such as ground 
sloths and mastodons at McKittrick than at Rancho La Brea, it may b~ 
that_ large carnivores, Smilodon for example, were not attracted to the 
area. This assumption will not explain the dominance ot Felis atrox, 
however. · 
' 
'· I 
It is also possible to construe these data as indicating a time 
difference between the two faunas. If it is assumed that McKittrick is 
older than Rancho La Brea, it is conceivable that Slllilodon and .A.enoozon 
had not yet been forced by racial senility to seek an easier prey as 
represented by trapped animals in tar pools. An alternative view is that 
Mc.Ki ttrick is younger than the Los Angeles occurrence, and that onl,y the 
last survivors of these gradually diaappearing races are found there. 
Of the t.wo po.uibilities, the latter seems preferable, but none appears 
as probable as the alternative first ottered. 
The relative scarcity of rodents at Rancho La B~ea has already 
been mentioned. No explanation other than some unknown difference in 
local environment seems possible at the present time. 
With regard to birds, as has been mentioned on pages 50-51 
nearly all major discrepancies between the avifaunas of McKittrick, 
Rancho La Brea, and Carpinteria can be accounted tor on the assumption 
that Carpinteria was a well wooded area, Rancho La Brea less so, and 
McKi 1;trick was one practically devoid ot trees. The somewhat better rep• 
resentation ot water birds at McKittrick leads to the conclusion that 
_during the period ot fossil accumulation, the tar seeps were near the 
shore ot a lake or marshy area. Singularl,y enough, this feature ot the 
local enviromnent seems to have lett no recognizable impression upon the 
mammalian fauna. 
As to ecology very little can be said with conviction, except 
that when suitable allowance is made for peculiar environmental oondi-
tions in the immediate vicinity of the tar pits, nearly all taotora with 
the following 1.mportant exception seem to have been much like those ot the 
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·present. With the decline of large herbivores the larger carnivores 
could also be expected to die out, and this seems to btt true in catfe ot · 
MoK1ttr1ok. Since this process was presumably a gradual one, a purely 
ecologic factor takes on considerable chronological significance. 
A few mammalian species, Thom.we bottae bottae and MUste.la trenata 
. mipiaUl'i&, tound at McKittrick are slightly out ot their present range, 
but.this does not necessarily indio~te an impor\ant change in envirowuent 
or climate. 
AGE AND CORRELA.TION OF T.HEMcKITTRIOK FAUNA 
The preceding section points out that insofar as mammalian and 
avian faunas ~ concerned, there aeem.s to be scant reason for consider-
ing McKittrick and Rancho La Brea as other than closely related in time. 
Outstanding discrepancies can be attributed to either environmental or 
ecological tactQrs. However, the method used ao tar oan not be expected 
to give precise results. It reI11ains to exam.1~ the faunas more oaref'ullJ' 
in order to determine, it possible, the age relations ot the asphalt 
faunas, and the part ot Pleistocene time they represent. 
-Stock (l929A, pp. 286-287) has suggested that should another large 
tar pit fauna be foundt its time relations with Rancho La Brea might be 
I 
determined by a comparison ot relative abundanoe of extinct and living 
forms. This method assumes that extinction was a gradual rather than a 
sudden process and, turthe:rmore, that environmental conditions aroulld 
the separate tar pita were identical. The first supposition seems very 
probable, but the second encounters difficulties when applied to McKitt-
rick and Rancho La Brea. Al indicated on page 69 , it seems probable 
I ., 
that conditions ot entombment at McKittrick were such as,to bring about 
a relatively ~oor representation ot,extinot carnivores• Since members 
ot thi~ order furnish the most convenient basis for comparison, it is im-
possible to conclude trom. this evidenoe aloue whether :relativeJ.t greater 
abundance of modernized carnivores at McKittrick indicates that this de-
posit is actually younger than Rancho La Brea, or that in areas away from 
the tar pits Smilodon and A,enoczon were ~ot nearly so abundant as a census 
of the Rancho La Brea fauna seemingly indicates. As shown by figure 6, 
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however, the relatively small number ot McKitia'iek carnivp,es includes 
almost as many modernized forms as does the entire Los Angele• Museum 
collection t'rom Rancho La Brea. Unless an undu]Jr large proportion ot the 
McKittrick canids are post-Pleistocene in age, it would appear that it 
there is an age difference between the two localities, McKittrick is a 
somewhat younger stage. 
In this connection it should be recalled how several ao\lrces ot 
evidence suggest that the above conclusion is oorreot. At McKittrick 
Cathartea is relatively more abundant than Cor!§YPS and among mammals 
A.ntiloca!?ra dominates over CapNmernc. At Rancho La Brea the rever•e is 
true. Furthermore, in both percentage of extinct species and their re-
lative abundance Rancho La Brea exceeds MoKittr1ok. Therefore, it seems 
, . . , 
:necessary to conclude that McKittrick is somewhat younger than Rancho 
La Brea, but in view of the relatively slight difterenoea as measured 
by ordinary standards, the age difference does not appear to be greater 
than a single glaeial or interglaeial epoch. In this connection it seems 
desirable to determine, if possible, to what epoch of the Pleistocene 
Rancho) La Brea belongs. 
In his comprehensive review of the geology of tho Rancho La Brea 
occurrence Merriam (1911, PP• 206-206) pointed out that the alluvial de-
posits which contain the Rancho La Brea fauna may interfinger with marine 
beds of Upper San J?edro age, and I have been informed. by petroleum. geolo• 
gists that later drilling has actually proved this to be the oaa&. It 
was stated, furthermore, that the tossil-~aring continental deposits 
had their origin from detritus carried dowt.t. by atreams since the last 
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uplitt ot the Santa Monica Mountains. The onl,y' subeequ&Jlt. event has 
been formation ot a series ot stream terraces, which has caused some 
erosion ot the· fossil•bearing alluvium. Although the epoch ot Pleieto-
cene time represented by the Rancho La Brea :fossil assemblage was not 
stated speciticaJJ.y, by implication it would appear to be the early part 
ot that period, tor the Upper San Pedro beds were then regarded as belong-
ing in the .Attonian, or :first interglacial epoch. consequently, the 
Rancho La Brea tauna likewise appeara tQ be 'Aftonian in age. 
For various reasons Hay (1927, PP• 189, 199, 816) considered 
both Rancho La Brea and MeKittrick to belong to th• Attonian. The rela-
tion ot the alluvial deposit8'ot Rancho La Brea to the Upper San Peclro 
marine beds was stressed by this writer to a tex' greater extent than by 
Merriam, but no incontrovertible proof ot .Aftonian age was ottel"ed. 
However, at that time it was still the opinion ot .many workers that the 
Upper San Pedro beds belonged to the first interglacial •poch. 
In a discussion of the geologr of the Santa Monica Mountains 
Hoots (1930, PP• l.26•130) considered that the last uplitt of the range 
- occurred in late Pleistocene time. The evidence cited for this con• 
clusion is mainly' physio~aphic, however. The trend toward a later 
date tor uplift ot the Oalifornia Coast Ranges is noteworthy, and has 
continued to gain support in subsequent years. 
During reoent yeara, a strong tendency to refer the Upper 
San Pedro, or Palos Verdes beds as they are now called, to the late 
Pleistocene has developed. It is unfortunate that evidence for these 
.conclusions has not yet been fully published, but Woodring (1932, P• 36) 
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haa suggested that the Palos Verdes should be referred to the saDgamon, 
or last interglacial epoch. Sinoe this ooncluaion &eell1$ likely to be 
substantiated, it is important to inquire if there is SIJY aspect of the 
vertebrate faunas of Rancho La Brea and McKittrick which cannot be harmon-
ized with so relatively late a date. 
The writer (1937, pp. ) has stated his objections to Hay•s 
correlations in a previous article, and it is onl.y necessary to point out 
that all or the forms which Hay considered to be oharaoteristically Atton-
ian have been found in beds 01' late Pleistocene age (l,\omer, P• 75). Oonse-
quentJ.y, insofar as ranges ot-.vertebrates are con.ce:i'lled, there seems to 
be no reason why the Rancho La Brea Pleistocene assemblage shoul.d be re ... 
garded as any older than th• Sangamon, or last interglacial epoch. Since 
there is some evidence that McKittrick is younger than the Los .Angeles 
ocourrence, it would follow that this assemblage is Wisconsin in age. 
The tauna ot Carpinteria see.ms more closely related to McKittrick than 
to Rancho La Brea, and may even range into the sub-Recent. 
Consequences or the above correlations and age determinations are 
worthy ot note. Perhaps most striking of all is the inference that if 
these so•called early Pleistocene assemblages are actualJ.1 lat• Pleisto-
cene in age, it appears that early Q.uaternary vertebra1;e faunas are a• 
yet practically unknown in western United States. This problem was dis• 
cussed in some detail in an earlier paper b7 the writer (1937, PP• 
and it was suggested that some ot the so-called late Pliocene taunaa 
may bo reterred more properJ.y to the early part ot the Pleistocene. 
A small collection ot fossil vertebrates from Astor :Pass, near 
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·Pyramid Lake, Nevada, was described by Merriam (1915) and compared 
with the.Rancho 'La Brea tauna. Since, as Merriam indicated, this assem-
blage is very similar to that of the Los Angeles occurrence, .end since 
the Astor Pass fauna can be correlated with one ot the stages ot Lake La-
hontan, it is now possible to reconcile the vertebre.te evidence with the 
opinion of Antevs (i925, PP• ?6-?7) and perhaps even with that ot J"ones 
(1925, P• 47) as to the relatively recent age ot the lake. 
A striking feature of both the McKittrick and Rancho La Brea 
assemblages is that they contain certain forms whose descendants now 
live in more southernl1' regions. A8 has been shown b1 Merrtam and Stoek 
(1932, PP• l.80-199), the great oat, Felis atrox, may have been the ancestor 
ot the lion and tiger of the Old World, and may have been closely related 
to the jaguar ot North and South .America. NUmerous instances ot a more 
southerly distribution at the pl'eaent time ot forms found fossil in the 
tar pits might be cited. Among these are thei camel, the l.l.r.ma, and short-
taced bear. It the above interpretation ot age of the tar pit assemblages 
is correct, the time required for these changes may not have been ve-rr 
The relatively late date tor uplitt of the Oalifornia Coast Ranges 
necessitated bf this view is in accord with nearly all recent work exoept-
, ing that ot Davis (1933). This inve·atigato:r haa sought to cornla'fie 
mar:t,ne terraces on the southern flanks of the Santa Monica Mountains in 
the v1cinit1 ot Santa Monica Bar with changes ot sea-level incident to 
glacial and interglacial climatic changes. Such an interpretation would 
necessarily place uplift of the range in early or middle Pleistocene time. 
However, in a tectonically active region such as southern California 
it would ~a.surprising it this interpretation should eventually prove 
correct~ for in the Palos Verdes Hilla a short distance to the south, a 
series ot marine terrace• occur which cannot be correlated with those 
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ot Santa Monica Bay• OonsequentJ.y, it would appear reasonable to escribe 
the terraces in the latter region to diastrophiam, for in the Paloa Verdes 
Hills there are too many terraces to be acoourited for by changes of aea-
level. That the Santa Monica te~aees may be o:f rather late Pleistocene 
age is suggest·ed by Woodring' a work (1935) in the Palos Verdes Hills. 
This author finds that tossils from terraces west ot the city of San Pedro· 
are essential.lY'.the same forms as those inhabiting the Pacific Ocean 
today. A late-middle to e&rly .. late Pleistocene age is suggested for the 
lowest terrace. 
Finally it can be said that it the above views are auba:tantiated 
by 'future studies, a somewhat ne11 cono.eption ot sequence of Pleistocene 
vertebrate faunas seems necessary. In this connection, the. work ot Hall 
(PP• 44-46) is a valuable aoutribution. 
OLIMATIO OONDITIONS DURDlG THE PI.EISTOCENE AOCUMULA.TION 
AT McKITTRICK AND RANCHO U BREA. 
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The ideal eor~lation ot the tar pit faunas is to establish their 
position in the glacial-interglacial sequence established i~ the glaciated 
areas. This can scarcely be done without some knowledge of climate ot 
the times, and any attempt to arrive at a detensible interpretation of the 
Pleistocene climate of an area situated in the latitude ot California 
' 
encounters many ditfieulties. It ta a desire to point out some of these 
complications rather than a hope to reach a final conclusion that h•• led 
to a formulation ot the following statement. 
Perhaps the most serious obstacle is that climatologists are not 
yet agreed as to the intluenae exerted on climates of unglaeiated areas 
by the glacial and interglacial conditions in northern latitudes. 
Brooks (1925, P• a>) supports the view that glacial epochs in northern 
latitudes are accompanied bf pluvial periods in tropical and sub-tropical 
areas. 141lank:ovitch (1930, P• Al.37), on the other hand, contends that 
during epochs of glaciation arid to semi•ar1d conditions prevailed. 
The present discussion does not aim to reconcile these contlicting views, 
or to indicate a preference. It is merely intended to demonstrate that 
many ot the apparent disorepanoies in the climatic evidence furnished by 
the tar pit taunas are not necessarily inoonaistent with the correlations 
proposed in this paper. 
McKittrick is at present in the rain-shadow belt which extends 
along the lee side of the coast Ranges, and this must have been true ever 
since the mountains reached a sutficient elevation to disturb passage ot 
moisture-laden winds ooming from the Pacific Ocean. Rancho La Brea, on 
the other hand, 1s situated on the seaward slope of the Ooast Ranges, 
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and it is possible that changed meteorological conditions of the Pleisto-
cene may have been in this instance quite effective on climate of' the 
area. Just what this effect on the Rancho La Brea area was, ia at present 
difficult to evaluate, but it •eems reasonable to suppose that even during 
a glacial epoch, the climate of' McKittrick was relatively dry. 
'l'urning now to the tossil evidence, the climate of Rancho La Brea 
has be.en a subject of' aome disagreement ~ong palaeontologists. L. H. 
:Miller (1912, pp. 103-105) suggested that the climate of Rancho La Brea 
lD8Y' have been somewhat warmer and more humid than at present. The incon-
clusive nature of the evidence was full1 recognized by this author. 
Frost,(1927, PP• 85-87) concluded from evidence ot the plants, that the 
climate was somewhat cooler and with a rain.tall ot approximatel,y fifteen 
inches. Merriam and Stock (1932, P• 26) likened conditions to tho" pre-
vailing in the south Atrican veldt at the preaent time, although a slightly 
more humid climate was coneidered p~obable. Compton (l9a7, pp. ee-89) who 
, b&lSed his inferences upon evidence ot shrews, concluded that the climate 
ot Rancho La Brea was warmer and Q.ryer than a~ present, and supported thia 
view with a note by Mason concerning the plants. The latter author 
states that preponderance ot Juniperus of a type now found in the Tehachapi 
mountains and absent on the coast should be conclusive. From the above 
it appears that the tendency ia to regard the Rancho La Brea assemblage as 
indicating an arid to semi-arid climate characterized by relativel,y high 
temperature. This inference agrees quite well with the evidence of the 
Upper San Pedro ID!l~ine assemblage, which is o:f' a warm water aspeot. 
Whether this conclusion oan be cited as evidence that the Rancho La Brea 
fauna lived during an interglacial stage remains an open question, but 
there seems to be some evidence opposed to this view. 
A. H. Miller (1929, P• 19) has pointed out that presence ot the 
northwest crow, C:orvua oaurinus, at Rancho La Brea seemingl.y indicates 
cold conditions. .Although this interpretation may eventually be modified, 
. it it is assumed to be correct, it is still possible to reconcile this 
· evidence with the general climatic picture, it it is -ssumed that at 
Rancho La Brea deposition extended into an epoch ot glaciation. From the 
character of the seeps this contingency is not onl.y possible, but even 
probable. The timber wolf, Canis oocidentalis turlongi, may- also indicate 
a rather col~ oitmate, but in this instance it is probable that the wolf 
is more closely related to forms still inhabiting western United States 
than those of the plains ot Qanada. 
As stated on a preceding page, the evidence for considering the 
climate of Carpinteria ae relatively- humid, and perhaps somewhat cooler 
, than at present, is particularly well established. It also seems plaus-
ible to correlate the southward extension ot the Monterey Pine Forest 
. . 
with an epoch ot glaciation. Since Carpinteria is apparently of same age 
as McKittrick, it might be coneluded that similar olimatio conditions 
prevailed at the San J'oe.quin Vallef local,ity. This, however, does not 
seem to be true. 
All h•s been mentioned al.ready, the McKittrick rodent tauna 1ndi-
oates a climate comparable to that of the present day-. A· H. Miller end 
.H. L· Mason have stated in conversation that this ia also true for the 
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passerine .birds. as well as for the plants. .Abundance of anserines at 
McKittrick, seemingly indicates humid conditions, but as demonstrated on 
page 31 it seems reasonable to assume that Lake McKittrick came into 
; 
existence through physiographio causes, and its disappearance is perhaps 
al.so attribu:ta'bJS w similar causes. Consequently, it would appear that the 
abundance of water-fowl at this locality is somewhat misleading insofar 
as climatic inferences ~ concerned. Therefore, one may reasonably 
conclude that the area was then as now in the rain-shadow belt, and it 
is not inconsistent to correlate the humid coast forest ot Carpinteria 
with the dry interior plant assemblage ot McKittrick. Furthermore , there 
is no important climatic reason w~ both should not be referred to the 
Wisconsin glacial epoch. 
When it is re.called that a traverse ot the Coast Ranges of Oregon 
from the Pacit~c Ocean to the central part of the state shows a similar 
condition to exist in this area at the present time, the above conolusion 
does not seem improbable, It is perhaps noteworthy that today the cli-
mate of Carpinteria is somewhat mo:re humid than that of the McXittrick 
' area. 
Several tacts tend to argue against the above interpretation of 
the climate ot the McKittrick area. First of all, the northwest arow, 
which might reasonably be expected in the tauna, is as I am told by 
A· H. Miller, definitely absent. However, this same authority believes 
that this crow was then as now a coast species, which never ranged into 
the dry interior belt of McKittrick. Absence of the timber wolt is so 
inconclusive that this alone does not seem sufficient evidence to over-
throw the major conclusion, for its absence is compensated by presence 
o:r Preptoceras?. This form shows musk-ox af:fini ties, and would thus 
tend to indicate,re~tively low temperatures. However; there is a 
strong probability that at McKittrick, as at Rancho La Brea, deposition 
extended into both a glacial and interglacial stage. 
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SlSTEMATIO DESCRIPTION 
Sinoe most of the forms found in the McKittrick asphalt have 
already been adequately described from other localities, only new or oontro-
versial species are treated in detail. In all cases, however, an attempt 
has been made to indicate the principal reasons for specific reference of 
· the form in question. 
The McKittrick occurrence is entered in the field records of the 
division of palaeontology, California Institute of Technology, as locality 
138; while in the records of the Museum of Palaeontology, University of 
California, this locality is entered as number 7139. No further reference 
to locality numbers will be made. 
For purpqses of reference the California Institute of Technology 
is cited as c. I. T., while the University of Oalifornia is shortened to 
u. c. Specimens listed by number alone, or preceded by the letters c. I. T., 
are from the collections of the California Institute. The letters M. v. z. 
refer to the Museum of Vertebrate Zoology, University of California. All 
numbers preceded by the letters D. o. refer to specimens in the Dickey 
Collection ot Recent Mammals, California Institute ot Technology. 
Referenoes to J'. O. Merriam are usually oi ted by surname only; while 
allusions to c. Hart Merriam are always accompanied by initials. A similar 
plan is followed in references to L. H. and A. H. Miller; the surname 
without initials always refers to the former. 
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FELIPAE 
In contrast to Rancho La Brea, McKittrick has relatively few 
representatives of the cat family. Three of the Rancho La Brea forms: 
Smilodon californicus brevipes, Feli.s bituminosa, and Falis concolor 
are not found at McKittrick, and the remainder are far less abundant 
relatively than at the Los Angeles locality. Reasons for this discrep-
ancy are discussed on pages 69-71 , and it is of interest to find, as 
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is noted on page 70 , that at McKittrick Felis atrox apparently outuumbers 
Smilodon. 
Smilodon californicus Bovard 
··The skull and mandible of a mature individual, Calif'. Inst. Tech. 
No. 650, with the teeth badly broken, associated skeletal parts and a few 
additional cranial elements tentatively referred to the sabre-tooth oat 
are the only indications of this.form. As noted by Merriam and Stock 
(1932, P• 225), the skull almost equals in size the largest individuals 
. i'rom Rancho La Brea, and even exceeds the latter in certain dimensions. 
Among these measurements (see table .5 ) width of' skull and thickness of 
rt!lllUS seem to be the most important. There. appears to be little doubt, 
' ' 
however, as to the specific identity of' the Rancho La Brea :lmd McKittrick 
machaerodonts. 
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TABLE Q--Measurements (in millimeters) of skull and mandible of Smilodon 
oalif'ornicus 
: McKittrick Rancho La Brea 
Skull • 650 200124 2001230 • 
Length from anterior end of preinax-
illary to posterior end of condyles 530ap 344.1 343e9 
Basal length from anterior end of 
premaxillary to interior notch 3l4ap 324.9 329.4 
between condyles 
Length from anterior end of pre- . . . • 
maxillarz to ~osterior end of inion 335ai $77.9 364 
Length from anterior end of pre .. 
maxillary to anterior end of post- 170ap 174.9 172 
erior nasal o~eni!!i 
Length of palate from anterior end • • 
ot premaxillary to a line tangent. • l46ap • 158.3 151.6 . • 
to posterior surfaces ·· ot maxillary . • 
EaraEets . • Length from posterior end.of glen- . • 
oid cavity to posterior end of' 104 . 109 117.8 • 
condzles 
. 
. 
Anterior diameter of nasals 85ai 85.9 95.1 
. 
. 
Width ot anterior nares 49 • 63.48.i? 59 • 
Greatest width across muzzle at 
canines 102 . 114.5 111.l • 
Least width between superior bord-
ers of' orbits 102.5 . 101 . 100.9 • • 
Width across ~ostorbital ~rooesses l30al! 124.6 . 127aE • 
Least width of' postorb.i tal 
. constriction 68 . 63.9 . 65.5 • . 
·Greatest wi~th across zygomatic . . • • 
arches . 221&;2 232.4 . • • 
Anterior palatal width between 
su:2erior oanines 60 63 62.3 
Posterior palatal width between ,. • 
inner roots of su~erior carnassials 106 . 106.5 108.6 • 
Greatest transverse diameter across 
auditory bulla, measured from for-
amen lacerum posterius to external 56 56.9 . 63.3 • 
auditort meatus . • 
Greatest width across mastoid . • 
process l46ap 154.3 151.7 
Greatest diameter across condlles 69.7 . ' 70.4 69 • 
Height of anterior zygoma.tic 
Eedicle 66 70.2 eo.7aE 
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TABLE 5 ... Continued 
. 
. 
Mandible 650 200272 2002324' 
Length from anterior end of sym- . . 
• • 
Ehysis to ~osterior end of oondlle 225 230 . 225.3 . 
Length from anterior end of outer 
flange to posterior end of condyle . 211 : 218.8 213.3 . 
Length of sym.physis measured along . . . 
anterior border : 71 72.7 73.8 
Least depth of ramus below . . 
• • diaste.ma 36.S ~.7 . 39.4 • 
Depth of_ramus below posterior 
end ot Ml· 47.5 45.6 39.8 
Transverse width of condyle 50 • 51.4 55.9 • 
Greatest de~th of oondlle • 19.3 . 18.9 17.l . 
Greatest width of mandible meas- . • 
ured across symphyeis and between 61 . 56.5 : , 60.5 • 
outer walls of alveoli for lower . • 
canines . • • • 
Greatest width of mandible meas-
ured across outer flanges 53ap . 58.6 53.8 • 
ap Indicates approximate measurement 
After Me.rrtam and Stock (1932) 
Felis atrox Leidy 
The great lion-like cat is represented in the California Institute 
collections by two fairly complete skulls and mandibles, in addition to 
various other skelet.al elements. Both skulls represent mature individuals, 
:f.'or the sutures are closed and the teeth rather worn. No. 646 lacks only 
, ' 
the incisors and Ml, while No. 649 is practically complete. The former is 
remarkable for its large size, for it approaches the larger individuals 
from Rancho La Brea in nearly all measurements, and equals even the largest 
in width across the zygomatic arches. No. 649 is much smaller than No. 646, 
and is below the average of the Rancho La Brea forms in size. However, it 
compares closely in measurements with No. 2900-18 from that locality, 
as is shown by table 6 • It seems probable that the size difference 
between the two McKittrick individuals represents a variation due to sex, 
in which case the larger form would appear to represent a male. Similar 
size differences between the sexes has been noted by Merriam and Stoek 
(1932, P• 166) in specimens from Rancho La Brea. In this oonneetion it 
is interesting to note that overhang of the inion is more marked in the 
smaller form, a difference which may also be sexual in nature. 
Other skeletal elements comprise numerous vertebra, a right humerus, 
three tibia, two radii, a fibula, an ulna, a large right femur, as well as 
various carpal and t~sal ·elements. 
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T.ABIE 6- t1easurements {in millimetersl of skull and mandible of Felis atrox 
. McKittrick • Rancho I.a Brea . • 
Skull 648 649 . 29003 . 29009 290016 . • 
Length from anterior end of . . . • • • 
pr~illary to posterior end . 380ap . 324 410 . 360.8 • 328 • • . . 
of condzles • • 
Basal length from anterior end . . . .. 
of premaxillary to interior 352ap . 306 386 359.4 . 306.8 • . 
notch between con&les . • • • 
.Length from anterior end of . . 
premaxillary to posterior end . 410ap . 354 458 429.5 . 368.9 • • • 
ot inion 
Length from anterior end of . . . . 
premaxillary to anterior end 202ap 167 212 194.4 . 156.9 • 
ot'Eosterior nasal o~eni!!S 
' 
. . 
. • 
Length ot palate from anterior . . • • 
.end of pre.maxillary to line tan-: 152ap . lOOap 13'.4: 148 136.2 • 
gent to pos~erior surfaces of 
maxillarz ~ara~ets . • 
Length from posterior end of • .
glenoid cavity to posterior end 105 86 112.5: 106.5 87.8 
of condyles 
.AXiteroposterior diameter of . . 
nasal a • . 54a~ . . lOl.6 . 92.4 • . • • • 
. 
• 
Width of anterior nares • 69 60 . '75 67 53.7 . • 
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TABLE 6• Continued 
Mandible 648 649 . 29013 : 290ll5 290125 . 
Greatest width across muzzle at 122 104.5 141.5 • 122.S • 104.3 • .
canines . . 
Least width between superior 
borders of orbits . 94.5 . ao 98.3 74.6 • . . 
Width across postorbital pro- : . . 
ceases 109&;2 109&,1? . 132a:£? • 101.4 • • 
Least width of postorbital con- . 83 72 . 85 '11 • • 
striation . . • .• 
Greatest width across zygomatic . 296 • • 294 296.5 • • • 
arches . • 
Anterior palatal width between : 
su12erior canines 64.5 63.a 71.4 66.2 55.5 
Posterior palatal width between . . • • 
inner roots of superior carna- 100 82 107.a 97.6 . 81.4 • 
asials 
Width across palate between 
posterior alveoli of superior 134 113 147.a 140.8 113.3ap 
carnassials 
Greatest transverse diameter 
across auditory bullae, meas- . 31 25 . 29.6 29.2 • 21.1 • • . 
ured from foramen laoerum post-
erius to external auditory • 
• 
meatus 
Greatest width across mastoid • . • • 
:12rocesses • 165 1$ 173.6 132.2 .
Greatest diameter across con-
dyles 68 68.3 76.8 74.l 62.4 
Height of anterior zygomatic 
l?edicle 82 . 70 • 78.8 84·•4 . 65.2 • • • 
Length of anterior zygomatio 
;eedicl~ • 52 39 52.5 . 44.7 . 43.2 . • . 
Length from anterior end of' . • I 
symphysis to posterior end of 
condyle immediately behind 238 • 309.5 • 276.8 237.8 • . 
coronoid ~rooeas 
Length of symphyais measured . & 
alo~ anterior border 74aE 94 . 79.5 76 • 
Depth of_ramus below anterior . . • . 
end of P4 58.5 49 60.7 55.6 49.3 
Depth of _ramus below posterior • . 
end of Ml 58 53 63.4 57.4 . 50.4 • 
Thickness of r!!llus below post- . • 
erior end of Ml : 28 2' 29.2 27.3 23.8 
Height from inferior border of' 
an~le to summit of condyle 47 66.4 52.2 . 44 • 
Height from interior border of . • 
angle to summit of coronoid l40ap 110 • 150 • 132.6 : lll.8 • • 
l?rocess 
Transverse width of' condlle 54.8 . 74.9 70.2 . 68.3 • • 
; . 
·26.7 • 25.7 20.a Greatest del!th of' condlle . 18 • • • 
ap Indicates approximate measurement 
After Merriam and Stock (1932) 
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TABLE 7-- Mea~rements ~in millimetersl of dentition of Falis atrox 
McKittrick . Rancho La Brea . 
SU~erior Dentition . 648 649 29003 29009. 290016 . 
Length from anterior end of 2 • • 
canine alveolus to posterior 129 . 117.3 139.4 . 120.4 111.'l • • 
end of P4 
Length from anterior end of 
alveolus for P! to posterior 79 91.6 . 77.7 . 77.5 • • 
end of alveolus for P4 : 
-1,,:, greatest transverse 
diameter 7 6.3 5.9 . 5.7 • 
I,!, greatest transverse diam-
eter a.6 
I!, greatest transverse diam- . • 
eter 13 12.8 11 9.4 
_Q,, anteroposterior diameter . . 
at base of enamel . 32 • 31 56.8 29.3 25.2 .. • 
. 
• 
.Q, transverse diameter - 22 24 25.7ap 20.4 lS 
P,!, anteroposterior diameter of 
alveolus 8 11.4 • 10.2 . 7.6 . • 
P3, anteroposterior diameter • 25.5 . 26 30.4 . 26.2 25.9 . . • 
. 
• P!, greatest transverse diameter: 12.6 13 16•2 14.4 12.3 
P,!, anteroposterior diameter . 40 38 45 39.5 38.3 
• 
P_!, gl".eatest transverse diam-
eter across ~rotooone 18 • 19.5 l9al! 20.9 19.3 • 
P!, anteroposterior dimru:iter 
of base of Earaoone 15 14 17 14.7 14 
· P!, anteroposterior diameter of . • 
· parastyle 6.7 6 . a.1 7.7 7.4 .. 
P!,, length of metacone blade 14.3 14 17 14..7 14 
Ml anteroposterior diameter . 5.6 _, • 
M!, transverse diameter 11 
Inferior Dentition 648 649 29015 :290115 . 290116 • 
Length :t'rom anterior !_nd of C 
to ~osterior end of Ml . 151 130 156.7 • 142.7 . 127.4 . • • • 
rr, greatest transverse diam-
eter 6 4.3 • 4 • 
- transverse diam-~2, greatest . • 
et er 7.3 • 5.9 5.4 • 
TABLE 7- Continued 
Inferior Dentition 648 649 29013 :290115 290116 
: 
I3, greatest transverse diameter • 8 8 6.7 • 
C, anteroposterior diameter at 
base of enamel 28 30 30.4 27 •.. 3 25.8 
. 
.. 
O, transverse diameter 20 23 21.e . 19.3 16.4 • 
:P3, anteroposterior diameter 18 18.2 21 20.2 18.2 
P'!°, greatest transverse diam-
eter 10.5 . 10.5 13.2 12.5 9.4 • 
P"i, anteroposterior diameter. 28 • 2S 32.~: 30.5 26.4 . . 
P'i, greatest transverse diam-
eter 14 14.5 16.8 . 14.4 12.6 . . 
Pi, basal length of principal 
cu~ 13.3 12.5 14.5 13.6 . 12.4 . 
MI, anteroposterior diameter 32 . 29 33.7 . 30 28.3 . • 
!41', greatest transverse diam-
eter 15 15 17.5 15.5 • 13 . . 
Mr. length of ;erotoconid blade lS.5 13 16 16 14.8 
' 
ap Indicates approximate measurement 
After Merriam and stock (1932) 
Felis daggetti Merriam 
An incomplete and somewhat distorted skull in the collections of 
the University of California, No. 29524, is the only representative of 
this species. As indicated by Merriam and Stock (l932t PP• 225-226), 
the dentition is exceptionally heavy, nearly all tooth dimensions being 
in excess of those of the type of Felis bituminosa. In P! the postero-
external corner of the orown is prominently developed. Merriam and Stook 
conclude that No. 29524: may represent a large male individual of the 
Falis bitwninosa group or it may be more nearly related to Felis daggetti. 
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The specimen was provisionally referred to the latter species. The 
measurements" give'n in table 8 have been copied from the memoir cited above. 
TABLE 8- Measurements (in millimeters) of Falis daggetti and F. bitum,inosa 
: Mc.Ki ttrick : Ban.oho La Brea 
superior Dentition • F. dagptt1: F. bituminosa • 
u.c. 29524 Type X8629 
Length from anterior end of canine 
alveolus to Rosterior end of P4 • 68 65.5 .. 
Length from anterior end of alveolus . . • . 
tor P,! to posterior end of alveolus .49.2 .. 45 • 
tor P4 
I,!, greatest transverse diameter 3.5 
I!,, greatest transverse diameter 4.2 . • 
15, greatest transverse diameter 6.3 
Transverse width of entire upper 
incisor series 29ap . .. 
.Q., anteroposterior diameter at base 
of enamel 15 
O, transverse diameter 12.2 
~ . . 
P2, anteroposterior diameter 6.4 
-
P3, anteroposterior diameter 17.4 . 16.4 • 
-
P5 greatest transverse diameter . 9.8 . 9.7 ~· • • 
P!, anteroposterior diameter 26.4 24.4 
P4, anteroposterior diameter at base 
o"f paracone . 10.4 10.l . 
P,!, greatest transvera.e diameter . . 
across protocone 12.6 11.6 
P!, anteroposterior diameter of para-
style 4.6 . • 
M,l, anteroposterior diameter 
ap Indicates approximate measurement 
Measurements after Merriam and Stock {1932) 
I.¥nx ruta ct. fischeri Merriam 
Part ot a right mandibular ramus in the collections of the Cali-
fornia Institute of Technology, No. 2040, which lacks the anterior lower 
premolar is referred to this subspecies. The condyle is also lacking. 
Consequently, the most important characters which distinguish~~ 
. fischeri from ~ canadensis have been lost. The specimen is referred 
to the former variety largely because of close agreement in nearly all 
measurements between it and the type. In this. connection see table 9 
below. 
TABLE 9- ~urements {in millimeters) of !47pX rufa ct. fischeri 
McKittrick 
Mandible . 2040 • 
Length from posterior aide of C_!lline 
alveolus to posterior side of Ml 36 
- anteroposterior diameter 8.9 P4, . • 
Ml, anteroposterior diameter 11.5 
Height of mandible below protoconid of Ml 15.9 
Thiokness of mandible below 
~rotooonid of Mi 6.6 
* Rancho La Brea collection measurements after 
Merriam and Stock (1932) 
. Type* • 
u.o. 11287 
33.9 
. 11.2 . 
12.2 
7.5 
A left mandibular ramus, in the collections of the University of 
California, approximates the type even more closely in nearly all meas-
uremente than the California Institute material. 
u.c. No. 33113 consisting of an ~ture mandible with milk-teeth 
corresponds very closely with two inmlature specimens of the Recent !i1!! 
!!:!!!_ californicus in the collections of the Museum of Vertebrate Zoology, 
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University.of California. It is possible that the McKittrick lynx rep-
resents the living rather than the extinct variety, but it seems improbable 
that any difference may exist in milk-dentitions of~!!!!!. fischeri 
and ,Lynx rufa oalifornicus. 
--------
OANIDAE 
Since Me~iam's early work on the Canidae of Rancho La Brea 
considerable information regarding modern forms of the California area 
has accumulated. In addition, the dogs of Rancho La Brea have been the 
occasion of comment by various authors, and already a confusing amount of 
synoDYJ?J¥' has resulted. In order to clarify the issue, it is necessary 
to review the status of the Rancho La Brea forms. 
Notes on the Status of the Genus Aenocyon:- This genus was founded 
by Merriam, who listed the following characters:-
"The generic characters of Aenoczon are found in the massiveness 
of skull and dentition, extreme overhang of the inion, shortness of the 
basicranial region posterior to the glenoid tossae, massiveness of the upper 
and lower earnassials, reduction of the hypocone otM.!,, and probably in 
characters of the skeleton not as yet available from other material than 
that obtained at Rancho La Brea.• 
To this genus Merriam. referred the following species:- Aenocyon 
dirus (~idy), !.• a.yersi (Sellards), and !.• milleri (Merriam} • 
.Although his objections to Aenocyon as a genus do not appear to 
have ever been stated definitely, w. D. Matthew continued to rater these 
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forms to Canis. The MoKittrick material offer~ littie evidence ot value 
as to the status'of the genus. However, the occurrence of both .Aenocyon 
dirus and .Aenocyon milleri at the San Joaquin Valley locality rather tends 
to confirm the existence of two distinct species of dire wolves in the 
Pleistocene of' western North .America. Sinoe one of the principal reasons 
for Merriam's reluctance to establish a new genus for A· dirus was the 
apparent lack of specific differentiation in the group, this objection 
does not appear valid. From the writer's point of view, although Aenocyon 
may not be of equivalent rank with other canid genera and may eventually 
be reduced to a subgenus, it furnishes a convenient grouping for the large 
Pleistocene wolves. 
Notes on the Status ot Canis occidentalis furlongi:• Merriam (1912, 
P• 251) separated this for.m from the living Canis occidentalis on the ba-
sis of relatively narrower muzzle, heavier superior carnassial, and relaw 
tively narrower anteroposterior diameter of M,! seen in the Rancho La Brea 
form. 
· Hay ( 1927, p. 184) expressed a desire to elevate this form to 
~pee itic rank. To quote i'rom Hay: 
"The dog designated as Canis occidentalis furlon~i by Dr. john c. 
Merriam appears to the present writer as better given specific rank. 
The name Q.• ocoidentalis has been restricted by Gerrit s. Miller {Smiths. 
Misc. Coll., vol. 59, 1912, No. 15, p. 4) to the wolt inhabiting the 
plains of Canada from Saskatchewan to the A.retie coast. It is improbable 
that it or a subspecies of it was present at La Brea during the warm early 
Pleistocene. I find no other large Canis which has, so far as we know, 
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. inhabited '.that region. I see no good reason why£• furlongi should not for 
the present be regarded as a distinct species." 
Although the McKittrick fauna does not bear directly upon this 
question, in light of present knowledge Hay's arguments do not appear very 
convincing. In view of the amount of individual variation known to occur 
in Recent species, it would appear that Merriam showed correct judgement 
in regarding the Rancho La Brea form as only a distinct subspecies. 
The question here involved, relates particularly to whether or not Canis 
occidentalis furlongi is at all distinct from the living form. For the 
present it seems desirable to regard the Rancho La Brea wolf as a dis-
tinct subspecies. 
Notes on the Status of Canis ochropus orcutti:- This form was 
originally described as Canis orcutti (Merriam, 1910, P• 391). At a 
later date Merriam (1912, pp. 255-258) changed the designation to Oanis 
ochropus orcutti. The subspecific characters were listed as follows:-
ttThe skulls of Q.• .2.• orcutti average somewhat larger than in the 
living Q.• oohropus, and are noticeably broader across the palate and 
zygoma.tia arches. The mandible is considerably higher, particularly be~ 
low the molars, and is also thicker transversely than in the living form 
in this region .......... .. 
In 1927 Hay (p. 184) listed this form under the original title 
of Canis orcutti. No comment was given. In view of the above statements 
concerning the status of Canis occidentalis furlongi it would appear that 
this revision is l;kewise unwarranted. 
Grinnell (1933, PP• 112-114) now recognizes only four races of 
the genus .Canis in the California area. Canis ochropus Eschsoholtz is 
now a synonym of Canis latrans ochropus, the coyote inhabiting most of' 
the state west of the Sierra Nevada. Intergradation with other races is 
very common, as is variation of subspecific characters. Grinnell states 
that variation is especially marked in characters of skull and teeth. 
Until the extent of individual and secondary sex variation among 
Recent coyotes is determined by mammalogistsit appears almost futile to 
attempt to establish the status of Canis ochropus orcutti (=.Q.· latrans 
orcutti). After a somewhat cursory examination of approximately two 
hundred skulls of Canis latrans ochropus in the Museum of Vertebrate 
Zoology, University of California, the writer was unable to recognize 
definitely any constant secondary sex variation in either skull or tooth 
characters. Variation in size and pattern of the teeth, however, is ex-
tremely common, and of so marked a nature that on these characters alone 
a palaeontologist might establish several distinct species. There ap-
pears to be little doubt, however, that the Rancho La Brea coyotes are 
correctly referred to the species .Q.• latrans, although subspecifie refer-
ence is still a matter of doubt. With the exception of very old male 
individuals, few modern specimens of. Oania la trans ochropus equal the 
Rancho La Brea form in width of muzzle and massiveness of the lower jaw. 
In addition, the dentition of the latter is also somewhat heavier than 
that of the modern form. Consequently, pending a fuller report on the 
coyotes, it seems advisable to retain Canis latrans orcutti as a dis-
tinct subspecies. 
In both the Rancho La Brea and McKittrick collections are coyotes 
which cannot be distinguished from Recent £.• latrans oohropus on the 
basis of available material and this 'tact was fully appreciated by 
Merriam (1912, P• 258), in his study of the Rancho La Brea specimens. 
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He theref,'ore concluded that the designation Oanis latrans orcutti suited 
the entire series better than recognition of the presence of two sub-
species at Rancho La Brea. Although the period of fossil accumulation 
at both Rancho La Brea and McKittrick may have been long enough to permit 
evolution of one subspecies into another, this interpretation does not 
, 
,seem so plausible as does the inference that during late Pleistocene time 
the range of individual variation within a subspecies was somewhat greater 
than now. Since there is at present no data of value for choosing be-
tween these alternatives, it seems to the writer less confusing to future 
workers to proceed on the basis of the second hypothesis, and to refer 
all of the McKittrick coyote material to the subspecies Canis latrans !!!:' 
cutti. In order to place the evidence before the reader, the MaKittrick 
coyotes are described in some detail, in the hope that future studies 
may lead to a satisfactory clarification of this group. 
Canis le.trans orcutti Merriam 
or the twenty-three nearly complete skulls in the collections of 
the California Institute ot Technology five, Nos. 2041•2045, are char-
acterized by somewhat more massive dentition, larger size, and broader 
muzzle than is the case tor average skulls of the existing Canis latrans 
ochropue. The remaining eighteen, Nos. 2046-2063, fall within range of 
variation of the living species. 
Three mandibular rami, Nos. 2064-2066, are characterized by mas-
sive dentition, noticeable thickness below Ml, and prominent convexity in 
the region Qf the first lower molar. These features agree closely with 
those of t,he Rancho La Brea form. On the other hand, eight mandibular 
rami show, Nos. 2067-2074, no characters wherein they can be distinguished 
from the living form. 
Except for character of size, the lower teeth seem to show rela-
tively little individual or subspecific variation. The upper teeth, how-
ever, exhibit such a striking variation of characters that were it not 
true that a similar range can be seen in a large series of the modern spe-
cies, several distinct species or subspecies might be founded upon the 
McKittrick material. 
One mature skull, No. 2046, in the McKittrick collection is char-
acterized by a massive dentition and a peculiar M_!. In this specimen 
the first molar shows an extraordinarily large hypocone, which continues 
without interruption around the antero-internal margin of the tooth where 
it is connected with the cingulUJn. Thus, a tooth pattern is developed 
which is more characteristic of Canis occidentalitl furlong! than of Canis 
latrans. This specimen was at first thought to represent a distinct spe-
cies until it was discovered that it corresponds in all respects, except 
that of size, to a mature male specimen of .Q.• !• ocb.ropus, M. V. z. 
No. 12687, from West Riverside, California. 
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Individuals from Rancho La Brea comparable to the above are L. A. MU.s. 
specimens Nos. 3200-46 and 3200-6. 
In all remaining specimens there is, as is shown by tables 10-11, 
considerable variation in size. The most striking variation, however, is 
seen in the patte:rn of M.!· This is most marked in shape of the internal 
lobe, and in size and shape of the hypocone. It is worthy of note that in 
both the orcutti and ochropus-like individuals approximately the same de-
gree of divergence from the normal is exhibited. In a majority ot eases 
the internal lobe is relatively narrow anteroposteriorly, while the hypo-
cone is quite small, and does not extend forward to the anterior margin 
ot the tooth. Although size and shape of the remaining tooth cusps also 
show minor variations, divergences of these cusps from the normal are 
insignificant compared with variation seen in the hypocone. It is true 
that there are in the McKittrick collection scarcely any intermediate 
forms between those having the type of M,! shown by No. 2046 and those 
possessing a first molar of normal character. However, the collection 
is small as compared with. the two hundred odd skulls· in the Museum of 
Vertebrate Zoology, and this apparent absence of intermediate types does 
not seem a valid criterion for subspecific or specific differentiation. 
With regard to skull characters, the most marked variation other 
than size and width of muzzl~ is Eleen in the occipital region. In some 
.specimens, as for example No. 2049, a well-marked inion is present; 
while in.others, No. 2046 for example, a noticeable overhang of the occi-
pital crest is not shown. The outlines of the zygomatio arches are also 
subject to considerable variation, and the angle subtended by a line 
connecting the postorbital processes of the frontals and the superior 
border of the jugal varies within an arc of from ten to fifteen degrees. 
Also referred to Canis latrans orcutti, at least tentatively, are 
two very small although mature mandibular rami, Nos. 2075, 2076. In 
shortness of tooth-row these elements closely approximate Canis anderaoni, 
but the roughened condition of the bone seems to indicate that the spe-
cimens are abnormal. 
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TABLE 10-. Measurements (in millimeters) of skull, mandible, and dent 1 t ion 
ot Oanis latrans orautti 
Skull 
Length trom anterior encl of pre-
maxillary to posterior end of condyles 
Length from posterior side of 0 to 
posterior side of M2 -
. -
Length from anterior side of P! to 
posterior side of M_! 
Least width of muzzle between Q. and P4 
Width across zygomatic arches 
Width between outer sides of 
tritocones of P! 
Least width between superior borders 
ot orbits 
Width between postorbital processes 
of frontals 
P!, anteroposterior diameter 
P4, anteroposterior diameter 
-
P4, thickness across protocone 
M);,, anteroposterior diameter 
!i.q, greatest transverse diameter 
M.!,, anteroposterior ~iameter 
M!' greatest transverse diameter 
Mandible 
Length, anterior end of remus to 
middle of posterior side ot condrles 
Height of mandible below posterior 
side of P'i 
Height of mandible below posterior 
side of Ml 
Thickness of mandible below protooonid 
of Ml 
Length from posterior side of a to 
posterior side ot M'i 
MoKittrick : Rancho La Brea 
;U.O. No. 10842 
2041 : 2042 2043 (small Sp • ) 
. 
. 
l94ap l86ap 198 186.5 
78 78.5 : 82.6 60.5 
: 
. 
• 
40ap 41 
36.8 35 
ll2ap 
67 69 
36ap 38.5 
. 
. 
46ap 52ap 
: 13.l : 14 
22.1 : 22.8 
40.8 
36.8 
65 
39.2 
14 
24ap 
. 
: 8.5 a : a.sap: 
. 
. . 
13 13.8 13.3 
17.2 17.8 
7.7 7.5 6.2 
12 : 12.7 12 
2064 1683 1682 
. . . 
160ap : l59ap : l43ap 
. . 
~ . 
l8 : 19 19.2 
. . 
. . 
: 25 : 23.9 22.e : 
11 10.8 ll.7 
88 90 82 
37.3 
108 
65 
38 
55 
13.3 
21.2 
e.5 
16 
7.3 
10.5 
11278 
145.5 
. 17 
ll.8 
85 
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TA:BI.E 10- Continued 
Mandible· 2064 . 1683 :. 1682 11278 • 
. 
. 
p3, anteroposterior diameter 12.5 12 11.7 
. 
• P3, greatest transverse diameter 6.2 . 4.8 4.8 • 
Ml, -anteroposterior diameter 24.2 23 23.5 22.9 
. : . 
Ml, greatest transverse diameter of . . 
trigonid 9 . 9 9.5 . 
. 
.. 
. M'i, anteroposterior diameter 10 10 10 9.8 
ap Indicates approximate measurement 
TABLE 11- Measurements ~in millimeters) of skull, mandible 1 and dentition 
ot Canis latrans orcutti (Canis latrans ochropus-like type) 
. McKittrick . Recent ... . 
Skull .. 2047 . 2048 2049 2050 65la 0-20'6 • . 
Length from anterior end ot pre- :: 
maxillary to posterior end ot 188 185 . 186 l92ap . 192 181 • • 
condzles . . 
Length from posterior side of .Q. . . . . . . 
to posterior side of M_! 78 . 75.5 . 74 82 80 72 • • 
Length from anterior side ot P4 . . 
to posterior side of ~ - . 38 59 . 39 38.7 . 35.2 • • . 
• . 
Least width of muzzle between 29 . ~ 32.6 32.2 28.5 . 
0 and P4 : . • 
- - . 
. 
Width aeross zzgomatic arches . 102 98al? . 104 91 • • 
Width between outer sides of tri-
tocones of P4 • 59.5 . 61 59.2 63 57 55 • • 
Least width between superior : .. . . . 
borders of orbits 33.8 . 38.5 39.5 38 35.4 . 32 • • 
Width between poatorbital pro-
aesses of frontals 54al2 54al2 55 54.7 53.5 • 45 . 
. 
P!, anteroposterior diameter . 11.2 . 13 12.5 13.2 13.2 . . 
P!, anteroposterior diameter 20.2 22 21.s . 22 20.e • 
P4, thickness across protocone 7.5 8 8 a.2 7.5 
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T.ABIJl: ll- Continued 
2047 2048 2049 2050 . 65la o-2ob • 
Ml, anteroposterior diameter 13 13 13 . 15 12.S . • • 
M_!, greatest transverse diameter 16 16.8 17 17.8 16 
. 
• M2, anteropoaterior diameter a 7 7 8 : 
M!,, greatest transverse diameter ll.5 • 10.9 12 11.3 • 
Mandible 2068 . 206.9 206'1 . 651'° • • 
Length, ·anterior end of ram.us to .. . 
1middle of posterior margin of aondyles 143 l46ap l53ap 149 . • 
Height of _mandible below posterior 
side of P2 . 17.2 18.2 l8 16.3 • 
Height of _mandible below posterior . • 
side ot Ml 24 22 24 19.4 
Thio!ness of mandible below protooonid 
ot Ml 10 . 9.2 ll.4 10 . • • 
Length from posterior side of 
- -C to ~osterior side of M2 82 82 84 .. 85 • • 
- 11 12 ll.5 P3, antero~osterior diameter . . 
P3, ~eatest transverse diameter . 5 4.8 4.5 • 
Mlz anterol?osterior diameter 23 22.5 23.3 22.2 
Ml, greatest transverse diameter of 9 a.a 9 a.1 
tri~onid 
. 
• Mi, anteroposterior diameter • ll lO 10 . 9.8 . • 
ap Indicates approximate measurement. 
a Large specimen ot Canis 1· ochropus, M. v. z., Univ. Calif. 
b Small specimen Canis.!• ochropus, Calif. Inst. Tech. 
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Aenocyon dirus (Leidy) 
The common species of Pleistocene dire or grim wolf is repre-
sented in the collections of the California Institute of Technology by 
four nearly complete, skulls, Nos. 2077-2080, numerous mandibular elements, 
and by various skeletal parts. The structural characters of !• dirus 
are well known, due particularly to the work of' J. o. Merriam, so that 
it is not deemed necessary to make extended descriptions. As is shown 
by tables 12-13, some individuals equal the larger specimens from Rancho 
La Brea in nearly all skull measurements, and may actually exceed them 
in size o:t' the crushing teeth. In all details the McKittrick specimens 
agree very closely with those from Rancho La Brea. 
TABLE 12 - Measurements {in millimeters~ of' skull and mandible of' 
Aenocyon dirus 
McKittrick• :Rancho La Brea** 
Skull 2077 2078 2079 10856 10834 
Length from anterior end of pre-
maxillary to posterior end of : 282 272 260 262 267 
· . occi;Ei tal condyles 
Length from anterior end of pre-
J1¥iXillary to anterior end of' 151 146 141 155 141 
~osterior nasal o~eni£S 
Width across rosti'Um measured 
tween outer sides of.bases of 57 59 58 67.3 58.5 
canines 
Width measured between outer 
sides of superior seotorials 98 • 94 99 107.5 96.2 • 
Width across zy~omatio arches 169 166.5 164 175a~ 164.5 
Least diameter between superior 
borders of orbits 60 57.3 . 63 . 64.9 . 54.l . • . 
Width between postorbital pro-
ceases of frontals 78 79 90a~ 93.9 77 
Length from a line drawn between . • 
posterior borders of glenoid 
tossae to posterior end of ooci- 60 58 . 55 64 57 • 
;i!ital condlles 
105. 
TABLE 12 - Continued 
Mandible 2077 2078 2079 10856 10834 
Length from anterior end of 
left ramus to middle of eondyle 224 217 230aJi? 210.5 
Height measured between sunmit . . . . . 
of coronoid process and inferior 90ap 91.3 . 87 . 
side ot angle 
Height of ramus below hypo-
oonid ot MT 38 37ap 38.5 39.7 35.3 
Height of ramus below proto-
conid o:f P3 36 32.5 35 36.9 32.5 
Thickness E,.f ram.us below proto-
conid or Ml 17 •. 5 l8ap . 19 20.3 19.3 
ap Indicates approximate measurement 
* Selected from a series 
4
·o:r 7 individuals 
** Atter Merriam (1912) 
TABLE 13- Measurements (in millimeters) of dentition of Aenocyon dirus 
MoKittrick• :Rancho La.Brea*• 
:<JR;eer Dentition . 2077 2078 2079 10856 10834 • 
I!, greatest anteroposterior 
diameter . ll.5 10 . 
.Q_, ·greatest anteropo'sterior dia-
meter at Upj!er ed~e of enamel 14 15.5 • 14.6 17 • 
P!, greatest anteroposterior 
diameter 10.2 . 9.4 .. 
P,!, greatest anteroposterior 
diameter 15.9 . 16 16 16.2 • 
P!_, greatest anteroposterior 
diameter lS 17.l 19 l.8.l 
. 
. 
P!_, greatest transverse diameter 7.2 . . 7.5 . 7.9 • . .. 
P!, greatest anteroposterior . . . •· . . 
diameter 32 31 . 31 32 30•7 • 
P!, greatest transverse diameter 
across deuterocone • 15.5 16 14 16.2 15 • 
P4, greatest transverse diameter 
- 12.5 12.4 12 13 13 aeross ;Erotocone · • • • • 
Ml, greatest anteroposterior 
- JB.5 19.8 18.6 20 ia.7 diameter . . 
Ml, greatest transverse diameter 24.2 24.8 23 24 23 
M!• ·transverse diameter of 
:erotocona 12.6 12.1 12.1 13.6 
M!_, greatest anteroposterior 
diameter lO '7.8 10 9.2 
· M!• greatest transverse diameter . 15.2 13 15.4 14.4 • 
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TABLE 13- Continued 
Lower Dentition 2077 2078 2079 . 10656 10834 • 
O, greatest a.nteroposterior dia- . . : . • 
meter. at lower edge ot enamel 15 . 15.2 20 • 17.6 . • • . 
Pi", greatest a.nteroposterior . . . . . . 
diameter . 'l.'l 7.4 . 
P2, greatest a.nteroposterior . . . . 
diameter 16.5 . 14.5 • 16.2 . 15.4 15.3 • • • 
P"i, greatest a.nteroposterior . . 
diameter 17.5 17.2 16.7 . 15.8 • 
Pi, greatest anteroposterior . • 
diameter 00.1 • 19.2 21 20 19.5 . 
Ml, greatest anteroposterior 
diameter 37 37.3 35.2 35.7 34.5 
Mi', greatest transverse diameter . . . • 
ot heel 13 13 13 13.5 . 13 . 
MT, greatest anteroposterior . . 
diruneter of heel on outer.side 9 a.5 . 9 9.2 a.a • 
Mi", greatest transverse diameter s 
of trigonid 14.2 . 13.5 14.2 14.3 13.6 • 
M"i, greatest a.nteroposterior . • 
diameter 14.2 13 12.8 13.3 
. . 
. Ml, greatest . . transverse diameter 10.5 10 10 9.3 
M3, greatest ante;roposterior 
diameter . 7 . s.s 7.5 . • 
* Selected from a series of 8 individuals 
** Atter Merriam (1912) 
J.enocyon near m1ller1 (Merriam) 
Thia species was based largely on skull characters. The only diag-
nostic features of the teeth are that in Ml, the hypocone is unusually 
large and extends around the antero-internal region of the protocone, 
where it is connected with the cingulum (Merriam, 1912, P• 247). In !!J]e-
czon dirus this tooth is somewhat larger than in miller!. In addition 
the hypocone is greatly reduced and does not extend so far anteriorly. 
Canis ocoidentalis furlongi resembles Aenocyon milleri insofar as the 
'., '·' 
general characters of this tooth are concerned (Merriam, 1912, PP• 251-
254), but differs in the somewhat smaller size, and, it Me;riam's fig-
urea are reliable, in shape of the para- and metacones as well. In 
Canis .2.• furlongi these cusps are quite round, while in!• milleri they 
( 
107. 
appear to be divided into four sub-equal quadrants by two almost mutually 
perpendicular cross ridges. The metaconule also appears to be less well 
developed in Aenocyon milleri. 
In the collections of the California Institute of Technology are 
a right and a left Ml,, Nos. 2082, 2083, which according to the above 
analysis appear to belong to Aenocyon milleri rather than to!• dirus or 
to the timber wolf. Since !• milleri is rare also at Rancho La Brea, 
its very scanty representation at McKittrick is not surprising. For 
measurements of these teeth see table 14. 
TABLE 14 - Measurements (in millimeters) of dentition ot Aenocyon milleri 
:McKittrick: Rancho La Brea 
-----·-- ' Upper Dentition 20a2 :U .c. ll257a:u.a. ll28~:u .C.l9792c 
Ml, greatest anteroposterior 
diameter 
Ml, greatest tr~sverse 
diameter 
Ml, transverse diameter ot pro too one 
a Type of Aenooyon milleri 
b Canis'ocoidentalis furlo~i 
17.5 
22 
12 
a Canis occidentalis turlong1 
:Measurements a-o after Merriam. (1912) 
16.4 16 17.2 
20.7 19.3 
108. 
VU.ipes macrotis cf. mutica C. H. Merriam 
This species of' f'ox.is represented in the collections of 
the California I~stitute of Technology by an incomplete skull, No. 2084, 
a fragment of right maxillary, No. 2085, in addition to several mandibu• 
lar rami. 
The skull is somewhat crushed, and lacks the zygomatic arches and 
a large part of the pr~maxillaries and occipital condyles. The only teeth 
present are P.! and the molars on the right side. There is no trace of a 
lyrate temporal crest. This character in conjunction with lack of a pron-
ounced inflection on the postero•ini'erior border of' the horizontal rami 
definitely excludes the form from the genus Urocyon. Other characters of 
the skull are:- (1) muzzle long and slender, (2) bullae deep with very 
large external auditory meatus, (3) brain case sharply bulged above ex-
ternal auditory meatus, (4) palate very narrow, (5) post-orbital process 
sharply pointed, recurved, and with but little concavity above, (6) anter-
ior palatal foramina do not extend to rear of canines, and (7) baso-
cranial region between bullae relatively narrow. These characters, es-
pecially the first and fifth, seem to exclude the McKittrick form from 
the gray foxes. On the other hand the first, second, and fourth characters 
seem to place No. 0084 quite definitely in the group of Vulpes macrotis, 
or kit foxes. 
As is shown by table 15, the specimen is considerably larger than 
the subspecies, Vulpes macrotis arsiRus. While specimens are not available, 
o. Hart Merriam (1902, P• 74) states that Vulpes maorotis mutioa is large in 
109. 
size and it seems reasonable to refer the McKittrick form to this race, 
which still inhabi'ts the San Joaquin Valley. 
TABLE 15- Measurements (in millimeters) ot Vulpes macrotis et. mutica 
MaKi ttric.k Recent* 
Skull ·. 2080 BX 27 
Length from occipital crest to 
posterior end ot canine lOOap • 96 . 
Width across postorbital processes . . 
ot frontals 29.7 25.5 
Greatest width of parietals . 42ap . 42.8 • . 
Mandible 2129 2128 
Length from condyles to back of 
lower canine 76.5 73 
. 
. 
-Depth below Ml 10.8 10.2 8 
. . . 
• . 
Thickness below Ml 4.5 4.9 4a3 
u~~er Dentition 2084 2085 
P4, greatest anteroposterior 
diameter 11.2 10.8 
M!· greatest anteroposterior diameter 7 6.4 6.2 
MJ:., greatest transverse diameter 10 9.7 9.4 
M2, greatest anteroposterior diameter 4.5 3.7 3.5 
M!, greatest transV'erse. diameter . 7.4 6.2 6.2 . 
Lower Dentition 2128 
•· . 
Ml, greatest antero~osterior diameter ll.5 11 
M2, greatest anteroposterior diameter 5.1 5 
ap Indicates approximate measurement 
* A female specimen of Vulpes macrotis arsipus from Riverside County, California, in the Dickey collection. 
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WSTELIDAE 
The McKi ttr:J.ck mustelids have been studied by E. Raymond Hall 
of the Museum of Vertebrate Zoology. All the types found in the asphalt 
belong to living species and subspecies although Mustela frenata nigriauris 
no longer inhabits the area. For convenience, Hall's remarks concerning 
the McKittrick mustelids 'are given below. 
The same author has revised the .Rancho La Brea and Carpinteria 
mustelids (1936, PP• 41-119), and his lists are followed in this paper. 
Hall's studies of the California tar pit mustelid taunas is ot interest 
in that it emphasizes their essential similarity and relatively Recent age. 
:Mustela frenata nigriauris Hall 
Hall (p. 113) otters the following remarks regarding the McKit-
trick weasel:~ 
The collection of vertebrate fossils at the California Institute 
of Technology contains a nearly complete skull and lower jaw possibly of 
the same individual, from one of the excavations made in the asphalt de-
posits at McKittrick. The subspecies of Mustela trenata found in the 
region of McKittrick today is Mustela frenata pulehra. Its skull differs 
from that of the two coastal subspecies, !.• !..• lli§riauris and !.• .!· l!!!,-
rostra in a way which permits satisfactory subspecitie identification 
ot the skulls alone. 
The skull from McKittrick, allowing for differences due to its 
lesser age, is a duplicate of the skull of a Recent adult male, No. 46723, 
Mus. Vert. zool., of the coastal subspecies, from five miles southeast of 
Santa Margarita, San Luis Obispo County. This Recent skull, others 
from places in the coastal district to the southeast of McKittrick, and 
the fossil one from 1'.IcKittrick, are intermediate in structural features 
between !!.· !• latirostra to the south and M.• !• nigriauris to the north, 
though decidedly nearer the latter. 
The skull from McKittrick, then, is of the subspecies nigriauris 
which does not occur in that region today but instead farther to the 
westward in the more humid coastal area. 
Mephitis mephitis holzneri Mearns 
In regard to the striped skunk Hall states:• 
111. 
On October 20, 1932, I found, among material being prepared for 
study at the California Museum of Palaeontology, and not at the time given 
catalogue numbers, the lower jaw bearing MT and P4 of a young Mephi tis !!!.-
Fhi tis taken from the asphalt deposits at McKittrick. The specimen is not 
identifiable as to subspecies and is here referred to holzneri on geo-
graphic grounds. 
Spilogale phenax phenax c. H. Merriam 
112. 
Taxidea taxus cf. neglecta Mearns 
The following remarks concerning the McKittrick badger are made 
by Hall:-
The writer has examined specimens from the McKittrick asphalt de-
posits, which are at present being prepared for study and are not yet pro-
vided with catalogue numbers. This material, in the University of Cali-
fornia Museum of Palaeontology, comprises three skulls, six lower jaws 
and the larger part of the body skeleton of one individual. In the collea-
tion of vertebrate fossils at the California Institute of Tecllnology 
there are available parts of three skulls and four lower jaws. Comparisons 
fail to reveal any structural features distinguishing the fossil specimens 
from ones of the Recent.animal found in Kern Oounty. 
URS I DAE 
This family is represented in the McKittrick fauna by a species 
of Tremarctotherium, and by a form closely related to the existing black 
bear. These species are not particularly abundant either at Rancho La 
Brea or at McKi t,trick. In its massive size and very heavy molar denti-
tion, the black bear appears to be distinct from any species previously 
1 described, and has been designated Ursus optil:rfils. 
In view of the present state of the literature, no one can 
venture to describe a new species of ursid without misgivings, for from 
the palaeontological point of view many characters used in separating 
living forms are of little value. In dealing with fossil types, it 
appears expedient to accept the distinctions between grizzly and other 
i Dr. stock has suggested that judging from its distinctive characters, 
this form may have lived under very nearly ideal, or optimum condi-
tions, hence the specific name. 
forms as oonstant, although these are known to vary in existing species 
(C.H. Merriam, 1918, P• 13). Moreover, criteria f<>r determining the 
living forms have not been critically examined except for the recent work 
of Stovall and.Johnston (1935, PP• 212-215) who find many of them to be 
unreliable. Relative proportions of skulls and teeth furnish perhaps a 
sound distinction, and a series of thirteen skulls representing three 
subspecies of existing black bears has been studied, in order to deter-
mine what the expectable range of variation within a species may be. 
The results' indicate that the McKittrick form, although closely related 
to existing California black bears, is a species now extinct. 
The short-faced bears of Rancho La Brea and McKittrick were re-
ferred to the genus .A.rototherium. by Merriam and Stock (1925, PP• 7-9). 
Kraglievich {1926, PP• 14-16) has since demonstrated that the North Amer-
iaan species: yukOnense, simum, and californicum are generically distinct 
from .l!.rctotherium latidens, a South .Am.ericaD. form which is the genotype. 
For the North .American species this author proposed the new genus ~­
.marctotherium. Matthew { 1929, P• 474) arrived independently at the con-
.clusion that !: simum is generically distinct from!.• bonaerense, and 
after seeing Kraglievich's article tentatively concurred that the former 
> 
is separable as Tremarctotherium. • 
.!• aalifornicum as defined by Merriam (l9llA, P• 165) differs 
from.!• simum principally in its larger size. At a later time Merriam 
lli 
and stock {1925, P• 9) concluded that the two are at least subspeoifically 
distinct, and until the time relation of Potter Creek Cave to Rancho 
La Brea is known de.finitely, the aretotheres from these localities might 
be regarded as distinct species. 
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While it is true that most or the McKittrick arctothere material 
agrees closely 1n size with T. simum from Potter Oreek Cave, there is in 
· the collections of the University of California a left Mi, No. 33112, 
which equals in size the average of .!.• ealifornicum from Rancho La Brea, 
and exceeds even the largest se.cond lower molar of that species in antero-
posterior diameter (see table 19). On the other hand, the University of 
California collections contain a metatarsal l, No. 12768, from Rancho 
La Brea v1hich is of nearly the same size as the corresponding element in 
!· simum. In addition, a Ml, No. 2088, in the collections of the Califor-
nia Institute of Technology bridges the gap between!• simum and.!• ~­
fornicum (see table 19). Therefore, unless both .!• simum and!• c.alifor-
nicum are to be recognized as occurring at Rancho La Brea. and McKittrick, 
it seems necessary to conclude that the latter is synonymous with aope's 
species. 
It is possible that T. californicum is a subspecies of T. simum, 
- -
but since subspecies are based on lateral rather than vertical distribu-
tion, this does not seem to be probable. However. during the Pleistocene 
there may have been considerable shifting of ranges or subspecies, but 
in the present instance this must still be demonstrated. 
Tremaretotherium simum. (Cope) 
The McKittric~ collections of the University ot California contain 
a nearly complete skull, No. 33111, and mandible, No. 33111, of this spe-
cies. These specimens probably belong to the same individual, for the 
teeth appear to be in the same stage of wear in both the upper and lower 
jaws. The skull is that of an old individual, for the sutures are closed 
and the teeth rather deeply worn. 
As is shown by table 16, the skull is slightly smaller in nearly 
all measurements than!• simum from Potter Creek Cave. The teeth, on the 
other hand, usu~lly ecpal, and often exceed, the dimensions of comparable 
teeth in the cave material (see table 17). In all details, the tooth 
pattern closely approximates that in the cave material. Due probably to 
injury, the posterior portion of the frontal region is deeply indented, 
and this may be responsible for the more pronounced, bulge in the contour 
of the skull above the orbits of the McKittrick specimen than is seen in 
1• simum from the northern California cave. The central, posterior in-
cisive foremen is almost as large as either of the anterior two, and is 
much larger than the corresponding opening in u. c. No. 3001 from Potter 
Oreek. Two infraorbital foramina are present on each side of the skull. 
The mandible is similar to that of .!• simum from Potter Creek, 
but in the McKittrick specimen, the space between the third and fourth 
lower premolars is somewhat greater than in a specimen from the former 
locality, u. c. No• 3004. 
A single left lower molar two, No. 33112, in the collections of 
the University or California is remarkable for its large size. As is 
shown by table 19, this tooth exoeeds even the largest comparable tooth 
from Rancho La Brea in antero-posterior diameter. 
115. 
The material in the collections of the California Institute of 
Technology consists of a canine tooth, No. 2087, an Ml from the right side, 
No. 2088, and. numerous more or less complete appendicular and axial skele-
tal elements. 
116. 
All are nearer in size to the Potter Creek Cave material than to 
specimens from :Rancho La Brea. Certain elements, ulna No. 2089 for ex-
ample, are even smaller than corresponding parts of the Potter Creek form. 
On the other hand, Ml equals the larger individuals from Rancho La Brea 
in anteroposterior diameter, but in the transverse measurement more 
nearly approximates the cave material. 
T.ABLE 16- Measurements (in millimeters) ot skull ot Tretlltil.rctotlierium. simum 
:McKittrick Potter Or. Cave 
:u.c. 33111 u.c. 3001 
Length, anterior end of prema.xillary 
to inion 377 391 
Length, anterior end of premaxillary 
to posterior end of condyle 362 
Length, anterior end of premaxillary to 
inferior notch between. condyles . 331.5 . 
Length, anterior end of premaxillary to 
anterior border of posterior nasal opening . 196.5 • 
Length, from posterior end of glenoid 
cavity to posterior end of condyle lll.9 
Length, anterior side of pre.maxillary to 
posterior side of auditory meatua 296 . 300 . 
Length, from postorbital process of 
frontal to inion . 226.5 220 • 
Length, from anterior border of orbit to • . • . 
posterior side of auditory meatus 195.8 192 
Length, from anterior border of pre.maxillary 
to anterior side .. ot orbit . 110 • 
Greatest width aeroas muzzle from . . . . 
outer walls ot canine alveoli 96.7 101.5 
Width across frontal at narrowest point 
betweel!. orbits . 116.3 112 . . 
Greatest width across postorbital . . 
processes l62ap 160ap 
I.east width of postorbital con-
strict ion . lOOap . 
Greatest width across zygomatia arches 
Greatest.width across mastoid ;processes 167ap 
Greatest diameter across condzles 73.3 ~ ! 
Palate, width between middle internal 
borders-of Ml · 
,/ '•· -
73 80 
TABLE 16- Continued 
~th ot nasals anteriorJ.y 
Length of nasals 
Width of anterior nares 
Height of anterior nares 
Height of orbit 
Height, interior border of maxillary to 
top of frontal between postorbital pro-
cesses· of frontal 
Height <;>f inion above superior border 
of auditory meatus 
Height of inion above base of 09ai-
pi tal condY:l:_es 
ap Indicates approximate measurement. 
85.2 
74.4 
70 
56 
136 
96 
116 
. 
. 
Measurements of Potter Creek Cave material after 
Merriam and Stock (1925). 
47 
81 
77 
63 
50 
121 
94 
T.ABLE 17- Measurements (in millimeters) of upper d~ntition of 
Tremarctotherium simum 
:Mc:l{ittriak :Potter Cnek Cave 
:U.C. 33lll :U•Oe300l:U.oC.3005 
Gree.test transverse diameter of 
·incisor series, me~sured at cingulum 
of: I.¥ 
Length from anterior side of .Q. 
to posterior slde of ~ 
Length from anterior side of P! 
to posterior side of M! 
Il, greatest transverse diameter 
I_!, greatest transverse diameter 
I3, greatest transverse diameter 
... c, antero-posterior diameter at 
base of enamel 
Pl, greatest anteroposterior 
diameter 
P,!, greatest anteroposterior diameter 
P!, greatest anteroposterior diameter 
. 
.. 
. 
• 
. 
. 
. 
. 
140.03 
77.6 
10.l 
10.6 
a.a 
57.2 
136.8 
: 
76 
7.9 . . 
9 
. 10.8 . 
.. 27.9 . 
10.4 
8.5 
ll'7. 
TABLE 17- Continued 
:u.c. 33111: U.C.3001 : u.o. 3005 
P!, gre,atest transverse diameter 5 5 
P,!, greatest anteroposterior diameter 21 20.5 
P!, transverse diameter across protocone 15 l5 
. 
·• Ml, gre~teat anteroposterior diameter 23.5 24 
Ml, greatest transverse diameter 22.5 23 
~' greatest anteroposterior diameter • . 33.g 35 . 
l.@., greatest transverse diameter . 22.2 22 . 
Measurements of Potter Creek Cave material after Merriam 
and Stock (1925). 
20.4 
. 15~3 . 
. 
. 23.a 
. 
. 
22.1 
33 
21.4 
TABLE 18- Measurements (in millimeters} or mandible of Tremarctotherium 
simum 
Length from posterior side of condyle 
to anterior alveolar border 
Height at ·anterior end of Ml 
Height at anterior end of M3 
Thickness below Rosterior end ot Ml 
* A:f'ter Merriam and Stock (1925} 
: MaKittrick :Potter Creek Cave 
:u.c. 35111 • u.o. 3001* 
252 262 
51 58.5 
65.5 75.4 
25.5 
118. 
TABLE 19- Measurements (in millimeters} ot lower dentition of 
Tremarctotherium simum 
;MoKi ttric~:. 
:U.0.33lll 
O, greatest anteroposterior 
diameter at base ot enamel 24.3 
Pi', greatest anteroposterior 
diameter 11.6 
P4, greatest transirarse . . 
diameter . ' 7 . 
MI, greatest anteroposterior 
diameter. 29.7' . • 
MI, transverse diameter 
across protooonid 14.5 
MI, width of heel . 16.6 . 
M'i, greatest anteroposterior 
diameter 25.5 
M'i, transverse diameter . . 
across protoconid 18.7 
M3, greatest anteroposterior 
diameter la.a 
M3, transverse diameter 
. across protooonid 14.9 .. 
* O.I.T. No. 2088 from McKittrick 
** L.A.Mus. No. Z6 from Rancho La Brea 
*** u.c. No. 53112 from McKittrick 
;Potter. Creek Ce.v& 
:u.o.3004 
. 
. 
: . . 
M* . 30.5 35** . 
. 
. 
14.3*: '14.4 16.6** 
17* . 18** • 
. . 
. . 
33.5*~* 2'7.2 . 31.7** . 
. 
. 
21.a*~* 19.8 22.4** 
19.7 
16 
II 
TABLE 20- Measurements (in millimeters) of appendicular skeleton of 
Tremarctotherium simum 
Metacarpal IV 
Greatest length . . 
.A.nteroposterior diameter of proximal end: 
Least width ot shaft 
Greatest width of distal end 
Metacarpal V 
Greatest length 
.. , _
Anteroposterior diameter of proximal en~: 
McKittrick 
2096. 
119.5 
27.5 
l6 
23.5 
209'1 
98 
28 
. 
. 
Potter Creek Oave 
u.c. 3040 
106.2 
31 
lo.a 
25.7 
104 
119. 
T.ABIE. 20- Continued 
Least width of shaft 14 16.1 
: 
Greatest width of distal end 23 25.5 
Metatarsal III 2098 
Greatest length 108 
An.teroposterior diameter of ~roximal end: 33 
: . 
~ width of shaft 15.? . . 
Greatest width of distal end 24.4 
Metatarsal IV 2099 
Greatest length 122 
. 
. 
Anteroposterior diameter of proxima~ end: 31.5 
Least width of shaft 15.8 
Greatest width of distal end 25.5 
II Calcaneum . 2100 !L.A.M. 10214' . 
. . 
. . 
~test len~th (~-axis)* . 103.5 110 • 
Greatest width measured obliquely . • 
across sustentaculum (12,-axisl* 72 77.a 
Width of cuboid facet (,2_-axis)* 38.5 39.4: 
Unoi:t'orm 2130 :U. o. 24067 
Proximo•distal diameter 
(!,-axis)* 43.7 47.6 
.Anteroposterior diameter of 
distal articulating surface (~-axis}* 28 34.7 
Transverse diameter of distal 
end ( c-a:x:is) * 27 36.5 
* For explanation of system of axes see Merriam @d Stoek. 
(op. cit., PP• 26, 31, 1925) 
Measurements ot Potter Creek Cave material after Merriam 
and Stock (1925) 
120. 
121. 
Ursua optimus New Species 
Type Specimen:- Skull No. 2090 in the collections of the California 
Institute of Technology. This specimen presumably represents a rather old 
male, and is complete except for the incisor and premolar teeth, the occi-, 
pital condyles, and the outer portions of' the zygomaiiic arches. 
OOtj!Pe:- A mandible No. 2091 in the collections· ot the California 
Institute. This specimen lacks only the incisors, the first two premolars, 
and the coronoid process on the right side. 
Referred Material:• A right and a left Mi, Nos. 2093, 2094; part 
of a palate with molar teeth, No. 2092; a left and a right femur, a left 
and a right humerus, a tibia, an ulna, an ilium, in addition to variou~ 
metapodials and rib and vertebral elements. All specimens are in the col-
d lections of the California Institute. 
Specific Characters:- Skull very wide in relation to its length. 
Mandible heavy, the horizontal rami being very thick and deeJ> below the 
diastema and lower cheek-teeth. Upper and lower molars very large, pre-
.. molars relatively reduced in size. 
Description 
Skull and Mandible:- Although the occipital crest and oondyles 
have been somewhat damaged, it is apparent that overhang of the inion is 
less pronounced in the Pleistocene species than in the living black bear. 
Other than this there is little difference between the skull profiles of 
the~ two. In both instances the anterior half of the nasals projects nearly 
'straight forward.- The frontals are arched, and the apex is located 
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slightly .in front of the fronto-parietal suture. Ursua optimus is rela-
tively broader, in nearly all skull proportions than the living species, 
Ursua americanus, and this is especially true for the muzzle. The one 
exception is the posterior nares, which are r,elative.ly narrower than 
in the latter. In the fossil skull the postpalatine and sphenopalatine 
foramina are located in an elongated depression, or eulcus, a feature 
not seen in any of .the Recent skulls .examined. In all other respects 
the McKittrick species is very similar to the living black bear. 
Except for its massive appearance and greater _depth, the mandible 
offers little to d1st1ngu5.sh it from Ursua americanus. Th~ symphyseal 
region is relatively wider, however, and the horizontal rami are some-
what deeper below the diastema and lower cheek-teeth. The condyles are 
also a little heavier and wider than are commonly seen in the living 
form. As in the latter, the coronoid flange is long and only moderately 
produced posteriorly, while the ruasseteric fossa is wide and very deep. 
The inferior border of the horizontal ramus is very strai~t in both 
the living and fossil forms • 
. Dentition: - The dental formula is .! l ,! .& in which Ursus o;ptimus 
3 l 3 3 
apparently differs from the living bear, for in Ursus americanus the 
third lower premolar is occasionally lacking. It is probable, however, 
that a similar tooth reduction may be found in individuals of the Pleis-
tocene species, for in the latter.PS is very small. Spacing of individ-
ual teeth is very similar to that of the modern species, except that 
the di'astema between the third and fourth lower premolars appears to 
be somewhat longer in the fossil form. 
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Alveoli for the upper incisors indicate that the first two teeth 
were sub-equal' in size, while the third must have been very much larger 
than either of the two inner incisors. The upper oanines are very large, 
and, curve.d, as in the modern form. The second upper premolar is some-
what larger than P~, but neither tooth is more than a mere peg. P4: is 
broken off at the roots, and all that can be said is that this tooth was 
probably triangular in shape, as is the case with the living black bears. 
The first upper molar is similar to the corresponding tooth in Ursua ~­
icanus but is larger. This is true for the last upper molar as well. 
The lower incisor alveoli indicate the same relative proportions 
for these teeth as has been noted for the upper incisors. Pi and P3 are 
both very small, and the third premolar is practically rudimentary. 
Pi although small is nearly of same size as the comparable tooth in 
the modern black bear, and possesses the same conical shape. All three 
lower m9lars are very similar to those of Ursus americanus, but are much 
larger. This discrepancy in size between the molar and premolar series 
as contrasted with the living form furnishes, perhaps, the most impor-
tant distinction between the two species. In this connection see table 22. 
, Skeleton:- The elements at hand furnish little information 
other than that the body was also large in size. Femur No. 2095 measures 
three hundred and ninety millimeters from the head to rotular groove. 
As in Ursus floridanus and a fossil specimen from the Conard Fissure re-
ferred to Ursus e.mericanus (Brown, 1908, P• 184), the deltoid ridge 
extends far down the shaft of the humerus. Similarly to !!.• amerioanus, 
the ulna shows a very large articular surface for the radius.·, Meta-
carpals 3 and 4 measure 72 and 83 millimeters respectively in their 
iongest dimension. 
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The rnaterial in the collections of the University of California, 
which consists of a skull, No. 8851, and a mandible, No. 1009, from 
Samwell cave;. also seems referable to the new species. The material 
from Rancho La Brea in the Los .Angeles Museum consisting of an immature 
skull and mandible of a single individual, No. 5500-1, is also re-
ferred to £.• optimus. 
Comparisons;- A number of fossil bears have been described from 
the Pleistocene, but usually without specific designation. It is pos-
sible that so.me of these forms are identical with the McKittrick species. 
Ursua vitabilis Gidley (19li• P• 96) from a cave deposit near 
Cumberland, Maryland, differs i'ram Ursua Oi>timus in the smaller size of 
the referred upper molars. The type mandible :figured, indicates that 
in the Maryland form the first three lower premolars have been lost. 
Otherwise there is little to ~istinguish the two, except that the molars, 
Ml especially, are considerably smaller in the Maryland type. 
Ursua prooerus Hay (1911, p. 772) differs from the McKittrick 
species in its more slender skull proportions and in narrowness across 
the zygomatic arches. Other differences are: the less highly arched 
frontals, and the more slender canines exhibited by Hay's species. 
Ursua am;plidens Leidy (1853, P• 303) from Natchez, Mississippi 
is based on two lower molar teeth. .Although the teeth are large, the 
jaw fragment containing them is considerably lighter than in Ursua OFtimus. 
Ursua horribilia oklahomaensie Stovall and Johnston (1935, 
pp. 208-213) from the Oklahoma Pleistocene agrees somewhat closely 
with the California specimen in tooth measurements, but differs decidedly' 
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· in the much more pronounced inion. Furthermore, the Oklahoma specimen 
is described as 'belonging to the grizzly type, from which the McKittrick 
form is distinguished by its more massive skull and conical shape ot Pi. 
TABLE 21- Measurements {in millimeters} of skull and mandible of 
Ursus Oi?timus 
:McKittrick: ·M. V. z. 2 Univ. of aali:t'. 
Skull : 2090 :20746.i'?a l6375t?b: 4678/?c 
Length from anterior end o!' . . •· . 
premaxillary to posterior end '330ap 309 291 274 
of condyles 
Length from anterior end of 
premaxillary to posterior end 336ap 324: ~13 298 
ot inion 
Length of palate from anterior 
end of premaxillary to a line 
tangent to posterior surfaces 142 138 132 12'? 
ot maxillary Eara~ets 
Length from posterior end of 
glenoid 9avity to posterior l.llap 96 93 90 
I 
end of oondyles 
Length from anterior end of 
premaxi1lary to anterior end 158 . 163 145 149 • 
of ~osterior nasal o~eni!!§ 
A.nteroposterior diameter of 
naf;lals 888.Ji! 92 85 . 77 . 
: 
Width of anterior nares . 42 41.6 32.5 . 34.4 . • 
Breadth of rostrum immediately 
posterior to roots of upper 84.2 71 65 60 
canines ' 
Least width between superior . . . . 
borders of orbits 90 7~ 80.5 75 
Width across postorbital pro- . . 
, ceases 122a~ 113 114 104 
Least width of postorbital 
constriction 78 70 72.5 71 
Greatest width across zygo-
matic arches 213a~ 201 200 180 
.Anterior palatal width between 
superior canines 51 40.2 40 37.5 
Posterior palatal width between . . . • 
J20sterior borders of M2 . 51.2 51 48.8 42.5 • 
.. 
TABLE 21- Oontinued 
Mandible 
Length from anterior end or 
symphysis to posterior end or 226 222 193.5 
condzle 
Length of symphysis measured 
along anterior border 73a,l! 64.2 
Least depth of rarnus below 
diastema 41 . 35 . 
Depth of ra.mus below posterior 
end of' Ml 44.8 . 37.5 . . .. 
Thickness of. ranms below MT 21.~ 18 
Height :from inferior border of 
angle to su.mm.it of coronoid 104.3 91.5 
~rocess : 
. 
. 
Transverse width of cond;rle 5S . . 47 . • 
Greatest deEth ot condzle 18 15.2 . . 
Greatest width of mandible . . 
measured across symphysis and . 46.2 40 . 
between outer walls of alveoli . . 
for lower canines 
ap Indicates approximate measurement 
Reeent specimens selected in order to show extremes in variation 
of a series of thirteen. individuals. 
a Uraus americanus altifrontalis, Trinity Co., California 
b Ursua americanus oalit'orniensis, Tulare Co., California 
c Ursus amerioanus' altifrontalis, Eugene City, Oregon 
61.5 
34 
37 
15.l 
81 
4:1.5 
14 
40 
TABLE 22- Measurements (in millimeters) of dentition of Ursua optimus 
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Upper Dentition* 
:McKittrick: M. v. z., Univ. of Calif. 
2090 :16375 a:29803b 4678c:20746d 
Length of upper tooth row from 
anterior margin of g_ to back of lit1_! ~ 
o, greatest anteroposterior 
diameter 
.Q_, greatest transverse diameter 
Ml, greatest anteroposterior 
diameter · 
Ml, greatest transverse diameter 
M2, greatest anteroposterior dia-
meter 
M_!, greatest transverse diameter 
. 
. 24:.e 
15.7 
20.2 
15 
17 
. 
. 
19.8 
13 
17 
13 
26.7 
15 
. 
. 
101.5 
21.2 
12.3 
16.8 
12.3 
15 
104 104 
20.6: 22.'l 
13 15.l 
17 16 
13 13 
26 
.. 
. 
14 15.8 
TABIE 22- Continued 
Lower Dentition 2091 : 16375 a : 29803b 
Length of lower tooth row from anterior 
margin of C to back of M3 
o, greatest anteroposterior 
diameter 
c, greatest transverse diameter 
PT, greatest anteroposterior 
diameter 
P'i, greatest transverse diameter 
MI, greatest anteroposterior 
diameter 
Ml, greatest transverse diameter 
M2, greatest anteroposterior 
diwieter 
-Ma, greatest transverse diameter 
M'S, greatest anteroposterior diameter 
Mi, greatest transverse diameter 
: 
. 
. 
.. 
. 
139 
. 
• 
23.2 : 
15 
10 
6 
21.2 
11 
22.5 
13.8 
17.2 
14.5 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
• 
125 
19.8 
13 
10 
.. 
r-
. 
• 
5.3 : 
17.4 
9 
20 
12.8 
118 
18 
12 
5.1 
17 
8 
19 
11.2 
14.2 
12 
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46780 
: 118.5 
: 19.8 
. 
. 
. 
• 
11.6 
10 
5.1 
17.4 
9 
18.5 
11 
14.5 
11.8 
a Ursua amerioanus, south fork of Kern River, Tulare co., California 
b Ursua ~icanus, Tuolumne Co. , California 
o Ursua americanus, Eugene City, Oregon 
d Ursus americanus altifrontalis• California 
* Grinnell found that out of thirteen specimens of Calif. black bears, 
.M2 varies in anteroposterior diameter from a minimum of 25.7mm to a 
maximum of 29.lmm, while Ml varies in the same measurement :from a 
minimum of l4.5mm to a maxim.um of 18.2 mm. 
Ground sloths of this famil.y are not abundant in the McKittrick 
collection, and are represented by onl.y one individual of the genus 
Megalo~. Absence of Nothrotherium may be due to accidents of collect-
ing, but this is an open question. 
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Megalonyx? sp. indet. 
A single phalanx II, No. 2101, in the eolleetions of the California 
Institute of Technology, is referred to this genus. This element corres-
ponds closely in measurements and general shape to the similar phalanx 
of ~W:lodon, but the groove between the distal condyies seems to be too 
· deep for that genus. The phalanx is clearly not that of Nothrotherium~ 
' for both in size and shape there is little correspondence between the two. 
In Nothrotheri'llm the proximal end is subquadrate in outline; while in the 
McKittrick specimen the proximal end is nearly triangular in shape. 
Since No. 2101 does not correspo~~ to either of the better known genera 
of ground sloths found at Ranch~ La Brea, it is referred to Megalonyx, 
the form to which it bears closest resemblance. 
MYLODONTIDAE 
Since Stoc~'s (1925) work on the ground sloths of Rancho La Brea, 
Kraglievich (1928) has demonstrated that My;lodon darwini Owen is the 
type or the genus Mtlodon, and not as is usually accepted, M}':lodon harlani 
OWen. Kraglievioh's illustrations show the form.er to be characterized 
by a beak-like pre.maxillary region, and it would seem that this form 
cannot belong to the same genus as the Rancho La Brea mylodonts. Krag-
lievich applies the generic name Par~lodon Brown to the tar pit forms • 
.Although this genus was described on invalid grounds, in consequence of 
Kraglievich's redefinition Paramylodon becomes a valid name. 
Paramylodon harlani (Owen) 
Material in the collections of the University ot California oon;.. 
sists ot several detached teeth, Nos. 33104-33109, a fragment of right 
maxillary of an immature individual; No. 33110, a left mandibular re.mus, 
No. 33103, also of an immature individual; an ~ual phalanx, digit III, 
of the left manus, No. 33121, and numerous skeletal elements in addition 
to a large number of dermal ossicles. The material in the collections 
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of the California·rnstitute ot Technology consists of dermal ossicles. and 
a tew isolated teeth. 
All of the teeth show marked resemblance to the Rancho La. Brea 
material. As in the latter (Stock, 1925, P• 128), the external surface 
of the hard dentine layer is marked by transverse undulating lines, 
while the external surface of the cement is marked by longitudinal stria~ 
tions. The outlines of the enamel patterns tall within the rang,e of 
variation of corresponding teeth from Rancho La Brea. 
The fragment of immature right maxillary, u. c. No. 33110, con-
'tains the last four superior teeth. Although this specimen is consider-
ablY smaller than No. 1717-35 from Rancho La Brea (Stock, 1925, fig. 61), 
the McKittrick specimen is remarkably similar in all other respects to 
the Rancho La Brea material. 
The immature left mandibular ramus, u. a. No. 33103, is ot some 
interest in that it.seems to be one Of the few young specimens Of its 
kind on record. Judging from Stock's (1925; PP• 127-128) summary 01' 
·the characters of Paramylodon harlani, very little change apparently 
takes place in this element during growth. In both mature and the young 
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specimen the-horizontal ramus is thick. The depth of the ramus de-
creases slightly,from the base of the coronoid process to the.anterior 
side of the first lower tooth. 
In mandible, No. 33103, two mental foramina are present, the lower 
one of which is the larger. This is also the case with mature specimens, 
although occasionally more than two openings may be present in this region. 
The postero-external opening of the dental canal is situated oppos-
\ 
ite the posterior lobe of the last lower tooth. Similarly as in mature 
specimens, the coronoid process slopes slightly backward, and the posterior 
end of the process extends to a point vertically above the anterior por-
tion of the condyle. 
Phalanx, u.c. No. 33121, has lost most of the bony sheath which 
incase1s the claw process, but in all other respects resembles the terminal 
phalanx of digit .III of the left manus of Para.mylodon harlani from Rancho 
La Brea. 
TABLE 23- Measurements (in millimeters) of Paramylodon harlani 
Mandible* 
Length from anterior .end of symphysis 
to posterior end of condyle 
Greatest length of _symP,hysis 
Greatest pre-dental width 
. 
. 
. 
. 
Depth of ramus between third and fourth: 
inferior teeth, measured normal to 
inferior margin 
Maxillary* 
Greatest length of upper tooth row 
Dentition 
_!, anteroposterior diameter 
_!, transverse diameter 
: 
.. 
• 
Rancho La Brea McKittrick 
u.c. 33103 
153 
4l.5ap 
57ap 
1717 .... 35 u.c. 33110 
73 57 
u.c. 21158 u.c. 33110 
28.8 26 
20.7 14 
TABLE: 25-- Continued 
:L.A... M. 171'7w6 : u.c. 33110 
!' anteroposterior diameter 25.5 25.5 
4, transverse diameter 27.e 21.6 
:L.A.M. 1717w2 : u.o. 33110 
5, anteroposterior diameter: 23 23.2 
!t transverse diameter 19.3 . 18 . 
* Immature specimen 
ap Indioates approximate measurement 
All measurements of Rancho La Brea material after Stock 
J 1925, table 6~) 
A monograp,h of the ·Ranch~ La Brea camels by Dr. Stock is in 
course of preparation, and as one of the McKittrick forms is apparently 
specifically identical with Camelops hesternus :t'rom the form.er locality, 
it is to be expected that any revision of the Rancho La Brea forms will 
involve a change in status of the for.ms from McKittrick. In addition 
to Camelops, the McKittrick assemblage contains the type of Tanupolama 
stevensi. Absence of this genus from Rancho La Brea raises a puzzling 
problem, which is treated on page 68 • 
Tanupolama stevenai (Merriam and Stock) 
Rather fragmentary remains o:t' this form were first described as 
~ stevensi by Merriam and Stock (1925, PP• 39-42). Further study or 
more complete material convinced the latter author that the form is 
generically distinct, although closely related to the South .American 
llamas (1928, PP• 29-37). The type specimen is a fragmentary mandible 
in the colleations of' the University of California, U. o. No. 24260. 
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The generic characters are as follovis:• 
Size of 'average specimens larger than living llama, but smaller 
than Camelops., 
Orbits smaller, brain-case larger and somewhat flatter dorsally 
than in~· 
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Posterior portion ot mastoid region and paroccipital process sit-
uated closer to basioccipital and occipital condyles than in living genus. 
Deep narrow groove on poste~o-external side ot mastoid behind stylo-hyal 
pit. Paroccipital procass bluntly pointed and not projecting inward in 
its downward course. 
Lower canine present or absent. Lower molars with inner enamel 
surfaces flatter.and median longitudinal groove of inner side not as deep 
as in ~· Antero-external style not as well developed as in living 
genus. Posterior lobe of MS wider transversely and less prominently 
constricted from second lobe. 
Lime elements much more slender than those of Ca.me lops. Radius-
ulna and cannon bones greatly elongated. Metapodials in some indi-vid-
uals approaching those of CameloRs hesternus in length. 
Notes on the Milk-Dentition ot Tanupolama stevensi 
Since stock's original description, an exeellent series illus-
trating the milk-dentition of this form has become available at the 
University of California. This institution also possesses a represen-
tative collection of milk-teeth of Procamelus and Pliauchenia. Oppor-
tunity is taken, therefore, to supplement knowledge of the slender-
limbed Pleistocene camel by a comparison of milk-dentitions of this and 
the Pliocene forms. 
In the lower jaw ot Tanupolama two milk-teeth are present, nn5 
and rm4. , The former is small, and possesses two lobes. Im4 is larger, 
and shows three well defined lobes. In some specimens, U. C. No. 33114, 
for example, the outer valleys between the lobes carry well def'ined 
pillars; while in others, u. c. No. 33ll4a, no trace of pillars can be 
seen. A fragment of left maxillary, u. c. No. 33114b, contains Dm2 and 
-
Dm~, but four deciduous upper molars are present in c. I. T. No. 31. 
In the Procamelus material of the University of California i'rom 
Burge and Gordon Creek, Nebraska liri2 is always present. In addition, 
Dm3 is somewhat larger than the corresponding tooth of Tanupolami;,, and 
shows definite indications of three lobes. Dn"i is much alike in both 
genera, except that in Procamelus the external buttresses seem to be 
invariably absent. 
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In the upper deciduous dentitions there seems to be little differ-
ence between the Pleistocene and Pliocene genera except that in ~-
EOle.ma Dm! is greatly reduced in size as compared with the sama tooth 
in Procamelus. In the latter genus this tooth is long and narrow and 
possesses three lobes; while in Tanu~olama :r:tn! is very small and shows 
no tendency to development ot lobes. In addition, the long axis of 
this tooth describes an angle of approximately forty-five degrees with 
the rest of the tooth-row, while in Procamelus Dm!_ is parallel in its 
long dimension with the tooth-row. 
The collection or milk-dentitions of Pliauohenia from Hemphill, 
Texas, now in the collections of the University of California of:fers 
good comparative material. The milk-teeth of this form are distinguished 
from corresponding teeth of Tanupolema by the following characters:-
In Pliauchenia :r:m'i is always present, but while in some instances 
as for exam:ple in U. a. No. 30886 this tooth is clos~ly appressed to Dni, 
in other cases, u. a. No. ooaas for example, an interval of approxima-
-tely one centimeter separates Dm2 from Dm5. This may indicate that in 
Pliauchenia the second lower milk molar was in the process of suppress-
ion. .As in Procamelus, Dmi of Pliauchenia is a three-lobed tooth, but 
the first lobe is often quite obscure. Similarly, as in Procamelus and 
in contrast to Tanupolama, nn'4 ot Pliauchenia, although three-lobed, 
never shows the presence of pillars on the external valleys between the 
lobes. 
In the upper~milk molars of Pliauchenia Dm! is more reduced in 
size than in Proaamelus, but somewhat less so than in Tanupolama. In 
contrast to the latter and as in Procamelus, the long axis of this tooth 
is parallel with the tooth-row instead ot describing an angle to that 
plane. For complete measurements o:t' this form the work of Stock ( l928A) · 
should be consulted. 
Oamelops hesternus (Leidy) 
Remains of this camel from the ~mKittrick deposits include var-
ious cranial, axial and appendicular elements. 
Skull and Permanent Dentition:- The single mature cranial ele-
ment available, Oalif. Inst. No. 2102, consists of the maxillaries and 
a camplete cheek-tooth dentition._ .As shown by table 24, the skull is 
approximately intermediate in size between Nos. 20028 and 20040 in the 
University of California collections from Rancho La Brea. 
The teeth are moderately worn, and although they depart somewhat 
from the dimensions of the Rancho La Brea specimens, they closely re-
semble them in shape and outline of the enamel :pattern. In both in-
stances P3 has a narrow and rather blade-like crown, while P! is nearly 
quadrate in cross-section. In M! the anterior lobe is noticeably wider 
.than the posterior lobe; while in M~, as in u. c. No. 20028 :from 
Rancho La Brea, the metastyle is drawn out posteriorly into a wing-like 
projection. 
A single permanent lower molar, c. I. T. No. 2103, because of 
its relatively narrow transverse diameter is thought to correspond to 
M3. However, the one diagnostic feature of M3 cannot_be seen, for the 
posterior lobe is lacking. All that can be said definitely is that 
there is no evidence of an antero-external buttress, while the inner 
ribs are very poorly developed. 
Ul'I!er and Lower Milk-Teeth:- A rather large number of these 
teeth are available. Two deciduous premolars appear to have been pres-
ent in both the up:per and lower jaws. D.P! tapers markedly toward the 
anterior margin, while the enamel pattern of this tooth appears to be 
quite simple. Dp4 is quadrangular in shape, and appears to possess a 
--
very simple enamel pa~ter.o. .. 
npi ts a triangularly-shaped tooth, the apex of which is directed 
forward. The fourth deciduous premolar is three-lobed. The valleys be-
tween the lobes, in marked contrast to those or the same tooth in~ 
.P..~.~~-~r~~~, do not show the development of subsidiary tubercles. For 
135. 
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· measurements of these teeth see table 25. 
Skeletal'Elements:- These consist of numerous vertebra, limb, 
and foot elements. All are of large size. The metapodials in parti-
cular are very heavy, and are readily distinguishable on this character 
from corresponding elements of Tanupolama. 
TABLE 24- Measurements (in millimeters) of permanent dentition of 
Camelops hesternus 
:McKittrick: Rancho La Brea 
U;I?;Eer Dentition 
Greatest width of palate between 
: U4_fil.Q.2 :u.c.20020:u.c.20040 
outer bord.ers of superior. cheek-
tooth series measured between outer l29ap 141.9 148 
borders of third molars 
Least transverse diameter of palate 
between superior cheek-teeth meas- 53 . 66 56 .. 
ured between outer borders of Pi . . • . 
Length, anterior side of P! to 
posterior side of M3 144 142.7 156.4 
Length anterior side of M,! to 
posterior side of M~ 124 . 124 132 . ' 
C, anteroposterior diameter 13 13.9 13.2 
P!,, anteroposterior diameter . 16 -: is.a . 
P!,, greatest transverse diameter 11.5 11 
P!,, anteroposterior diameter 20 23.5 28 
P!,, greatest transverse di~ter 25 25 22.5 
M,!, anteroposterior diameter 31.8 24.4 42 
M,!, greatest transverse diameter 29 31 33.6 
M_!, anteroposterior diameter 40.4 42.l 52 
M2, greatest transverse diameter 
aeross ;protocone 30 31.6 32.6 
M!, anteroposterior diameter 46.5 49.5 45.8 
M!~ greatest transverse diameter 26 31.4 27.2 
· ap IIidiaates approximate measurement 
.Measurements of Rancho La Brea material after Merriam (1913) 
TABLE 25- Measurements (in millimeters) of milk dentition of 
Camelops hesternus 
· McKittrick 
Up:per Dentition 2104 
Dp_!, anteroposterior diameter 19.5 
Dpl, greatest transverse diameter 14.5 
Dp2, anteroposterior diameter 21 
Dp2, greatest transverse diameter 16.8 
Lower Dentition 2105 
P,pl, anteroposterior diameter 9.5 
Dpl, greatest transverse diameter 5.6 
Dpi, anteroposterior diameter 27 
Dpi, greatest transverse diameter ll 
BOVIDAE 
In addition to Bison a.ntiquus, which is common to both Rancho La 
Brea and McKittrick, the latter locality has furnished remains of a 
musk ox-like animal as yet unknown from the Los .Angeles occurrence. 
This form has been tentatively referred to Preptoceras by Stock and 
Furlong {1927, PP• 409-434), but it was recognized that in .many ways 
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the McKittrick form approximates Euceratheriura, while in some characters 
it resembles neither. The present study has brought to light some addi-
tional material representing this interesting form, but not enough to 
fix its generic reference with any greater degree of certainty. 
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Preptoceras? cf. sinclairi Furlong 
The material described by Stock and Furlong consists of a fairly 
complete skull and mandible, in addition to various limb and foot ele~ 
ments. The following resume of characters was given by these authors:-
Characte.rs like those of Preptoceras:• , size and shape and pre-
sumably curvature of horn-core; extent to which horn core extends out-
ward and backward from the base before curving forward; width across 
frontals between outer lower borders of horn-cores; indentation of pala-
tine on each side of posterior notoh; absence of median ridge on occiput 
above foremen magnum and general appearance of occiput; parietals form 
dorsoposterior roof of skull. 
Characters like those of Euceratherium:- Backward and upward 
extent ot horn cores; some resemblance possibly in curvature; width of 
palate; absence of accessory style in u~~er molars. 
Characters comm.on to Preptoceras and Euoeratherium:- Width of 
frontals between orbital rims; presence of a lachrymal depression; 
shape of elements and position of foramina in basicranial region of 
skull; position and size of occipital condyle; number and struoture of 
teeth; structure of t'eet. 
Characters distinguishing the McKittrick form from both Preptoceras 
and Euceratherium:- Width measured between inner nasal borders of horn 
cores; elevation of frontals in their extent from the fronto-nasal 
suture to horn cores; depth of lachrymal depression; abrupt downward 
descent of posterior border of alisphenoid; angle (139 degrees} in verti-
cal plane made by plane of dorsal surface of the cranial roof with plane 
ot the occiput. 
It was concluded that of the characters exhibited by the McKit-
trick form, those allying it with both Preptoceras and Euceratherium are 
of greater significance than those which relate it to either of the two 
genera. It would thus appear that Preptoceras and Euceratherium are 
generically identical. If so, the narne Euceratherium would take prece-
dence over Preptoceras. Stock and Furlong suegested that the type ot 
Preptoceras may possibly represent a young male and the type of Eucera-
theritun an older female. 
New material available consists of a very imperfect skull of an 
immature individual, c. I. T. No. 2106, a very fragmentary left mandibu-
lar ramus, c. I. T. No~ 2107, also of an immature individual, a right 
and left third metacarpal, G. I. T. Nosa 2108, 2109, the first and second 
,Phalanges IV, c. I. T. Nos. 2110, 2111, and in addition numerous upper 
and lower milk-teeth. 
The milk dentition consists of three upper and lower premolars. 
The second lower milk-premolar is poorly preserved, but appears to taper 
toward the front. ~it No. 2113, is likewise very imperfect. There 
are indications, however, that this tooth was tri-lobed. In addition, 
it shows two subsidiary cuspules; one on the posterior margin of the 
vall,ey between the f'irst and second lobes, the other on the anterior 
border of the posterior valley. The upper milk-teeth show tew features 
of' interest. Dp2 is not present in any of the maxillaries, but from 
- . 
the size and shape of the alveolus, it is inferred that this tooth was 
very small and quadrate in cross-section. For measurements of the milk 
dentition see table 27. 
The skull, No. 2106, contains only the molar teeth on the right 
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side. .As can be seen from table 26, these. correspond very closely to 
the measurements of Noe 27118 in the University of California collection 
from McKittrick. In all other respects the skull and teeth agree very 
well with tha·t specimen. 
Since only elements of the pes were available at the time of the 
original description of the McKittrick material, the elements of the 
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fore-limbs now at hend are of some importance. The two third metacarpals, 
Nos. 2108, 2109, although nearly the same length as corresponding ele-
.m.ents of' the pes, are considerably broader. This is also true for the 
proximal and middle phalanges. Fo:r measurements of these elements see 
table 28. 
TABLE 26- Measurements (in millimeters) of permanent dentition of 
Preptocera1;1? cf. sinclaii:l. 
Upper Dentition 
~' anteroposterior diameter 
Ml, transverse diameter 
M_!, anteroposterior diameter 
~' transverse diameter 
M3, anteroposterior diameter 
M!, transverse diameter 
MT, 
MI, 
:M2, 
M'i, 
M3, 
M3, 
Lower Dentition 
greatest anteroposterior diameter 
greatest transverse diameter 
greatest anteroposterior diaraeter 
greatest transverse diameter 
greatest anteroposterior diameter 
greatest transverse diameter 
ap Indieates approximate measurement 
After Stock and Furlong (1927) 
No. 2106 u.c. 2?118 
28 26.9 
18.2 19.2 
30.5 30.2 
17 17.2 
30 29.l 
13.aap 16.l 
25.9 
30 
13 
: 13.2 
T.ABLE 27- 1'!!,easurei..~ente {in millimeters) ot deciduous dentition of 
Preptocera.s? cf. sinclairi 
Upper Dentition . No. 2ll5 . 
D.P!, greatest anteroposterior diameter of crown: 21 
D.P!, greatest transverse diameter 13.7 
No. 2116 
Dp4, greatest anteroposterior diameter 24.4 
Dp4, greatest transverse diameter 15 
lJ:lwer Dentition . No • 210'7 •. 
np2, greatest anteroposterior diameter lOap 
Dp2, greatest transverse diameter 7 
Dp3, greatest anteroposterior diameter 14 
np3, greatest transverse diameter 9 
Dp4, greatest anteroposterior diameter 23.7 
-Dpi, greatest transverse diamet.er 13.3 
a.p Indicates approximate measurement 
TABLE 28- Measurements (in millimeters) of manus of Preptoceras? ct. 
sincla.iri 
Left ·Metacarpal III 
Greatest length over all 
Width of proximal end 
Greatest anteroDosterior diarneter of ~roximal 
end 
Width of shaft at middle 
.Anteroposterior diameter of shaft at middle 
Greatest width across distal condyles 
Greatest anteroposterior diameter of distal 
condyles 
Phalanx I 
Greatest length 
Greatest Jidth of proximal end 
Greatest depth of proximal end 
Greatest width of distal end · 
Greatest dep·th of distal end 
No. 2109 
188 
5'7 
36 
37 
24 
64 
No. 2110 
64 
30 
27 
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TABIE 28- Continued 
Phalanx II 
Length from base of proximal articulating surtace 
to middle ot distal articulating surface 
Greatest width of proximal end 
Greatest depth ot proximal end 
Greatest width of distal end 
Bison antiquua Leidy 
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No. 2lll 
39 
28 
25.5 
23 
This species is well represented in the collections of the Univer-
sity of California and California Institute of Technology. Most of the 
material, however, consists of limb and other extra-cranial elemente. 
A well preserved skull in the collections of the California Institute, 
No. 2124 , is complete except for the tips of the horn-cores, and although 
the teeth are in a fragmentary condition, furnishes an adequate basis 
for reference of the McKittrick bison to!!• anti<eus. 
This specimen apparently represents an old male; for the horn 
cores are quite robust and the neck of the horn cores, 1.e., the portion 
between the forehead and the rugose horn-covered portion, is of smaller 
caliber than the base of the horn core itself'. According to Chandler 
(1916A, PP• 126-127), these are distinguishing marks of' the male of 
.1 
Bison antiquus. As is shown by Table 29 , the McKittrick skull is con-
siderably larger than most specimens of Bison antiquus from Rancho La 
< 
Brea, but the proportions are so similar as to leave little doubt that 
No. 2124 is correctly referred to that species. 
As in the specimen figured by Chandler (l916A, p. 127, figs. la,lb), 
the horn-cores curve upward and slightly forward. The angle between the 
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median plane of the skull and horn-cores approximates ninety degrees, 
and according to Chandler (op. cit. P• 130) this distinguishes character 
of ]i• a..'1.tiquus from 1?.• bison. In the latter species this angle varies 
from 110° to 125°. 
The naso-frontal suture is obscured by tar, but as in £1• antiquus 
the nasal bones seem to be relatively short and broad, only moderately 
arched, and taper gradually toward the tip. The teeth are too :f'ragmen-
tary to furnish any evidence of systematic value. 
several i'ragmentary lower jaws are available,. All seem to 
closely approximate in outline the similar element of B. antiquus. The 
teeth also show no points of major difference from those in the latter 
species. 
T.AllIB 29- Measurements (in millimeters) of skull of Bison anticiuus 
Length from lower border of f oramen 
magnum to rear of nasals 
Length from occipital crest to 
fronto-nasal suture measured 
along median line 
Length from rear of condyles to 
tiE of premaxillariea 
Length from rear of orbits to tip 
ot premaxillaries 
Length from lower border of f oramen 
ma~num to rear of hard palate 
Length from rear of hard pal.ate to 
tiE of premaxillaries 
Width of forehead between bases 
of honi-oores 
W'i"dth at narrowest point between 
horn-cores and eye-sockets 
Width between outer sides of M! 
at base of crown 
: Mon ttrick : 
. 
.. 
. 
..! 
No. ~124 
280 
255 
660 
440 
3'70 
352 
. 
. 
. 
. 
Rancho La Brea 
No. 21164*: No. 21185* 
285 
272 
417 
309 
. 
. • 
290 
226 
582ap 
440a;p 
214 
325 
290 
256 
157 
TABLE 29- Continued 
Width between anterior inner 
corners of P2 
-
.Anteroposterior diameter of orbits 
.Length of nasal bones 
Width or nasal· bones 
Width of nasal bones with 
~rvature, 
Distance between tips of 
horn-corps 
Length of horn-cores along upper 
curvature 
Oircumt'erence of horn cores at 
base 
Dorso-ventral diameter of ho-rn-
cores 
.Anteroposterior diameter of 
horn-cores 
: 
. 
. . 
ap Indicates approximate measurement 
* .After Chandler l916A 
106 
115 
l33a;p 
lOOOap 
385ap 
. 330ap 
94 
114ap 
• ...
70ap-~-
. . 
. 
826 
275 
310 
102 
104 . • 
Specimens from u.o. collections from Rancho La Brea 
CERVIDAE 
112 
72 
227 
115, 
135 
660 
235 
212 
68 
67 
Dlring excavation of the fossil material a considerable number 
of deer and elk bones were encountered, but principally in the upper 
and presumably sub-Recent levels ot the asphalt. Closer inspection 
ot the material, however, indicates. that while most of the cervid 
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remains show the glossy black appearance characteristic of 
Reaent material, a number of elements approximate in their state 
ot preservation the Pleistocene remains. It is inferred, therefore, 
that members of this family formed a part of the Pleistocene fauna 
of the area. 
Cervus sp. 
Two fragmentary metapodials, several astragali, a left unci-
form, and two right cuneiforms constitute the evidence of this form. 
All of these elements approximate the Tulare elk, Oervus nannodes, 
in size, but Dr. Stock found minor discrepancies in size and shape 
or the various facets between the fossil and Recent material. 
Although it seems probable that the tar pit material is specifi-
aally identical with the Tulare elk:, it seems unwise to attempt 
specific identification on such fragmentary evidenae. 
Odoooileus sp. 
Remains of this form consist mainly of astragali and frag-
mentary metapodials. These correspond very closely in size with 
Odoaoileus hemionus cali:forniaus, the Reoent California mule deer. 
There does not ·seem to be sufficient material, however, to permit 
positive identification of this form. 
ANTILOOAPRID.AE 
Both Capromeryx and Antilocapra are found at McKittrick. As shown 
on page 57a, however, the relative abundance o~ the two types at McKit-
trick is the reverse of their occurrence at Rancho La Brea. At the 
Los Angeles locality Capromeryx outnumbers the prong-horn; while at 
McKittrick the reverse is true. 
Capromeryx minor Taylor 
The material in the collections of the California Institute con-
sists of' two lower molars, and a ealcaneum, No. 15. According to Furlong 
(1930, pp. 49-55) the specimens are to be referred to a single individual. 
There seem to be no apparent differences between the McKittrick material 
and Caprom:eryx minor :f':r:om Rancho La Brea • 
.Antilocapra americana (Ord) 
The collections of .the California Institute include the following: 
an immature right mandibular ramus, No. 2118, a mature mandibular ramus 
also from the right side, No. 2119, a fragment of skull with the right 
horn-core, No. 2120, and a horn-coret No. 2121. 
Specimen No. 2118 contains the milk-teeth and the first two per-
manent iower molars. As indicated by Chandler (1916, PP• ll6, 117}, 
Drn4 is three-lobed, and the vertical ramus does not make so close an 
approach to a right angle with the horizontal ramus as is the case in 
Capromery:x. 
The mature mandibular specimen, No. 2119, agrees in all parti-" 
culars with that of Antilocapra america:p.a. As shown by table 31, both 
the teeth and ramus are relatively larger than in Capromeryx. The 
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diastema is fully eq,ua.l in length to the combined measurements of the 
lower cheek-teeth. As noted by Ohandler (1916, P• 11?), the anterior 
mental fora.men is quite near the end of the symphysis; while in Ca;pro-
mery; this opening ~s approximately one-half way between P3 and the 
symphysis. 
The horn-core as noted by Furlong,(1931, P• 34) has some res~m­
blances to the corresponding element of Spheno;phalus. It is relatively 
broader at the base than a Recent specimen of .Antilocapra. Compared 
with the Recent form, the horn is relatively slender, and the anterior 
appreesed prong is more distally placed. If as Furlong has indicated, 
.A.n~ilocapra is a descendant of §phenophalus, the McKittrick specimens 
would seem to be somewhat closer to the ancestral type than the average 
of the Recent forms. However, the tar pit material seems reasonably 
referred to the living species, !.• americana. 
Phalanges II and III, Nos. 2122, 2123, are available. As shown 
by table 32 , all are of ~latively large size, and exceed corresponding 
elements of ~aRromer;z:x: in nearly all measurements. 
The material in the University of California comprises numerous 
teeth and two horn-cores, u. c. No. 33102. The shape of these elements. 
corresponds much more closely to that of Recent Antilooapra amerioana 
than C.I .• T. No. 2120. 
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T.ABLE 30- Tu~easurementa (in millimeters) of lower jaw and milk 
dentition of An.tilocapra americana 
Length, from posterior margin of 
anterior dental foramen to angle 
Depth of ram.us below Illi2 measured 
from the outside 
Depth of ramus below Dm'imeasured 
from the outside 
Thickness of mandible across middle 
or nmi 
Length of diastema from posterior 
margin of anterior dental foramen 
to nni 
Dn2,. greatest anteroposterior 
diameter 
nn"i, greatest transverse diameter 
niii, greatest anteroposterior 
diameter 
tm3, greatest transverse diameter 
Dn4, greatest anteroposterior 
diameter 
nn"i, &reatest transverse diameter 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
• 
.Antilocapra : Oapromerr: 
2118 :U .C.12523 
131 47ap 
16 7.5 
18.2 11 
9.3 5.9 
~7.5 5 
5.4 
3 
7 . 5.4 . 
4.1 3ap 
15 9 
5.6 3.7 
* Type of Q• minor from Rancho La Brea 
ap Indicates approximate measurement 
TABLE 31 ... Measurements (in millimeters) of lower jaw and perma-
nent dentition of AntilocaRra ameriaana 
Length, from posterior margin of an-
terior dental foremen to back of MS 
Depth of ramus below P!measured 
from the outside 
~th of r~s below middle ot 
M3 measured from outside 
Thickness of ramus below M3 
Length of diastema measured from 
posterior margin of anterior dental 
toramen to front of Pi 
:P5, greatest anteroposterior 
diameter 
. 
• 
Antilocapra : Ca;promeryx* 
• 2119 :u.c. 20036 
128 
25 
29 
15 
56 
8.3. 
. 
. 
: 
. 
. 
22 
4.4 
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TABLE 31- Continued 
P3, greatest transverse diameter . 4.'1 : 2.4 . 
P4, greatest anteroposterior .. . 
diameter 8.5 5 
Pi', greatest transverse diarneter 5 3 
MI, greatest 0.nteroposterior . .. 
diameter : 12.5 7 
MT, greatest transverse diameter 6 . 4 . 
M2, greatest anteropoaterior . . . 
diameter : 14 . 9 . 
Mi, greatest transverse diameter 7 2.8 
M3, greatest anteroposterior 
diameter . 24 15ap . 
Mi, greatest transverse diameter 7 
* Rancho La Brea collection 
ap Indicates appr~ximate measurement 
.TABLE 52- Measurements (in millimeters) ot horn-core and phalanges 
of Antilooapra american_,! 
Horn-core 
Greate'et lensth 
Greatest anteroRosterior diameter 
Greatest transverse diameter 
Phalanx II 
Greatest le;igth 
Greatest width of distal articula-
ting surface 
Greatest anteropoaterior diameter 
of proximal articulating surface 
Greatest transverse diameter of 
proximal articulating surface 
Phalanx III 
Greatest length 
Greatest dorso-ventral diameter 
Greatest transverse diameter 
* Rancho La Brea collection 
. 
• 
: 
ap Indicates approxima~e measurement 
2120 
: 
. ll5ap 
• 
45ap 
20 
2:):21 . . 
4:l . • 
19.5 
· ... 
• 
16.5 . • 
22.5 
: 
2123. ___ :u.c.12521* 
24ap 17 
19.5 ll 
14 
149. 
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'l'AY.ASSUIDAE 
In view of the rare occurrence of members of this family in 
the Pleistocene of California, it is not surprising that at McKittrick 
only a few fragments of a form near Platygonus compressus have been 
found. Peccary material from Rancho La Brea is s'j;ill too fragmentary 
for close determination, but may represent a species different from 
the McKittrick form. 
Platygonus near compreesus Le Conte 
Remains of th i's form consist of a lower jaw fragment, No. l, 
Calif. Inst. Coll. Vert. Pale.; and metacarpal III of the left manus, 
No. 2, Calif. Inst. Coll. Vert. Pale. This material was described 
by Stock (1928, PP• 23-27), and judged to be near Platygonus compressus. 
The metacarpal was compared with a similar element, No. 26004 
L. A· Mus. Coll. from Rancho La Brea, and was found to be much larger 
- than the lat.tar. When viewed from the outer side, the shaft of the 
McKittrick specimen is relatively narrower than in the one from 
Rancho La Brea. 
Measurements and illustrations of the McKittrick peccary are 
to be found in Stock's paper cited above. 
EQJJIDAE 
Merriam's study of the horses of Ranoho La Brea (1913) gives 
an adequate account of Equus occidentalis, the only species of the 
family found at that locality. It has been found necessary to treat 
.the McKittrick horses in some detail, however, in order to bring out 
I 
some interesting relationships. 
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Equus oocidentalis Leidy 
Horse material from 1'.roKittrick is very abundant, and includes 
almost all parts of the skeleton. Isolated teeth are especially abun-
d~t. No attempt to give a complete account of the osteology of this 
form is made. Characters of the skull and mandible have been carefully 
compared with the Rancho La Brea material, and exoept for differences 
which are noted in the detailed description, the horses from the tar 
pit occurrences appear to be specifically identical. 
Skull and Mandible:- In only one instance, c.r.T. No. 1855, 
were skull and mandible found in association. This specimen represents 
a young adult, for all of the teeth are well worn excepting the last 
upper molar. The skull has been somewhat distorted, but is practically 
complete, for it lacks only the f'irst upper incisors and the paroocipi-
tal process on the left side. 
The large size and peculiar profile of the skull is very con-
spicuous. Posterior to the frontals, which are arched both longitudin-
allY and transversely, the occiput slopes upward and backward, and 
terminates in an overhanging crest, or inion. Anteriorly the nasals 
project nearly straight forward, except for a slight concavity near 
their midpoint, until they end with a gentle downward slope. This type 
of profile also characterizes the majority of the Rancho La Brea horses. 
As in the former, the skull is wide in relation to its length. It 
would appear, moreover, that arching of the frontals, although marked 
in the McKittrick specimen, is not so conspicuous as is usually the 
case in the Rancho .La Brea forms. Since the former is slightly dis-
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torted, it is difficult to decide to what extent this apparent dis-
crepancy is due to individual variation. 
In contrast to the material described from Rancho La Brea the 
notch b~tween the nasals and premaxillaries is relatively acute, for 
the angle is approximately the ~ame as in the living' species. The nasal 
bones are relatively wide, and extend forward to a point 'Within two 
centimeters -0f the superior canines. It is inferred that the muzzle 
was likewise relatively wide. 
The occiput is high and narrow. As in the Rancho La Brea species, 
but unlike the modern horse, the occipital condylee are nar:oow trans-
versely. As in the former, the maxillary ridges do not extend forward 
beyond the posterior border of the infraorbital foramen. The latter is 
located above the mi~dle of P!, a position somewhat farther back than 
is oommonly seen in Rancho La Brea specimens in which this opening is 
situated above P3. 
-
Just below the naso-maxillary suture and a little above and to 
the r~ar of the infraorbital foramen is a long and very shallow groove, 
or lachrymal fossa. This feature ·is here scarcely so well developed as 
in Equus caballus. The position of the anterior :palatine foramen is 
• similar to that in the Rancho La Brea specimens and is much the same as 
in the modern horse. The posterior foremen is situated near the anterior 
half of~~' a position somewhat farther forward than is usual in the 
Rancho La Brea material in Which this opening is situated opposite the 
' posjerior half of M!• The palatine notch of the posterior narea is in 
line with the middle, of the second upper molars, and is quite narrow. 
As noted by Merriam, the orbits are relatively large. 
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It is unfortunate that the sutures have been obscured by tar, but 
the naso-frontal,contact and boundaries of the lachrymal bone can be 
readily distinguished. The forward projection of the former along the 
middle of the nasals is a broadly open U in shape. This is in sharp 
contrast to the outline seen in Equus caballus, where the extension forms 
a rather well marked v. As in the modern form, the lac~ymal bone is 
rou@l.ly quadrangular in outline. 
Mand~:- This element is heavy, and inc. I. T. No. 1855 the , 
horizontal ramus is very deep below the anterior cheek-teeth and the 
first lower molar. This relatively young individual from McKittrick 
surpasses even old specimens from Rancho La Brea in extent of the latter 
measurement. The great depth of mandible below Ml is to be accounted 
for by presence of a distinct convexity of the in:t'erior border of the 
rainus. The mental foramen is approximately opposite the posterior end 
of the symphysis, a feature along with the relatively great width ot 
the symphysis in which the McKittrick and Rancho La Brea horses are 
much alike. 
Additional Skull Material:..; Skull No. 1855 C.I.T. is of an in-
dividual slightly older than the one previously described. In No. 1856 
all the t,eeth are well worn, but the inner enamel ring of I,! is still 
present. The specimen lacks both bullae and paroocipital processes, as 
well as the left zygorna.tic arch. The frontal region has been somewhat 
crushed, but not sufficiently to obliterate any important characters. 
In profile this skull resembles No. 1855 rather closely. The 
nasals, however, show no trace of concavity, and the overhang of the 
inion is a trifle less pronounced. In these respects No. 1856 resembles 
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the typical Rancho La Brea horse more closely than does the specimen 
first described. In contrast to the latter, No. 1856 is much longer and 
relatively narrow. Reference to table 34 shows that while the two 
differ in length by forty millimeters, the greater part of the difference 
is confined to the facial region, for there is a difference of thirty-
three millimeters in the distance from the anterior end of the pre-
maxillaries to a line connecting the. posterior borders. of the orbits. 
This leaves only seven millimeters for difference in occipital lengths. 
Reference to Merriam's paper shows that No. 1855 corresponds in a general 
way in its measurements to that of a young adult from, Rancho La Brea; 
while No. 1856 surpasses all speci~ens in distance :from the anterior 
borders of the orbits to the anterior margin of the premaxillaries. 
This would appear to be merely an individual variation, for in all 
other characters No. 1856 closely resembles the more usual type of' skull 
from Rancho La Brea. It should be noted, however, that the longer-faced 
form exhibits a more nearly V-shaped :projection of the naso-f'rontal 
suture than the skull first described. 
Specimen No. 1859 o. I. T. is of a young individual. The first 
upper molar on the right side is in use, but the corresponding tooth 
on the left side is just emerging, as are the canines and last upper 
molars. This specimen is quite incomplete, for the posterior portion 
of the skull is broken off at the orbits. 
The most interesting feature of this skull is that it shows to 
a greater degree than any other from McKittrick the arching of the 
frontal region which is so characteristic of the species. The naso-
frontal suture ends anteriorly in a rather well marked V-shaped pro-
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jection •. As in youn.g individuals from Rancho La Brea, the posterior 
palatine foramen is located near the anterior half of M2. The anterior 
margin of ·the posterior nares is situated opposite the middle of ~· 
Two incomplete skulls of very young individuals are available: 
one, No. 1860 0. I. T., possesses the milk-teeth in an early stage of 
wear with M.!, just emerging from the left side of the palate; the other, 
No~ 1858 C. I. .T. , represents a somewhat younger stage, for the milk- . 
teeth are scarcely worn. The former has had to be restored in the 
occipital region, and.lacks moat of the rostrum; while the latter wants 
both the rostrum and condyles, as well as the left zygomatio aroh. 
Both skull~ show an overha~ging inion. In addition, No. 1860 
shows the profile characteristic of older individuals. The infraorbital 
foramen is, located above the anterior half of D.P!;' while the anterior 
borders of the postpalatine foramina and posterior nares are situated 
on a line connecting· the centers of the last upper milk-teeth. The 
naso-frontal suture is well shown in No. 1858, and possesses a well 
marked V-shaped projection. 
S~ary of Skull Characters:- A survey of the material des-
cribed above indicates that while the various specimens probably belong 
to the sarae species there is, nevertheless, considerable individual 
variation. This is most marked in the degree of arching of the frontals, 
overhang of the inion, and in outline of the forward extension of the 
n~so-frontal suture which varies from a broadly open U to a V in shape. 
Variations in size are shown by table 34:. Changes during growth do not 
appear to be very important, and are manifest mainly in a backward 
shi:t'ting 01' the postpalatine foramen and a lengthening of the facial 
reg~on with advancing age. 
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Dentition>- All of the cheek~teeth are very long~ moderately 
curved, and. are'well cemented. The anterior margins of the first two 
upper incisors fall into a vertical plane when the skull is laid top 
down upon a horizontal surface. Both upper and lower incisors are wide, 
and there is no evidence of a cup in 13', although an inner enamel fold 
is always present in the third upper incisor. Compared to Equus aaballus 
the canine.a are of moderate size, and are laterally compressed in young 
individuals. The first upper premolar is never present in the McKit-
trick material, but a small P,! is found in some of the Rancho La: Brea 
specimens. 
Permanent Upper Cheek-teeth:- In No. 1855, the skull and man-
dible which have already been described, both para- and mesostyles 
are moderately heavy. The parastyle is flattened on its outer margin 
in all teeth excepting M! and P_!, where it is smaller and somewhat 
rounded in outline. The mesostyle is smaller than the parastyle in all 
cases exaepting P!, in which it is much larger and nearly flat on its 
outer margin. The metastyle is very small, and, is practically wanting 
in Ml. 
In its broader outlines the enamel pattern is very similar to 
, that of ~~uus caballus. The fossettes, however, are quite small and 
possess relatively simple borders. In the premolars the anterior lake 
shows two well marked plications: one near the antero-internal margin, 
the other at the postero-internal angle. The antero-internal fold ap-
pears to be lacking in the molars. In the postfossette there is a 
single well defined plication at approximately the middle of its 
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anterior margin, and a similar fold on the posterior border. The lat-
ter fold appears'to be wanting in the molar teeth • 
. The protocone is long and markedly indented in the last two pre-
molars, but only slightly so in P2. In the molars this cusp is longer, 
and is only very slightly indented on its inner margin. In both molar 
and premolar teeth the protocone projects far ahead of the isthmus, 
which is quite narrow. 
The postprotoconal valley is rather narrow, and extends to within 
a few millimeters of the prefossette. This groove ends anteriorly in 
an oblique truncation, the race of which is directed forward and outward. 
There are no very definite indi7ations of a pli aaba.llin, although a 
few minor Wrinkles of the enamel are to be seen along the truncation· 
face. In the molars and second upper premolar, the long axis of the 
postprotoconal valley points.toward the middle of the anterior margin 
of the tooth, while in the last two premolars this valley is directed 
toward the parastyle. Merriam has applied the terms ttdepressedtt and 
"erect" to these respective positions, and points out that the position 
is to be correlated with form of the protooone. It appears that in 
the' McKittrick material the erect type is always associated with mark-
edly indented protocones,; while the depressed position invariably 
occurs in teeth with nearly smooth inner pillars. 
In consequence of a deeply incised posthy:poconal valley, the 
hy:pocone is distinct in all teeth, exaepting of course the last upper 
molar. 
Permanent Lower Cheek-Teeth.- In mandible No. 1855 O.I.Ta the 
lower teeth ean hardly be distinguished from those of Equus oaballus. 
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.rhey are, however, somewhat narrower transversely. Both proto-
and hy-~oconid present markedly flattened outeT walls in the anterior 
cheek-teeth, but in the molars these pillars are a trifle rounded. 
The external valley is somewhat deeper in the molars, and possesses 
one subsidiary fold on its posterior margin in all teeth excepting 
·pa and M3, in which it appears to be completely lacking. In all 
teeth excepting P2, the gutter is a broadly open V•shaped inoision, 
the apex of which is rounded. In Pi the internal groove can hardly 
I 
be seen. 
In the premolars the entoconid is large and nearly round. 
In the molars, on the other hand, this cusp is much smaller, but 
has the same sha~e. The hypoconulid is small, and shows only an 
internal transverse projection, or prong. 
The enamel pattern is otherwise remarkably simple, and 
shows only a few minor crenulations. 
Deciduous Upper Cheek-Teeth·- O. I. T. No. 1862 shows the 
enamel pattern in a section which corresponds to an early stage of 
wear. Both para- and mesostyle are remarkably heavy. The latter 
style is almost as broad as the parastyle in all oases excepting 
Dp!, where in consequence of the unusually small size of the para-
atyle, it is much the larger of the two. The tossettes are muoh 
larger than in the permanent teeth, but show the same principal 
folds, and in addition some tiny plications not seen in the latter. 
Pre- and posti'ossettes are united in the second and fourth upper 
milk-premolars, but in deeply worn teeth the lakes are separate 
and mueh smaller in size. 
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The protocone is long, relatively narrow, and shows nearly smooth 
it).D.er borders in the second and third inilk-premolars. It is noteworthy 
that in both of these teeth the inner pillar does not project forward 
beyond.the isthmus. In D.P,!, however, this cusp is longer and somewhat 
indented, and in addition the anterior margin project~ forward to a 
degree as great as any seen in the permanent teeth. In all cases the 
'· 
isthmus is very narrow. The postprotoconal valley, on.the other hand, 
is. very wide, and is marked by a well defined pli caballin on its anter-
ior margin. The hypocone is distinct, and scroll-like in outline. 
Deciduous Lower Cheek-Teeth:- The enamel pattern of these teeth 
does not differ greatly from that of their permanent correlatives. The 
most significant departure, perhaps, is presence in the milk-teeth ot 
an outward folding of the enamel (protostylid) on the antero-external 
.margin of the protoconid. However, this cuspule is not well developed 
in all of the.lower milk-teeth series. 
It is perhaps not unduly speculative to remark that the pattern 
shown by both upper and lower-milk-teeth is in many respects that which 
would h~ve to be postulated, if it is, assumed that Equus has been de-
rived from Pliohi;ppus through the intermediate genus, Plesippus. 
Changes in the Enamel Pattern with Wear:- Separation of the 
anterior and posterior enamel lakes in the second and fourth upper milk-
premolars with advancing wear has already been noted. Other alterations 
in the enamel pattern of the mill-teeth brought about by increased wear 
are:; narrowing of both pre- and postfossettes and loss of minor rolds 
along their margins; obliteration.of the posthypooonal valley resulting 
in loss o~ a distinct hypocone; smoothing of the inner wall of the 
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protocone; as well as great reduc~ion in the degree of anterior projec-
. tion· of' this cusp beyond the level of the isthmus; and finally a narrow-
ing of the isthmus itself. In the lower milk-teeth there seem to occur 
no changes worthy of note, excepting a gradual decrease in size and 
final obliteration of the protostylid. 
In the permanent upper teeth much the same changes are noted as 
in their milk predecessors. Nearly ail minor folds di~appear in the 
perma.nent lower teeth after they have been worn down approximately two-
thirds of their original length. There appears to be a tendency for 
the proto- and hypoconid to assume a more rounded outline at this stage 
.of .wear. 
Individual Variation:- As noted by Merriam, the protocone of 
the permanent upper dentition varies greatly in size, and is also sub-
ject to minor variations in shape. The proto- and hypoconid may vary 
from a concave to a convex shape in individual instances, and this is 
especially true for the molar teeth. In the premolars the outer walls 
of these cusps are almost always flat or indented. Table 35 shows 
the differe~ces in size, and it will ~e noted that in nearly all in-
stances the measurements correspond clqsely with those or comparable 
individuals from Rancho La Brea. 
Limb end ~Elements:- There appears to be 11·ttle difference 
between Equus oocidentalis and the Recent horse insofar as the limb and 
foot elements are concerned. The ungual phalanges are considerably 
smaller in E. occidentalis, however, and this is only one character 
I -
.among many in which .the Pleistocene horse compares vary closely with 
Esi,uus asinus. As contrasted with Plesippua shoshonensis, Equus occiden-
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talis is distinguished by its somewhat more robust limb proportions and 
slightly shorter splints. It should be borne in mind, however, that these 
are merely average differences, which are not always to be found in indi-
vidual instances. 
Relationships 
Only two relationships need be discussed: one concerns the connec-
tion between Eauus occidentalis and Plesippus; the other relates to the 
·many characters which!• occident~ possesses in connnon wi~h the asses. 
Relation of Equus occidentalis to Plesippus:- On a former occas-
. ion the writer (1936) attempted to show that the Pleistocene genus, E~u"!!., 
has been descended from the upper Miocene-Pliocene genus, Pliohippus, 
through the ~ntermediate forms which are included in the late Pliocene 
genus, Plesippus. In this connection it is interesting to note that 
Matthew ( 1929A} con'sidered Eg,uus occidentalis to be intel'mediate between 
Plesippus and Equus. Since the evidence for this conclusion was not 
stated by Matthew, it seems desirable to compare Plesippus and Equus 
· ocoidentalis. 
Characters common to PlesipPUS and Equus ocoidentalis are: (1) 
overhanging occiput, (2) heavy mandible with a distinct convexity 01' the 
inferior border below Ml, (3) presence 01' a protostylid in the lower 
~lk-teeth, and (4) relatively small feet and slender limb elements. 
It should be noted, furthermore, that the relatively simple fossette 
borders seen in Equus occidentalis are more characteristic of Plesippus 
than of Equua. 
There appear, however, to be some important differences between 
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·the two genera. When the skull profile of Equus occidentalis is super-
1mp~sed upon that of Plesippus shoshonensis it is readily seen that over-
hang of the inion is more marked in the latter. In addition, the frontals 
appear to be somewhat more arched in Equus occidentalis. Another and no 
leas striking departure is apparent lack of a pli oaballin in the molar 
teeth 01' the Pleistocene ·:rorm. Perhaps most s1gni1"1cant of all is the 
· presence of a well marked lachrymal fossa in Plesippus shoshonensis and 
.and its almost total absence in the McKittrick species. In short, 
differences between Egpus occidentalis and Plesippus, although marked, 
·are only those that might be expected if Plesippus is intermediate be-
tween Pliohippus and Equus. In this connection the rather primitive 
characters of the mil.1$:-teeth of Eg,uus occidentalis should be recalled. 
In view of the late Pleistocene age of the McKittrick species, it is 
remarkable that it should retain so many characteristics of the horses 
of the late Pliocene. 
The writer's views as to the ancestry of Equus are at variance 
with those expressed by Stirton (1934, PP• 382-383). This author places 
Plesippus in the rank of a subgenus of Equus, and regards Calippus, a 
middle Pliocene form, as the ancestor of the living genus. Evidence 
for these conclusions rests upon isolated teeth, which are long crowned, 
only moderately curved, and show an EqUus-like enamel pattern. The :first 
is most significant, for on the basis of enamel pattern alone it would 
appear that Neohipparion prinaeps (Matthew, 1924, P• 166), Oalippus, and 
Plesippus are all ancestors of Equus. When it is recalled that Equus 
has been described from the ].ate Pliocene of Eu.rope, the.re would appear 
to be good reason to derive the living genus from middle Pliocene or even 
, ' . 
earlier ancestors. on the other hand, the late Pliocene form from 
Europe, Equus'stenonis, possesses many characters which might lead one 
to regard it as a species of Plesippus. The genus Esuus would thus be 
limited to the Pleistooene and Recent• 
From the well marked Equus-like enamel pattern of Oalippus it 
appears necessary to assume that it diverged from the parent stock as 
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far back as perhaps the late Miocene• On this assumption it is difficult 
to account for the many rather primitive characters shown by Equus .2.22.!-
dentalis. Abnormalities usually thought to be atavistic in nature are 
sometimes encountered in living horses (Lydekker, l912, pp. 59-60), but 
in the McKittrick form such relatively' primitive characters as simple 
bordered .f'ossettes ', and unindented protocone in the molar teeth might 
almost be said to characterize the species. Rounded proto- and hypo-
conids are, moreover, by no means rare. In other words, as we go baok 
in time ,the characters of Equus converge quite rapidlY toward m£,-
h1ppus, and by the late Pliocene have almost merged with the latter. 
For this reason it appears plausible to regard CaliPFUS as a rather 
precocious offshoot of the l?rotohipFus group, but not in the direct 
line to Equua. In other words, Calippus appears to be too advanced. at 
too early a date to be the ancestor of Equus, for the earliest speaies 
of the latter genus are more primitive in tooth structure than Calippus, 
the supposed middle Pliocene ancestor. 
Relation of Equus occidentalis to the A.sses:- The many charac-
ters which distinguish the living forms, Equus caballus and Equus asinus, 
have been avaluated and compiled by Osborn (1912, PP• 88-92), and 
table 33 is based on the work of this author. 
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TABLE 33- :Major distinctions between Equus caballus and Equus asinus 
Orbits 
·Mandible 
Forehead 
Occipital Crest 
Lin& drawn trom anterior end ot 
maxillary ridge to a point just 
above external auditory meatus 
{JAne ot Lesbre) 
Height ot skull at ocoiput, 
mandible included 
.... 
Ocoiput vertex angle 
Enamel pattern of upper aheek-
teeth 
Nasal-frontal suture 
Nasal-lachrymal suture 
Postorbital process 
. 
.. 
Equus caballus 
Longitudinal diam-
eter greater than 
vertical 
Inferior border ot 
horizontal ramus 
smooth and straight: 
seldom convex ; 
. 
.. 
Nearll strai&At 
: Continues curve ot 
: occiput 
Passes below 0001-
: pi tal crest 
: Relativel.y low 
: More near J.y per-
pendicular 
: Pli caballin dis-
tinct 
V-shaped 
. 
.. 
Equus asinus 
Both diameters 
nearly alike, verti-
cal may be greater 
than horizontal 
Interior border fur-
nished with promin-
ences, thicker than 
in horse, convex 
Convex 
Prominent 
Passes through 
occipital crest 
Relativel.y hi§.b: 
More nearly retro-
cumbent 
Pli oaballin lack-
i;ng in molars 
A nearly straight 
line 
Nearly a straight 
line parallel to 
: loA& axis of skull 
: Concave (Not char-
acteristic of 
A.siatic asses} 
"rhree sided Oval and compressed 
In addition to the distinctions tabulated above, two others have 
been cited by IQdekker (pp. 42-44) • .According to this author Equus asinus 
is characterized by smaller and narrower ungual phalanges, with a deeper 
and broader frog than is to be seen in the horse. IQdekk:er comments 
that the ty:pe of frog found in E. asinus is probably an adaptation fitting 
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the animal to a more rocky terrain than is frequented by horses. 
However that may be, it will be not~d that the ungual phalanges of Equus 
occidentalis are relatively small and narrow with a broad and deep ca-
vity in their lower surface. 
Referring to the above table it is seen that out of the eleven 
distinctions listed, Equus occidentalis approximates Eq~us asinua in 
the first eight. In the remaining three the McKittrick form resembles 
the horses, but it should be noted that shape of the naso-frontal suture 
in Equus occidentalis is subject to considerable individual variation, 
and is in some respects intermediate between that of the horses and 
asses. That certain North American Pleistocene horses resemble Equus 
a.sinus has been known for a long time, and it would appear that des:pite 
its relatively large size Equus occidentalis is to be included in this 
group. It is interesting,to recall that Boule (1910, P• 20} has noted 
the presence of asses in the European Pleistocene, and remarks that by 
·this time the horses were already highly diversified. 
As has been noted in the section concerning the relation of Equus 
occidentalis to PlesiP1JUS, certain characters of the asses are also to 
be seen in the late Pliocene genus. It would appear, therefore, that 
Plesippus £~presents the parent stock from which may have descended the 
three major divisions of the modern horses. According to. this postulate, 
the ass and zebra have undergone less modirication than the horse, and 
that cleavage of the various lines began sometime in the late Pliocene 
or early Pleistocene. 
Note on a Large Variant of Equus occidentalis and the Status of 
Equus pac if'i~us 
In the coliections of the University of' Oalit'ornia are several 
\ 
isolated permanent and deciduous upper cheek-teeth, noteworthy because 
of their large size. No less than four individuals are represented in 
this collection, and from it a composite right cheek-tooth series has 
been assembled. In addition to their large size (see table 36 ) , 
these teeth are remarkable in that the enamel pattern of the fossettes 
is somewhat more complicated than is usual by- the case in Eq,uus .2.2.2.!.-
dentalis. Two cheek-tooth series from Rancho La Brea, L. A. M. 
Nos. 3500-22 and 3500-R-5, agree very closely in size and outline of 
enamel pattern with the teeth in question. As is shown by table 36 , 
although the anteroposterior diameters of the McKittrick specimens 
usually exceed those trom Rancho La Brea, the transverse measurements 
of teeth from the two localities are approximately equal. Comparison 
oi' tables 35 and 36 indicates that in the latter dimension the teeth 
in question exceed the average of Equus occidentalis by more than three 
millimeters. As has been pointed out by Gidley (1901, PP• 105-106) 
this measurement seems to be quite constant in living horses of the 
same species, and according to the views of this author (op. cit. 
PP• 102-103) the large teeth in both the Rancho La Brea and McKittrick 
collections should be referred to distinct species. However, in the 
writer's opinion there is less justification for this view than for 
the assumption that they merely represent large end members of the 
Equus oacidentalis group. 
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A cast of' the type of Equus pacificus, a P3, in the collections 
,ot the California Institute measures 34 mm. in anteroposterior diameter 
- and 32 mm.. in transverse. As will be seen from table 36 , this tooth 
exactly corresponds in size with large specimens of Equus occidentalis. 
While Equus pacificus is usually thought of as possessing a somewhat 
more complicated enarq.el pattern, it must. be noted that the tYPe does 
not_ subst.antiate this view. Therefore, it seems advisable to consider 
\ 
Equus pacificus as a synonym of Equus occidentalis. AS a matter of 
fact this was actually done by L&idy (1873; P• 332) but at a later time 
Gidley (1go1, PP• 116•118) re-instated!• pacificus, largely upon char-
aoters of referred material from Fossil Lake. The large teeth with 
complicated enamel pattern -from this locality referred by Gidley to 
Equus pacificus possess few characters other than size to substantiate 
the reference. Since the large teeth from the tar )?its equal the 
latter in size, but in enamel pattern are very similar to!• occiden-
tali.s, from the writer's point of view it seems best to regard!• paoi-
ficus as invalid, and to regard the status of the Fossil Lake materials 
as an open ,question. It may be that the latter are also referable to 
!• occidentalis, but are more probably to be referred to a new or some 
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previously described species, other than Equus occidentalis (!• pacificus}. 
TAB!E 34- Measurements (in millimeters} of skull and mandible of' Eg.uus 
occidentalis 
Skull :l856a :l86lb :1859c :l857d :l855e 
Length from anterior end of premaxillar-. 
ies to posterior end of condyles 575 5_80 . ' 535ap 
~ngth from anterior end of premaxillar-
1es to inferior margin of foramen ma~um 546 556 507a;e 
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TABLE 34- Continued 
, Skull :l856a :l86lb :l859c :1857d :l855e 
Length from anterior end of premaxillar-
ies to a line connecting anterior 
border of second u~per Eremolars 
Length from anterior end of premax-
illaries to a line connecting posterior: 
border of last U;E.Eer molars 
Length from anterior end of premax- . . 
illaries to a line connecting anterior .. . 
border of orbits 
Length from anterior end of premax~ 
illaries to a line connecting posterior: 
borders of orbits 
Least width across rostrum. 
Wid.th of skull on maxillary ridge 
at maxillo-malar suture 
Greatest width across posterior border 
of orbits 
Width between outer sides of second 
ul?~er ;eremolars 
Width between,outer sides of last upper: 
molars- . . 
Greatest anteroposterior diameter of 
orbit.a 
Height of oaoiput above base of 
ooo1Eital condyles . . 
Least width ot oociput below superior 
crest 
Mandible 
G:reatest anteroposterior diameter meas•: 
ured along one ramus 
A:nteroposterior diameter of symphysis 
Least width of sY;lllPhlseal region 
Height measured below anterior end of 
P'imeasured normal to inferior border : 
Height below anterior end of l\lfi meas-
ured normal to upper border 
ap Indicates approximate measurement 
161 
335 
. 
. 
369 
. . 
426 
68 
190 
224 
108 
l34a12: 
60 
115 
66 
148 153 
340 330ap: 
: 
336ap: 334 
.. 
. . 
68 
183 
107 109 . . 
l22a;£!: 116 
. 71 
-!.-..--.-
. 
• 
. 
• 
201 
116 
132 
l34ap 
327ap 
325ap 
393ap 
180 
l05a;e 
ll4a;£! 
65 
127a:2 
62a~ 
427 
80ap 
46 
65 
100 
a Young adult, M3 in function; inner enamel ring of Il still present 
b Individual Of about the same age as above 
c Young individual, M3 just emerging 
d Old individual, all-teeth well worn 
e Young adult, M3 just coming into use 
.,... 
All specimens in the colleations of the California Institute of Technology 
T.ABLE 35- Measurements (in millimeters) of permanent dentition of 
Equus occidentalis 
Upper Dentition 
Length of upper molar-premolar 
::;ieries 
Length of upper premolar series 
l857a 
192 
. . . 
l856b l86lc l855d 
180 184 190 
without Pl 102 100 100 102 
Length of upper molar series 89 80 83 87 
P!_, anteroposterior diameter 39 37 .3 · 40~ 39 
P2, transverse diameter 27.5 27 28 27.8 
P2, length of protocone . : 8.5 9.7 11.9 11.4 
P3, anteroposterior diameter 31.7 32.6 29.6 32 
P!, transverse diameter 51.2 30 30 29.6 
P3, length o+ protocone •·: 13 ).3.8 14 : 14 
P_!, anteroposterior diameter 30 30 29.5 32 
P,!, transverse diameter 30.2 27.a 28.5 28 
P!, length of protocone 13.l : 14:.5 : 1'1. 2 : 15 
~' anteroposterior diameter 28.l 25.2 : 26 27 
~' transverse diameter 30.7 28.2 27.8 27 
Ml, length of protocone : 12.6 : 13 . : 14 l~.8 
M2, anteroposterior diameter 27.8 27.5 27.2 29 
:b.@9 transverse diameter 27 27 .a 26 27 
M_!, length of protocone 12.8 15 15.8 15 
M!' anteroposterior diameter 30 26.8 26 : 27 
M5, transverse diameter 23.2 20.2 19.6 22 
l859e 
192 
104 
88 
26.5 
10.8 
: 33 
28 
: 14 
29.7 
26 
10.5 
29 
29 
15 
30 
27 
: 15 
M3, length o_!..-;;..p_ro_t_o_c_o_ne~~--~-----1_4~~---14 _______ 1_3 ______ 1_5 __ ~:~------
Lower Dentition 
Length of lower molar series 83 
.Length of lower premolar series 99 
I™ P2, transverse diameter 
P2, anteroRosterior diameter 34.2 
-P3, anteroposterior diameter Sl 
P3, transverse diameter 17.8 
P4, anteroposterior diameter ! 33 
P4, transverse diameter 15.8 : 
M°l, anteroposterior diameter 
Ml, transverse diameter 16.2 
M2, anteroposterior diameter : 28.5 
Mi, transverse diameter 15.5 
M3, anteroposterior diameter 25 
M5, transverse diameter ll.2 
For system of measurements see Merriam {op. cit., p. 409, 1913). 
a Old individual, all teeth well worn 
b Young adult, M3 in function; inner enamel ring of Il still present 
o Individual approximately of the same age as b 
' d Young adult, M3 just coming in to use 
' e Young individual, M~ just emerging 
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All specimens in the collections of the California Institute of Technology 
TAB.IE 36- Measurements (in millimeters) ot iarge variation of 
Equus occidentalis 
McKittrick ~ · Rancho. La Brea 
Permanent Dentition 33101 33101 :3500-22•:3500-R-5~ 
P!~ anteroposterior diameter 41 40 
P2, transverse diameter 00 00 
P!, anteroposterior diameter 34 34 29 32 
:P3, transverse diameter 33.4 33 32•5 29.8 
P!,, e.nteroposterior diameter 32.5 31.2 31 
P!,, transverse diameter 32.8 32.8 31.8 
M]:., e.nteropostertor diameter 34,;5 26.5 29 
Ml _, transve~se diameter 29.8 29 28.3 
M2 _, anteroposterior diameter 36.4 28 28 
M_!, transverse diameter 31 00.5 27 
M!, anteroposterior diameter 32 31.5 28 
M3, transverse diameter 26 .. 27 20.5 
Mille Dentition 33101 ;3500-27*:3500-32* 
Dp2, anteroposterior diameter 47 47.4 
Dp2; transverse diameter 26 26 
-D.P!t anteroposterior diameter 35.5 32.5 32.5 
Dp3, transverse diameter 28.5 26 27 
-Dp,i, anteroposterior diameter 38.6 36 36 
Dp_i, transverse diameter 29.5 26 25.5 
* Los .Angeles Museum Collection 
/ 
TABLE 37- Measurements (in millimeters) ot milk dentition of 
Equus occidentalis 
MaKittrick Rancho La Brea 
Upper Dentition l860a l868b u.c.200990: 19834d 
Dn2, anteroposterior 
- 50 48 diameter . 45.5 . . 
Ikrl!t transverse diameter 22.a 20.5 24.6 24.8 
nn!, anteroposterior 
diameter 36.4 34.8 34 33 
J)u3, transverse diameter . 23.7 21.5 26 26.5 .. 
Dn.4, anteroposterior 
- . 37 36.5 38 36.2 diameter . . 
. J)u4~ transverse diameter 21.4 21.0 24.5 . 26.2 . 
. -
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TABLE 37- Continued 
Lower.Dentition e: t:U.C.2107(3g:l0035h 
D:n!', anteroposterior 
diameter 
38.6 39.2 : 40 39.8 
:om2, transverse diameter 
nn5, anteroposterior 
diameter 
Dn5, transverse diameter 
D:n4, anteroposterior 
diameter 
D:n4, transverse diameter 
a Ml just emerging 
b MT not yet emerging 
c Mi just emerging 
14 
14 
42 
13.2 
d MT erupting 
e All molars very slightly worn 
. 
.. 
14 
35.5 
13.8 
39.8 
12 
t A~roxima.tely in same stage of wear as e 
g Ml showing first traces of wear 
h MI in function,. Mi erupting 
ELEPHANTIDAE 
. 
. . 
14.2 
34 
14.5 
37.2 
12.9 
14.6 
34.9 
l6e2 
34.6 
15.9 
Representatives of this family are rare at McKittrick and consist 
of only fragmentary remains, which apparently are to be referred to 
\ 
Parelephas columbi. There is no evidence that the species .Archidiskodon 
imperator existed in the McKittrick area ~uring the period of fossil 
accumulation. Whether absence of this form is to be attributed to 
chances of preservation and collecting, or to environmental factors, re-
mains an open question. 
Parelephas columbi (Falconer) 
This species is represented in the collections of the California 
Institute of T~chnology by a single last upper molar, No. 2125. There 
are on. the average ~even enamel plates in a on.e hundred millimeter line. 
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This appe.ars to be too many for .Archidiskodon imperator, and is o:f 
the right order of.magnitude for Parelephas oolumbi. The maximum length 
Of this tooth is approximately 240 mm.; the greatest width is 78 mm. 
MASTODONTIDAE 
.As at Rancho La Brea, only one species, Mastodon~ is re-
corded from the McKittrick tar seeps. 
Mastodon raki Frick 
This species seem.s to be represented in the collections ot the 
University of California by a fragment of upper tusk, No. 53118; a 
right mandibular ramus containing Mr and M2, No. 33117; a fragment of 
left mandibular ramus containing Ml and M2, No. 33116; a left M5, 
No. 33115; a deeply worn Ml, No. 33119; a fragment of mandibular ramus 
containing npi, Dpi and Dpi', No. 22120; .and a tew isolated foot ele-
. ments in addition to an almost complete foot. 
The upper tusk is too fragmentary to furnish much information 
other than that this element must have been large, and see.ma to have 
possessed a gentle upward curvature. 
Ramus No. 33117 is broken at the sympb.yseal end, and it is im-
possible to discover whether lower tusks were present or not. Tho 
symphyseal trough is likewise imperfectly preserved, but this teature 
seams.__ to have been much the same as in M. americanus and M· raki. 
- --
Ml shows a well developed cingulum around the entire tooth, 
except for the internal border, where the enamel is too broken to 
leave any reliable indications. This tooth is three-lophed, and there 
are indications of trefoils on the outer cusps. 
M2 is also three•lophed, and shows the presence of a well de-
veloped cingulum on all sides except the internal one. The posterior 
cingulum is especially well deve~ped. The outer cusps show trefoils 
on both their posterior and anterior margins. Each of the principal 
cusps carries a median conelet. The conelets of the inner cusps, how-
ever, are larger than those on the outer ones. The sulcus between the 
lophs is quite acute. The lophs are very high (see table 36). 
M3possesses four fully developed transverse crests, with the 
fifth partially formed, and a small heel. This tooth shows the pres-
ence of only the anterior cingulum. The outer cusps show trefoils on 
both their anterior and posterior margins. As in M2, the second and 
third lophs show median conelets on both the inner and outer cusps. 
The sulcus between the lophs is quite aeute, and is shaped much as in 
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Mastodon acutidens (Osborn, 1936, PP• 696-697). However, the McKittrick 
specimen does not possess the knife-like grinding surface of Osborn's 
species. There appears to be a deposit of cement in the valleys, which 
is especially thick in the first two anterior depressions. This tooth 
is ~elativeJ.y long and narrow (see table 38), for the index is only 
43 as compared with 64 for the American mastodon (Osborn, 1936, PP• 
175-176). In characters of M3 the McKittrick specimen agrees very well 
with Mastodon raki (Frick, 1933, P• 6~). Since the index of this tooth 
-----
and presence of cement in the valleys are the two principal characters 
of Mastodon rak;t, it seem& necessary to refer the McYi.ittrick material to 
Frick's species. 
M.! is too deeply worn to show much more than that this tooth 
was three"".'lophed, and possessed the same shape as the corresponding 
tooth of M. americanus. 
- . 
The ridge formula of the deciduous teeth agrees with that of 
the .American mastodon as determined by Osborn (1936, P• 142). Dp2 is 
small with two ridge crests and is bilophodont. Dp3 is larger than Dp2, 
is bilophodont, and each loph carries two crests. In addition, this 
tooth possesses a large talon. Dp4 is not well preserved, but as in 
!• americanus this tooth is larger than DpS, and is trilophodont. 
In summary, it can be said that although the McKittrick mastodon 
in some respects agrees closely with M. acutidens and.M,. ameriaanus, 
there does not seem to be sufficient reason for referring the material 
to any species other than M• ~· Since Frick's species was obtained 
from deposits of Hot Springs, New Mexico, which are presumably of late 
Pleistocene age, very little chronological significance is to be 
· attached to the specific reference of the McKittrick mastodon. 
TABLE 38- Measurements (in millimeters) of dentition of Mastodon 
£!!£!. 
u.c. 33120 
D,pS, anteropoaterior diameter 29.4 
-/ 2$ .D,p2, transverse diameter . • 
np3, anteroposterior diameter 48.7 
nai', transverse diameter . 36 • 
p,p!, anteroposterior diameter 60ap 
u.o. 33116 
MI, anterqposterior diameter 93.2 
MI, transverse diameter 70 
M'i, anteroposterior diameter 117 
MS~ transverse diameter 76 
M2, height of middle . loph 44.2 
u.c. 33115 
antero osterior diameter 163 
M ; . transverse diameter at third loph 74•2 
Jt.5', height of second loph (exolusive of . . 47.5 . oement . 
ap Indicates approximate measurement 
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RODENT IA. 
As mentioned on page 65 , representatives of this order are re-
lativeJ.y more abundant at :McKittrick than at Rancho La Brea. Further-
more, the latter assemblage is reputed to include extinct species, but 
the McKittrick collection seems to consist entirely of living forms. 
The difference may indicate that the McKittrick rodent fauna is largely 
post-Pleistocene in age, and this conclusion seems to be substantiated 
by the tentative d~termination that the rodent assemblage indicates 
arid conditions. As noted on page 34 , however, material in all con-
ditions of preservation is included in the rodent assemblage, and it 
seems very improbable that all specimens of this order are of Recent age. 
In contrast to the relatively large proportion of extinct spe-
cies and subspecies listed :from Rancho La B:rea, the McKittrick rodent 
~ssemblage appears to be considerably later in time. While, as men-
tioned on page 74, a slight time difference may exist between the two 
localities, the discrepancies in the rodent faunas are too great to be 
attributed entirely to this cause. A revision of the Rancho La Brea 
/ 
rodents is beyond the scope of this work, but it is the writer's opinion 
that many of the extinct types listed from the IJJs .Angeles locality are 
founded on inadequate material. 
SCIURID.AE 
McKittrick is somewhat richer than Rancho La Brea in representa-
tives of this family, :for in addition to Otospermo~hilis grammurus which 
is common to both localities, the San Joaquin Valley occurrence includes 
a species_ of antelope ground squirrel Ammospermophilis ct. nelsoni, 
not yet recorded from the Los .Angeles locality. None of the Sciuridae, 
is particularly abundant at McKittrick, however.· 
Otospermophilis cf. gramm.urus (Say} 
A right and a left mandibular ram.us in the collections of the 
California Institute of Technology are referred to this .species. The 
former lacks all teeth excepting the first two lower molars; the latter 
contains only the lower premolar, which by its sub-triangular form 
serves to mark the genus, OtosRermophilis. The size and tooth pattern 
of both specimens is very close to that of Otospermophilis grammurus 
grammurus, but the fragmentary nature of the remains advises a compari-
son rather than an identification with that form. 
Ammospermophilis cf. nelsoni ( C. H. Merriam) 
No satisfaatory criteria for differentiating .Ammospermophilis 
f1"9m Callos;permophilis are to be found in the literature. An examina-
tion of skulls and mandibles of living forms indicates that CallosRer-
mophilis possesses a larger P3 and somewhat higher cusped teeth than 
does Atnmospermophilis; while in the lower jaw P! of the latter is more 
nearly triangular in outline; and the trigonids of all teeth appear to 
be' lower. In addition the angle appears to be somewhat more nearly 
horizontal in Callospermophilis than in .Ammospermophilis. It must be 
admitted that the above oriteria were not tested by examination of all 
known species of the two genera, but they appear to hold insofar as 
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forms which still live in or near the McKittrick area are concerned. 
It is interesting to note that if these criteria are correct, Callo-
spermophilis is closer to the ground squirrel, Citellus, than is .Ammos-
~errnophilis. The latter resembles the tree squirrel, Sciurus, much 
more closely than its habits might iead one to suspect • 
. The material in the collections of the California Institute of 
Technology, which consists of nine" right and nine left mandibular ram1, 
is evidently to be referred to .Ammosperrnophilis, and insofar as size 
and tooth-pattern is concerned appears to be quite close to the species 
A. nelsoni which still lives in the McKittrick area. .A fragmentary 
left maxillary containing P! and the first two upper molars is also 
referred to this species. 
GEOMYID.AE 
As at Rancho La Brea only one species of gopher is recognized 
at McKittrick. The McKittrick material has been studied by joseph Grin-
nell of the Museum of Vertebrate Zoology at the University of California. 
No detailed descriptions of the material are available• 
Thomomys bottae bottae (Eydoux and Gervais) 
The material in the California Institute collections consists of 
two fairly complete and eight fragmentary skulls in addition to thirty-
one more or less complete mandibles, which represent not less than 
sixteen individuals. Although there is considerable size variation in 
this series it is usually possible to correlate this with stage of 
grovith, and there thus appears to be little reason for considering more 
than one species to be represented in the collection. 
EET.EROMYIDAE 
Only two species of this family occur at McKittrick: Dipodo.m,zs 
near ingens and Perognathus of. inornatus. ·The great abundance of 
representatives of Dipodom;ys points to environmental conditions similar 
to those prevailing in the area today, but there seems to be some 
reason for considering most of the heteromyida from the tar seeps as 
Recent in age. 
Dipodomys near ingens (C. H. Merriam) 
The collections of the California Institute of Technology con-
tain no less than 255 individuals of this species, for they include 
this number of left mandibular rami, an almost equal number of the 
corresponding element from the right side, and 51 more or less complete 
skulls • 
• itocording to Wood (1935, PP• 148-155) Dipodomys is distinguished 
from Microdipodops by a less pronounced inflation of the bullae than 
in the latter. In addition, in Dipodom;ys the bullae do not extend 
below the level of the cheek-teeth, while in MicrodiFodops they extend 
somewhat below this level. The single rather perfect skull, although 
considerably smaller than in most individuals of the Dipodomys iniSens 
group, agrees in these characters with the genus Dipodomys. No othe~ 
characters can be found which separate the McKittrick material from 
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this genus, for the variation in size oan usually' be correlated with 
stage ot individual growth. In all charaoters the average of the speoi• 
mens is close to Dipodo.mys ingens, but since few apeoitio oharacters are 
exhibited by the materi~l it is not possible to identity positively the 
McKittrick kangaroo rat with the above s1>ecies. 
Sinoe variation in size is quite marked in the McKittrick speci-
mens, it is impossible to give in a limited spaoe a table which would. 
adequately express the average proportions. In all measurements, how-
ever, the material averages close to those of Dipodomys ingens. 
Perognathus ct. inornatus a. H. Merriam 
This genus has been identified by the wing-like outward inflec-
tion of the descending process of the ramua. The .material in the 
collections of the California Institute of Technology consists of nine 
rather imperfect mandibular rami, none ot which possesses the full com-
pliment of teeth. Few, it any, specific characters are shown by this 
material, but in size all the specimens are close to Perognathus ~­
natus. a form which still inhabits the McKittrick area. 
ORIOETID.AE 
Separation ot genera of this group is a difficult task. Much 
of the McKittrick orioetid material has lost all diagnostic characters, 
and must remain indeterminate. It seems reasonably' certain, however, 
that all five of the Rancho La Brea cricetine genera: Onyohomys, 
.Reithrodontomys, Peromysous, Neotoma, and Miorotus are present in the 
MeKittrick collection. 
Onychomys? s:p. 
According to Wilson (p. 71} this genus is distinguished from 
Peromyscus by the following charact.ers: in the mandible the coronoid 
process is better developed in Ony-chomys, while in the grasshop:per-
mouse the ascending ramus makes a somewhat greater angle with the 
alveolar portion of the jaw than in Peromyscus. 
Following the same author, Onychomys is distinguished from 
Reithrodontomys by character of the descending process of the ranru.s. 
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In Reithrodontomys this portion of the ramus is bent into a more nearly 
\ horizontal position than in o,n,vc~Offil!, and the extreme edge is twisted 
upward, leaving a depression. Furthermore, in Onychomys the coronoid 
process is less strongly developed than in the grasshopper-mouse. 
It would appear, therefore, that the only OnychoJ!lYs-like speci-
men in the collections of the California Institute of Technology, which 
has the descending ramus completely preserved is to be referred to the 
grasshopper-mouse. This specimen is approximately the same size as a 
mandibular ramus from Carpinteria tentatively referred to the grasshopper-
mouse. As noted by Wilson (p. 72) , the Carpinteria material is of rela-
tive.ly large size, but is Within the range Of Variation Of OnzchO!IIY:S 
torridus and .Q.• torridus ramona. Some of the mandibular rarni which 
lack the descending rarnus, and are tentatively referred to Peromyscus, 
may actually represent the genus on.rchoniys. 
Reithrodontomys? sp. 
Characters separating this genus from Onychomys have been listed 
in the preceding section. With regard to the mandible Wilson (P• ?3) 
\ 
quotes from Howell: 
ttI)escending process of mandible a broad flattened plate, 
strongly inflected inward, the lower portion twisted into a nearly 
horizontal position and the inner margin raised, leaving a distinct 
depression in the ranms •••• " 
Wilson also states that the upper incisors of Reithrodontos;y:s 
are grooved. 
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There are in the collections of the California Institute four 
imperfect mandibular ram.i, one of which contains Pi. All lack the 
descending process of the ramus, but by their very small size they 
seem referable to the harvest-mouse. While the specimens may be merely 
immature forms of Peros;y:scus, the presence of ntunerous, very small 
grooved upper incisors in the collection of detached teeth seems to 
verify the presence of Reithrodontomys in the McKittrick rodent collec-
tion. Some of the small specimens tentatively referred to Peromyscus 
may actually belong to this group. 
Peromyscus at. californicus (Gambel) 
The material in the California Institute collections consists 
ot approximately 100 left mandibular rami and nearly 90 corresponding 
elements of the right side. .Apparently all stages of growth are rep-
resented by these individuals. As has been noted in preceding sections, 
however, it is possible that some of the smaller specimens are to be 
referred to either Reithrodontoi;ey:s or Onychomys. In size and in charac-
ters of the teeth, the average of this material is quite close to 
Peromyscus californicus californicus, but since few specific and sub-
specific characters are present, it is :l.rnpossible to state definitely 
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whether or not the two additional varieties of deer-mice, P. maniculatus 
gem'belii and R• boyleyii ro"Wley1, which also inh.a'bi t the lJieKi ttriok 
area, are present in the fossil assemblage. It seems probable that 
I 
they do occur in the collection. 
Neotom.a lepida gilva Rhoades 
The wood rat is represented in the collections of the California 
Institute by two right and one left mandibular rami. This material 
has been identified by Emmet Hooper of the Museum of Vertebrate Zoology, 
University of California, who finds no difference between the tar pit 
material and the form still inhabiting the McKittrick area. 
Microtus californicus ct. aestuarinus R. Kellogg 
According to Kellogg (pp. 15-18) this variety is distinguished 
by its large size; long, angular skull with ridges strongly converging 
in the interorbital region, but always with a definite sulcus between 
them. The dorsal profile of the skull is convex with the exception of 
the interorbital region, where it is somewhat depressed. The upper 
teeth preserve the typical!• eal.ii'ornicus pattern, but the anterior 
loop of Ml is orescentic. An internal lobe is usually present on the 
posterior triangle of M_!. The long terminal loop of 1'@. is variable 
in outline, and is usually crescentic, but somatiraes is strongly in-
dented by a notch. Internally the loop is notched by a deep reentrant 
angle. 
The mandible is robust, and heavier than in M. oalifornicus. 
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The lower-molars are similar in pattern to those in other members of 
the genus, excepting that the posterior transverse loops are propor-
tionally wider. 
The material referred t~ this subspecies in the collections of 
the California Institute consists of 35 left mandibular rami, an almost 
equal number of the porresponding element from the right side, two 
nearly complete skulls, and several fragmentary skulls. The mandibles 
are often noteworthy for their size, for they occasionally exceed the 
average of !• .2.• aestuarinus in this respect. 
According to Kellogg (p. 1) this race of meadow mouse is semi• 
aquatic, and is limited in range to the San joaquin Valley. 
LEPORID.AE 
As at Rancho La Brea the McKittrick lagomorph assemblage is 
made up of _the jack rabbit, Lepus californious, the cotton-tail, SY;lVi-
lagus auduboni, and the brush-rabbit, Sylvilagus baohmani~ .According 
to Dice (1925, PP• 126-129) the cotton-tail and jack rabbit from 
Rancho La Brea are to be referred to extinct subspecies. The subspecies 
of the McKittrick lagomorphs still inhabit the San Joaquin Valley-. 
The leporids present many diffic.Ulties to the palaeontologist, 
and many questions which concern the McKittrick forms have not been 
entirely settled. Dice (op. cit., PP• 128-129• 1925) states that 
Sylvilagus bachmani can uSU.all,y be distinguished from Sylvilagu.s ~­
~by relative size of skull, and complication of the enamel pattern 
of the cheek-teeth. The latter is stated to be larger in size than 
the brush-rabbit, and is supposed to possess a more complicated enamel 
pattern. Due to difficulty in fixing the age of an individual, these . 
criteria are not very useful when dealing with a relatively small ser-
ies •. In addition, the McKittrick collection contains several specimens, 
which while apparently adult and of approximately the same size as the 
brush-rabbit possess a rather complicated enamel pattern; while a 
number of adult specimens of a size common to Sylvilagp.s auduboni show 
a very simple enamel pattern. Oonsequently, it is very difficult to 
make a satisfactory specific determination of each and every individual. 
It would appear, however, that the jack rabbit, the cotton-tail, and 
brush-rabbit are all represented in the McKittrick fauna. 
As in the case of the rodents, it appears that a large propor-
tion of the Tu~Kittrick lagomorph material is of rather Recent age, for 
the semi-arid climate indicated by them is not in harmony with condi-
tions indicated by the birds and larger mammals. The peculiar mode 
of occurrence ot much of the McKittriak rabbit material (see page aa» 
makes this supposition even more plausible than in the first instance. 
~pus californicus Gray 
No less than 41 individuals are represented by a series of .left 
mandibular rami in the collections of the California Institute. In 
addition the collection contains more or less complete skulls, right 
mandibular rami, and numerous other skeletal elements. 
In general the mRterial cannot be distinguished from Lepus ~­
fornious richardaoni, which inhabits the San joaquin Valley at the 
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present time. A few of the mandibles show a rather straight horizontal 
ramus and relatively long diastema. In this respect the above corres-
pond to Lepus oalifornicus orthognathUs from Rancho La Brea, and it is 
possible that two races of jack rabbit are present in the McKittrick 
fauna. On the other hand, when it is remembered that Dice's subspecies 
(1925, PP• 126-127} is based on a single mandible, its validity seems 
doubttul. In any event, retention of.Dice's var:L~ty serves no useful 
purpose insofar as correlation and description of the two faunas are 
concerned, and in this paper Lepus oalifornicua orthog;nathus is oon-
sidered as identical with at least the straight-jawed McKi ttriok jack 
rabbits referred to Lepus californicus. In view of geographic separa-
tion, however, it seems probable that the McKittrick and Rancho La Brea 
forms belong to distinct subspecies, but until osteologioal differences 
between living varieties have been demonstrated no satisfactory separa-
tion can be made. 
In view of the difficulty in distinguishing young individuals of 
this species from the Sylvilagus group no table of measurements of the 
McKittrick leporids is given. 
Sylvilagus baohmani (Waterhouse) 
At least 28 individuals are represented by left mandibular rami, 
in the collections of the California Institute. The collection also 
contains several left mandibular rami and four rather imperfect skUlls. 
All the adult material falls within the size range of the brush-rabbit 
as contrasted with the cotton-tail, but the enamel pattern of the 
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cheek-teeth is not always as complicated as is supposed to be the case 
with Sylvilagus bachmani. While the procedure is admittedly question-
able, it has been thought best to refer all specimens which fall within 
the proper size range to s;rlvila@i.':S bachrr1ani regardless of the degree 
of complication shown by the ene.mel pattern. 
Sylvilagus auduboni (Baird) 
The cotton-tail is apparently twice as abundant in the collec-
tions of the California Institute as is the brush-rabbit. 54 left mandi-
bular rami are referred to this form; in addition to a large number of 
the corresponding element frorn the right side; and several more or leas 
complete skulls. While there is consid.erable variation in complication 
of the enamel pattern of the cheek-teeth, both size and proportions of 
this material indicate a form not far removed from Sylvilagus auduboni. 
SORICIDAE 
The McKittrick fauna contains a species of shrew very close to 
Sorex ornatus, a form which also occurs at Rancho La Brea and Carpinteria. 
It is possible that the McKittrick material is of Recent age, but since 
species of this family are unusually long-lived, the supposition is 
difficult to prove. 
Sorex ct. ornatus (C. H. Merriam) 
This form is represented in the collections of the California 
Institute by a left mandibular rarnus, No. 2126, which apparently repre-
sents a rather young individual. This specimen lacks only P4 and M3. 
No. 2126 compares closely in size with No. 0152, a juvenile female in 
the Dickey collection of Recent .mammals. The only noteworthy ditrer-
ences between the McKittrick material and the Recent specimen are that 
in the former the horizontal ramus is somewhat lighter, while the teeth 
are a trifle larger. Since size is supposed to be a very constant 
character among these insectivores, it seems possible that the asphalt 
form. represents a new subspecies. 
The McKittrick form differs from Notiosorex in the farther for-
ward position of the premolars and in the position of the molars, M3 
especially, which are not so close to the median plane of the jaw and 
therefore do not permit the presence of a shelf along the outer border 
of the horizontal ramus. 
The type from the asphalt differs from Sorex obscurus obscurus 
in greater length of lower middle incisors and in trifle shorter con-
dyles. 
In Sorex trowbridgii trowbrid~ii the lower middle incisors are 
somewhat shorter and project nearly straight forward, while in the 
McKittrick specimen these teeth are longer, and possess a distinct 
upward curvature along their anterior extremities. 
Sorex montereyensis ruontereyensis differs, among other characters 
from the McKittrick form, in its larger size. 
Sorex californicus californicus is smaller than either '1£ the 
McKittrick specimens; while Sorex trowbridgii humboltensis is much larger. 
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VF.sPERTILIONIDAE 
The McKittrick collection contains a single specimen of bat, 
' 
which as in the case of the shrew, may be Recent in age. Here again 
the supposition is impossible of proof. 
Antrozous pallidus pacificus c. H. Merriam 
A single right mandibular ramus, No. 2127, in the collections 
of the California Institute is the only specimen available. Although 
the horizontal ramus is slightly deeper below the cheek-teeth than is 
usual in the living species, there seem to be few, if any, other impor-
tant differences. P3 is missing, but the alveolus and notch on the 
postero-internal border of the canine indicate that this tooth was of 
approximately the same size and shape as in the Recent form. P4 has 
a slightly smaller heel and more nearly vertically directed principal 
cusp than a male specimen, No. 026, of the Dickey collection. These 
characters seem to be somewhat variable in the Recent material, how-
ever, for No. 15582, a female from the same collection, corresponds 
almost exactly to the McKittrick specimen in characters of the last 
lower premolar. Since no other differences between the fossil and 
living form could be found, the McKittrick specimen has been referred 
to .Antrozous pallidus pacificus, a race which still inhabits the 
mountains bordering the San joaquin Valley. 
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No attempt to cover the extensive literature dealing with 
the southern California tar pit faunas has been made. References to 
McKittrick are reasonably complete, but for a more comprehensive 
bibliography of' Rancho La. Brea the work of Stock (1930) should be 
consulted. 
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PLATE 1 
Relief map of California showing the principal 
physiographic barriers between the better-known 
Pleistocene vertebrate localities in the state. 
200. 
l - MoKittriak 
2 - Rancho La Brea 
3 - Palos Verdes (Upper San Pedro beds) 
4 - Carpinteria 
5 - Hawver Cave 
6 - Potter Creek Cave 
? - Samwel Cave 
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PLATE 2 
Views of the McKittrick fossil quarry. 
Figure 1 - View of the fossil quarry at 
McKittrick during an early stage of excavation. 
Figure 2 - View of the fossil quarry at a later 
stage of excavation showing one of the larger 
asphalt-filled pipes. 


